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E-Learning has emerged as a powerful mode to deliver

education and training, both in face-to-face and in distance

education systems. It has brought in a higher degree of

student-student and student-teacher interaction to distance

education programmes on the  one hand. On the other, it has

facilitated institutions teaching face-to-face to adopt technology in

their classroom-based courses to manage learning efficiently and

effectively.  The 2008 report of the Sloan Consortium on status of

online education in the United States revealed that over twenty per

cent of all U.S. higher education students were taking at least one online course in the fall

of 2007.  Hazel Associates estimated that e-learning is the fastest-growing sub-sector of a

$2.3 trillion global education market, and the market for online higher education is

estimated to exceed $69 billion by 2015. 

Despite being a leader in Information Technology, India has a long way to go in terms

of online programme offerings. Indira Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU) is a

leader in innovations in technology-enabled education, and it now has over a dozen

online programmes. The Staff Training and Research Institute of Distance Education

(STRIDE) has also initiated an innovative programme on 

e-Learning for capacity building of teachers to adopt this new technology. The Ministry of

Human Resource Development (MHRD), Government of India, has also recently initiated

the National Mission on Education through Information and Communication Technology

(NMEICT). Besides others, two major objectives of the mission related to efforts on e-

learning are:

● Use e-learning as an effort multiplier for providing access, quality and equality in the

sphere of providing education to every learner in the country; and

● Spreading Digital Literacy for teacher empowerment and encouraging teachers to be

available on the Net to guide the learners.

It is in both these contexts, the present Handbook developed by STRIDE is highly

significant. It will inform the teachers about the potential of e-learning and encourage

them to use the Web 2.0 technologies available almost at zero cost. While the broadband

Internet access is poised for an accelerated growth due to the 

up-coming National Knowledge Network, it is important that teachers are prepared 

to take up new challenges to develop quality teaching and learning opportunities for the

students in both face-to-face and distance mode. The Handbook, prepared as a

collaborative project with contributions of 26 experts from around the world, would serve

as a source of rich experience and diversity of practice in the filed.

I congratulate STRIDE for bringing out such a publication, and hope that it 

would help each and every teacher in the country to use some form of e-learning 

in his/her teaching.

New Delhi

8th October 2009

1

Prof.  V. N.  Rajasekharan Pillai,
Vice Chancellor, IGNOU

foreword
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In The e-Learning Handbook, Patti Shank (2008), President of Learning Peaks LLC wrote:

“Many people don't understand basic definition or key concepts of e-learning” (p.17).

While she emphasised that e-learning is all about 'learning' and not technology per se,

the lack of understanding by administrators and executives in training organisations as

well as universities have resulted in falling prey to false or insignificant marketing and one-

size-fits-all approach of the e-learning vendors. Zemsky and Massy (2004) in the Thwarted

Innovation reported that many institutions invested solely on hardware and software

instead of investing in improving educational quality in e-learning. Many high profile e-

learning initiatives such as the UkeU have also failed because of their emphasis on

technology (Garrett, 2004). But, there are also positives related to e-learning. E-learning has

become popular among educationists because of the inherent strengths and advantages it

provides to the instructional process (Mishra, 2009). Some of the benefits include:

● Access to educational resources from outside the institution on a global and 

instant basis;

● Quick and easy ways to create, update, and revise course materials through 

low-cost off-the-shelf software;

● Increased and flexible interaction with students through e-mail and discussion forums;

● Location and time independent delivery of course materials such as course notes,

diagrams, and reading lists;

● The ability to combine text, graphics, and a limited amount of multimedia, thereby

enabling instructional designers to prepare quality learning materials;

● Interactive and dynamic learning experiences through online assessment tools,

simulations, and animated learning objects;

● Platform-independent delivery, accessible through any computer with a simple

browser interface;

● Increased learner control through hypertext-based presentation of information;

● Opportunities for international, cross-cultural, and collaborative learning; and

● The ability to serve a large number of students at a potentially reduced cost (Bates,

2001; Goldberg, Salari, & Swoboda, 1996; McCormack & Jones, 1998; Starr, 1997; Weller,

2000).

In the Indian context, through e-learning initiatives dates back to 1999 (Mishra, 2009), it

is in its infancy as not many institutions have jumped onto the bandwagon. Many also cite

the Internet penetration in the country as the cause of the current situation. And, as

indicated by Bates (2001), we always have an option to “do nothing” after careful analysis of

advantages and disadvantages of e-learning in our own context! Certainly, for us at Staff

Training and Research Institute of Distance Education (STRIDE), Indira Gandhi National

Open University (IGNOU), this is not the case. We believe and understand that

technological infrastructure alone is not sufficient for success of e-learning, though it may

be a necessary pre-condition. Therefore, we have been engaged in dialogue, discussion

and debate about the potential capabilities, strengths and limitations of online

2
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handbook
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technologies in educational programmes. We have also been conducting training

programmes on e-learning since July 2001. The Handbook is our humble effort to put

'learning' before 'technology' in e-learning endeavours. We expect this Handbook to be a

starting point and reference guide to new as well as seasoned teachers to use e-learning in

their teaching and learning, both at face-to-face and at a distance.

The Handbook has two parts: Conceptual overviews and technology applications. Many

textbooks, research papers and reference materials have already been written about e-

learning, and this one could easily get lost in that wealth of information, but for the

conscious approach taken by the Editor to involve international scholars to share their

ideas and experiences that could provide diversity and richness of the philosophy,

technology and practices surrounding e-learning. So, you have 25 Chapters written by 26

experienced and emerging experts in the field of e-learning, sharing with you tips for

successful use of e-learning technologies. You can use this Handbook in a linear manner

from Chapter one to the end or read a specific chapter depending on your interest and

immediate need and relevance. Most chapters provide you practical tips, resources and

references to further reading, and we encourage you to go beyond this Handbook. Apart

from the references and links provided in each of the chapters, we would direct you to

another publication, released by the University of Colorado, Denver (Lawenthal, 

et al, 2009).

We shall be obliged, if you can share your experience of reading and using this

Handbook and also your personal anecdotes of using e-learning technologies for possible

use in the next edition of this Handbook. As the Editor of this international collaborative

Handbook, I am thankful to all the contributors for your timely support, despite your busy

professional  engagements. My sincere gratitude to all of you.

Sanjaya Mishra
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Introduction

Can technology influence learning

and teaching? To be able to address

this question meaningfully let us

consider the extent to which different

aircraft and their conditions influence the

comfort level of their passengers. Those who

have had the opportunity to travel as a first-

class or business-class passenger and in a

range of aircraft will know that the ambience

of an aircraft’s cabin most certainly

influences one’s comfort level and

satisfaction with the journey. In much the

same way, technology has the potential to

influence learning, and different technolo-

gies offer different possibilities for rendering

the learning experience in ways that can

influence learning significantly differently.

Arguably, it is not the attributes of technolo-

gies alone that can possibly influence

learning, but how these unique attributes

and the possibilities and opportunities they

afford are used to render different types of

learning content and learning experiences.

Effective, efficient and engaging learning is a

product of the synergy achieved from a

combination of factors, and which include

the possibilities offered by technologies, the

optimal use of these attributes and the

readiness of the learner.

Effective, efficient and 
engaging learning

Theories on how human beings learn

abound, and so does controversy around

how we learn best. The truth is that learning

depends on numerous factors and these

have to do with the learner, teacher, the

subject matter content and the learning

context. The more meaningful question to

ask in relation to learning is not how we

learn, but how we can learn a lot more

effectively and efficiently (see Spector &

Merrill, 2008).

Contemporary thinking around learning

suggests that learning is most effective and

efficient when it is situated within a

meaningful learning context (see Brown,

Collins, & Duguid, 1989). This learning

context can be real or contrived. The most

meaningful and effective ones are those

that closely reflect real life, and those that

do reflect real life are considered most

authentic. This is called situated learning

(see Lave & Wenger, 1991). 

The notion of situated learning is

grounded in the belief that learning is most

effective and efficient when learners are

engaged in problem-solving, reflecting

upon their actions and learning by doing

within authentic learning contexts. The

4
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problems, scenarios and cases used in these

learning contexts serve to situate and

anchor all learning activities and also help

in the understanding and retention of facts,

principles and procedures (see Barrows &

Tamblyn, 1980; Naidu & Oliver, 1996, 1999;

Schank, 1990; Schank, Fano, Jona, & Bell,

1994). Within these learning

contexts, learners are put into

authentic and meaningful

situations where they are

required to think for

themselves, take actions and

draw conclusions, defend their

actions and decisions, and

reflect upon them (see

Cognition and Technology

Group at Vanderbilt, 1993a;

Wilson, 1996). When this is the

case, it helps learners recognise

and appreciate the relevance

and purposes of their learning

(see Naidu & Oliver, 1999).

When learning activities such as

problem-solving and critical reflection are

carefully designed and orchestrated, and

where the assessment of learning outcomes

is closely aligned with the learning context

and the learning activities, they serve as

powerful mechanisms for cognitive

apprenticeships (see Cognition and

Technology Group at Vanderbilt, 1990).

Cognitive apprenticeship comprises the

development of cognitive (mental) skills

with the guidance of an expert, much like

hands-on experience under the close

tutelage of an experienced practitioner.   

In such educational settings learners are

active partners in the learning and teaching

process with their mentors and

teachers, rather than passive

recipients of information. In this

process, knowledge and

understanding is gained

through the active

engagement of learners

with the learning content,

context, teachers, the learning group and

relevant resources. This is the constructivist

view of learning and it sees learning as a

process of developing understanding

through problem-solving, critical reflection

and negotiation of meaning with one’s own

prior learning experiences, and those of

others including expert

practitioners (Glasersfeld, 1983;

Schank, 1990, 1997; Cognition

and Technology Group at

Vanderbilt, 1990, 1993b). 

Proponents of this line of

thinking, especially social

constructivists, see learning as

also dependent on the learning

group (see Vygotsky, 1978). This

view argues that learning and

the development of

understanding is also a social

process which comes about as a

result of learners acting upon

authentic problem situations

collaboratively through dialogue,

discussion and debate (see also

Koschmann, 1996).

E-learning, m-learning and
distance learning

In order to learn more effectively and

efficiently, learners need a variety of

learning resources. The selection and use

of these resources depend upon the

learning context. In most distance

education settings, for instance, there is a

much greater reliance on the printed text

and increasingly now on information and

communications technologies (ICTs). This

is necessary and appropriate as distance

education seeks to serve the

educational and training needs of

those who are, for various reasons,

unable to access conventional

face-to-face educational provision

(see Larreamendy-Joerns &

Leinhardt, 2006).

Distance education needs to

E-LEARNING
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adopt methods that are flexible in terms of

their accessibility and which have the

capability to give learners choices about

their place and pace of study (see

Holmberg, 1986; Lewis, 1986; Paine, 1989;

Rumble, 1989). However, the availability of

choices and flexibility in relation to one’s

place and pace of study is not unique to

distance education provision.

Contemporary campus-based education is

also increasingly adopting flexible learning

approaches as suitable technologies

become more widely and cheaply available,

and as the nature of contemporary student

population changes along with changing

perspectives on educational provision.

These trends have led to the rise of

labels such as e-learning and m-

learning. Like distance

learning these terms refer to

the predominant attributes of

that learning mode. Just as

distance learning is

characterised by the physical

separation of the learner from the

teacher and the learning organisation for

much of the learning process, e-learning

refers to the use of electronic technologies

and m-learning refers to the use of mobile

technologies for much of the learning and

teaching transaction.  

What is new about the 
learning prefixes?

But does the use of electronic

technologies (in e-learning), mobile

technologies (in the case of m-learning), or

distance learning technologies (in the case

of distance education) change and/or

influence the essential nature of effective,

efficient and engaging learning and

teaching? Answers to this question are not

entirely clear one way or the other.

For some time Richard Clark has

proclaimed that delivery media have no

impact on learning (see Clark, 1983, 1994),

while Robert Kozma (see Kozma, 1991) has

argued that the influence of the medium

and the instructional method on learning

cannot be that easily disentangled. Clark

has argued that effective and efficient

learning is the result of carefully designed

instructional method. As such the influence

of the delivery technology on learning is no

more than the influence a grocery truck

might have on the nutrition and health of

the consumers of the groceries it delivered.

While Clark’s argument seems like a

reasonable proposition, it is arguable that

the analogy between a delivery truck and an

instructional medium such as a computer is

perhaps not quite appropriate. While a

delivery truck may have no impact on what

it carries and therefore have no

influence on the nutrition of

the consumers of its product,

an instructional technology

such as a computer will and

does influence how it renders

the learning content to the

learner, and in that regard it

does and can influence the

learning process. That said, it is arguable

that a delivery truck can have no influence

on the nutrition of the consumers of its

products. Surely the nature of the truck has

some impact on the condition of the

groceries it might be carrying. For example,

if the vehicle is not secure enough or not

well refrigerated, the products can lose

value and quality. If that happens then it is

possible that the nutrition of the consumers

of these products will be impacted, and that

seems to be at the heart of Kozma’s

counterargument.

Kozma (1991) has continued to argue

that in the case of learning, the influence of

the delivery medium and the way the

learning experience is rendered to the

learner is not easily distinguishable.

Therefore, it is not possible to suggest with

any level of certainty that the delivery

technology cannot impact learning. To do

so would be to suggest that it is possible to

STRIDE HANDBOOK 8
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separate the unique effects on learning of

the delivery technology and how the

learning experience is rendered to the

learner. This is not possible to determine,

and while this is the case, the reasonable

position to assume is that the delivery

technology is likely to have an impact on

learning, just as a temperature-controlled

transport vehicle may impact one’s

nutrition, eventually and indirectly.

If we were to push Kozma’s line of

thought a little bit further along, we would

be getting close to suggesting that not only

is it impossible to provide indisputable

evidence on the unique contributions to

learning of the delivery medium from those

of the instructional strategy

employed, but that there might

be instances when the

medium is so powerful that it

is the message (see McLuhan,

1964). In proposing this

McLuhan seemed to have been

suggesting that there are

situations where the medium

is manifested so powerfully

that it becomes more

influential than the message

itself. Instances of this

occurring are prevalent in the

case of popular television and,

more recently, the Internet.

The television and the

Internet are very powerful media. Not only

do they have the power and the potential to

significantly influence our perceptions and

our behaviours, they have the capability to

influence the quality of the content that

they carry. Take for instance our views on

politics, global warming or the economy.

For most of us, our knowledge in relation to

these subjects is based on what we hear in

the news bulletins on the public channels,

and we form our views and opinions and

act upon them based on this often rather

biased and incomplete picture of the state

of affairs. The influence of the Internet is

even more pervasive and precarious. Unlike

television, what goes on the Internet is quite

often uncensored. The Internet has the

potential to place a great deal of resources

within easy reach of us and as such they can

be very empowering and disturbing as well.

The affordances of technology
What are the critical affordances of the

learning prefixes, such as the “e” in e-

learning, the “m” in m-learning and the “d”

in distance learning? What do electronic,

mobile and distance learning technologies

afford which makes the nature of learning

different, and perhaps more powerful than

it would be without them? Does the delivery

medium add any particular

value to learning? These are

perennial questions and which

continue to attract much

controversy. A pathway for

meaningfully exploring these

questions is to examine the

affordances of various delivery

technologies and explore the

possibilities they might offer in

the way in which information is

captured and rendered, and how

learners are able to interact with

that information and the

attributes of a medium (see also

Naidu, 2008). 

The concept of affordance is

widely attributed to James Gibson who

coined the term to refer to the possibilities,

objects and tools the environment afford or

offer (see Gibson, 1977). Take for instance, a

pathway in a dense forest or a bench by the

roadside or under a tree. The pathway in the

forest affords/offers one the opportunity to

walk along it, just as the roadside bench

affords/offers the possibility of sitting or

lying down on it. It follows also that the

condition of the pathway in the forest will

affect the quality of one’s journey on it, just

as the condition of the roadside bench will

influence one’s comfort level on the bench.

E-LEARNING
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experience is 
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It is therefore possible to argue

from these analogies that a

physical artifact or object,

depending upon its attributes,

can and does influence how it

gets used and the impacts it

might have on its user.

As such it would be reasonable

to suggest that various electronic,

mobile and distance learning

technologies, depending on their

attributes, have the potential to

influence how they get used and

the impacts they might have on

their users. Attributes of interest here are the

possibilities for information storage, retrieval,

communication, collaboration, engagement

and interaction (see also Naidu, 2008).

Information storage and retrieval
ICTs, unlike the conventional printed

material, have the potential to capture, store

and deliver information to learners and

teachers in a variety of formats. These include

the integration of text with audio, video and

animation. Information and data delivered via

ICTs in a variety of formats, such as text with

sound, animation, and video offer

opportunities for a range of user

preferences and approaches to

study. Various types of media

enhancements also have the

potential to influence the appeal

and consumption of different

types of content. For instance,

physical processes such as those in

the natural sciences benefit from

enhanced presentation with the

moving image and with sound.

Not only do ICTs offer greater

capabilities and a wider range of

possibilities for the presentation of

content they have greater storage capacity as

well. Much larger amounts of information and

various types of content can be stored using

contemporary ICTs, such as is possible with

Web 1.0 technology than was possible using

conventional media (see Greenhow, Robelia, &

Hughes, 2009). This information can be easily

accessed and more readily updated, which is

useful in maintaining its currency.

Communication and collaboration
Another unique feature of contemporary

ICTs is their ability to support both

synchronous and asynchronous

STRIDE HANDBOOK 8
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Figure 1.1. Modes of engagement and interaction
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communication. This is especially critical

for distance learners who are separated in

time and place from their teachers, tutors

and educational organisations. But

opportunities for communication and

collaboration are not uniquely important

for distance learners alone. Full-time

students in campus-based educational

settings also appreciate the possibilities that

these attributes of 

ICTs afford.

Teachers also find these and

the read-and-write attributes

of Web 2.0 technologies

increasingly valuable in

supporting their teaching

strategies such as collaborative

group work activities among

their students (see Greenhow,

Robelia, & Hughes, 2009).

There is also now a substantial

body of experience and

literature which points to the

role of online synchronous

and asynchronous

communication tools for building and

promoting learning communities and

communities of practice (see Wenger, 1998,

2007; Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder, 2002).

Engagement and interaction
These attributes of ICTs can be organised

and harnessed in a variety of ways and

combinations to support learning and

teaching formats. They include self-paced

learning online and offline, and group-

based learning synchronously and

asynchronously (see Naidu, 2008). These

various modes of engagement and

interaction oftentimes will also overlap and

co-exist (see Figure 1.1). Many of these

learning and teaching opportunities are

simply not possible in conventional

campus-based learning arrangements, with

large numbers and in distributed or

distance education settings.

Self-paced learning off line is possible

with the help of CDs and DVDs, PDAs, and

laptop computers which enable learners to

readily access and use large amounts of

information and rich data at their own time,

place and pace, a lot more than what is

possible via a printed resource.

Self-paced learning online is possible

with the help of a range of computer-

mediated communication technologies and

networked resources such as

online databases and of

course the Internet and Web

1.0 technology. These

technologies allow users to

engage and interact with

subject matter content in a

variety of ways and also at a

pace that is convenient for

individuals. 

The dynamics of learning

are altered considerably when

learners are able to work in

groups collaboratively. A wide

range of technologies is

becoming increasingly

available to support group-based

collaborative learning synchronously as

well as asynchronously. Group-based

learning in real time is possible with a range

of audio, videoconferencing, and audio-

graphic technologies, and i-labs which

facilitate remote control of laboratories over

the Internet. Asynchronous group-based

learning is possible through a plethora of

online learning environments, discussion

forums and Web 2.0 technologies which

enable learners to work together from a

place and time, and at a pace that is

convenient for them (see Greenhow,

Robelia, & Hughes, 2009). 

Strategies for optimising 
technology affordances

Effective, efficient and engaging

technology-enhanced learning

environments make optimal use of the

affordances of ICTs in the learning and
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teaching process. Learning designs and

experiences do not have to adopt the use of

ICTs to be effective, efficient and engaging.

However, learning designs that carefully

integrate ICTs can significantly improve

their impacts on learners and their

learning. Prominent among these learning

designs are scenario-based learning (see

Naidu, Menon, Gunawardena, Lekamge, &

Karunanayaka, 2007); problem-based

learning (see Barrows, 1994; Naidu &

Oliver, 1996); adventure learning (see

Doering, 2006; Miller, 2008); and computer

supported collaborative learning (see

Koschmann, 1996; McConnell, 2000; 

Stahl, 2002).

What is careful integration of ICTs in

learning and teaching? These are

learning and teaching situations

where the choice and use

of a technology is

closely aligned with

the intent of the

learning and

teaching

transaction. The

place to start this process is with clearly

identifying the learning outcome, and

articulating the learning and teaching

transaction. It is only when this is

absolutely clear that the act of building the

learning environment begins and this

includes the identification of the

appropriate tools and technologies and

how they will be implemented and

managed. This process is similar to the

construction of a purpose-designed

building. Nothing is begun without the

identification of a need. No excavation is

started; no brick is set; nor any concrete

poured till the exact design of the structure

is clearly developed by an architect first.

The affordances of ICTs offer many

exciting possibilities for learning and

teaching but they pose many

challenges as well. A classic

faulty example is found in

the use of online discussion

forums to foster collaboration

and communication among the

learners as well as the learners

and the teachers. Educators, often
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What are the key learning and
teaching questions to ask?

How to promote student 
engagement with learning?

How to support communication
among learners?

How to promote cooperation and
collaboration among learners?

How to design and support 
assessment of learning?

How to provide feedback to
learners?

How to support opportunities 
for remediation?

What are the most powerful and
suitable learning designs?

With situated learning designs
such as scenario-based learning
and problem-based learning

By necessitating communication
as a critical part of the learning
and teaching process

By building collaborative learning
tasks in the learning designs

By building structure and guidance
in the assessment task

By building opportunities for 
feedback throughout the learning
and teaching process

By building opportunities 
for remedial work in the 
learning design

What are some of the appropriate
technologies?

CD/DVD, Blogs, Wikis, Mashups,
Learning management systems
(Sakai, Moodle, Blackboard, etc.).

Email, chat, discussion fora, and
Web 2.0 tools (e.g. blogs, Wikis,
podcasts).

Wikis, communal book marking,
photo and video sharing, and Web
2.0 social networking tools etc.

Learning management systems
(Sakai, Moodle, Blackboard, etc.),
Web 2.0 technologies.

Learning management systems
(Sakai, Moodle, Blackboard, etc.),
Web 2.0 technologies.

Learning management systems
(Sakai, Moodle, Blackboard, etc.),
Web 2.0 technologies.

TABLE 1.1. A framework for optimising technology affordances
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erroneously, believe that by making the

communication channel accessible to the

learners, discussion and debate among

them would be raging and hot. More often

than not, they are surprised to find that

there is silence while they continue to call

for learners to engage among themselves. 

Despite all their exhortations, there is still

plenty of silence. The truth is that learners

are not going to talk for any reasonable

length of time about anything. Their time is

precious and most of them will only do

what is necessary and required of them.

There has to be a purpose for the discussion

to ensue in any setting, let alone online, and

unless that is carefully designed and

orchestrated no one will be inclined to stick

around there for too long (see Salmon,

2000, 2003).

But silence in text-based online

discussion fora is not necessarily an

indication that someone has nothing to say

on a matter. In fact occasional silence in

online discussion fora could be an

indication that a participant may be

thinking and may indeed have a lot to say

on the matter soon (see Zembylas &

Vrasidas, 2007). Many learners also find

articulating their thoughts online a rather

traumatic experience. Speakers of the

native language can skim-read online posts

to be able to distinguish the grain from the

chaff and also scribble on for hours without

much effort. But, non-native speakers of the

language could agonise for hours over what

is essentially noise online while straining to

compose their own responses (see

Chen, Bennett, & Maton, 2008).

Therefore, the key challenges

we face in relation to e-

learning, m-learning and

distance learning is not the

technology itself, but our

failure to focus our

energies on the critical

learning and teaching

questions, lack of attention

to careful design of suitable learning

experiences, inappropriate selection of

tools and technology, and our lack of

attention to their use and implementation.

A framework for optimising these

technology affordances is proposed in Table

1.1. The attraction of this framework is its

approach to addressing complex learning

and teaching issues and how they ought to

be approached. It begins foremost by

asking, what are the key learning and

teaching questions we need to be asking?

What are the most powerful learning

designs for these questions? What are the

technologies currently available to us that

we can use to support these learning

designs (see Dede, 2009), and finally how do

we know that we are achieving our goals

and answering the learning questions we

set out to answer in the first place?

Measures of effectiveness
How do we know that the ways in which

we have designed the student learning

experiences and the technologies that we

have selected and used, are enabling us to

achieve the goals we set ourselves and the

learning and teaching questions that we set

about to answer? Our best attempts at

optimising effective, efficient and engaging

use of technology affordances will be those

that will have adopted a culture of

continuous quality improvement. This

means demonstrating a disposition towards

valuing all forms of feedback, collecting

meaningful feedback systemically and

systematically, impressing upon

stakeholders that they value

feedback, and using feedback in the

improvement of their practices.

Without this level of commitment to

continuous quality improvement,

chances are that technology

affordances will remain

underutilised and

learning outcomes

unrealised.

E-LEARNING
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Concluding remarks
This chapter set out to refocus our lenses on the possibilities and opportunities that

various attributes of ICTs afford us in relation to teaching and learning. It begins with the

premise that the more meaningful question to ask in relation to sound educational

practice is not how we learn and with what, but how we can learn more effectively and

efficiently. In order to do this, it has been important to articulate what is effective, efficient

and engaging learning. Only then, is it meaningful to ask how e-learning, m-learning and

distance learning and what specifically about them can be used to leverage desirable

educational processes. This chapter identifies these desirable technology affordances and

offers a framework for optimising these technology affordances in the achievement of

effective, efficient and engaging learning.
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Introduction 

In this chapter, I will argue that e-

learning has failed to meet expectations

in post-secondary education, and the

reason for this lies squarely with the senior

management of post-secondary educatio-

nal institutions, and to some extent with

our political leaders. There are

understandable reasons for this failure.

However, this failure has led to slower than

necessary economic development, a loss of

cost-effectiveness in post-secondary

education, and consider-able frustration for

students, faculty and academic

management itself.

I will first of all analyse the reasons for

the disappointment with e-learning, then

look at how e-learning could and should be

better managed, and finally I will examine

some of the ways in which the education

system might change as a result.

Definitions of e-learning
Different organisations have different

definitions of e-learning. It is a broad term,

encompassing a wide variety of electronic

technologies used for educational

purposes, and a wide variety of educational

formats and designs (see Bates and Poole,

2005; OECD, 2005; and Allen and Seaman,

2008, for different categories of e-learning).

I need to clearly define different forms of e-

learning, as the differences are critical to my

argument.

Fully online learning: This is a form of

distance learning delivered to individuals

with access to the Internet, either at home,

work or through an access centre. Although

courses may have a set start time and set

due dates for assignments, students can

otherwise access and participate in courses

at times and places of their own choosing. 

Blended learning: Blended learning

comes in two main categories:

l Enhancing the traditional classroom

model: Many instructors use the term

‘blended learning' to refer to any use of

technology that adds to the classroom

experience. The Sloan Foundation (Allen

and Seaman, 2008) and the OECD (2005)

both make the distinction between web-

supplemented and web-dependent use

of technology, both of which do not

fundamentally change the classroom

model.

l Hybrid learning: This is where face-to-

face teaching time is reduced, but not

eliminated, to allow students more time

for online study. This model comes in a

CHAPTER 2
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number of formats. Examples are: 

l reduced weekly class time, e.g. three

class sessions a week are reduced to

one, with the rest of the studying

being done online. 

l another model, used by Royal Roads

University (Canada), 'sandwiches'

face-to-face time at summer school

between two periods of online study

before and after summer school. 

l a third model requires students to

spend ten weeks studying online,

with the last three weeks spent at

college receiving hands-on training.

Instructors at Vancouver Community

College have

successfully used this

model for delivering

trades training to

unqualified tradesmen

already working.

Is e-learning failing 
in post-secondary 
education?

More and more people are

expressing disappointment in

e-learning, for several reasons:

l Lack of return on

investment: David White, Director, EU

Commission DG Education and Culture,

Lifelong Learning, in his keynote

presentation Innovative Learning for

Europe at the 2008 EDEN conference in

Lisbon, expressed his concern about the

lack of return on investment. He pointed

out that national governments and the

European Commission have invested

over a billion dollars in ICTs for

education, but have seen little change or

improvement as a result.

l Lack of innovation: The other, related,

issue is the lack of innovation. The World

Economic Forum’s Global Advisory

Committee on Technology and

Education at its meeting in Dubai

(November, 2008) commented:

‘Education is in a state of transition from a

traditional model to one where technology

plays an integral role. However,

technology has not yet transformed

education’.

l Lack of systemic change: In particular,

although there are many innovative

‘projects’, often dependent on the work of

inspired and hard-working individual

instructors, and although many

institutions have put in place learning

technology and faculty development

initiatives, there appears to be little

systemic change (see Sangra, 2008). As

the Canadian Council on Learning (CCL)

puts it: ‘The growth of e-

learning has not significantly

altered the way in which

Canada’s institutions organise

or deliver learning.’ Nor is this

peculiar to Canada. Thus, while

plenty of evidence (e.g. Allen

and Seaman, 2008;

Instructional Technology

Council, 2008) can be provided

to show that computers and

the Internet are now widely

used by a majority of faculty

and students in post-secondary

education, there is also at the same time

widespread dissatisfaction with the

results.

l But still better? It should be noted though

that statements of dissatisfaction are

often made without any conclusive

evidence. In fact, what evidence there is

suggests that e-learning in fact is more

effective than face-to-face teaching. A

major recent study by the U.S.

Department of Education (Means et al.,

2009) has found that students generally

do better studying online than in face-to-

face classes. The main reason given is

that students in online learning spend

more time on task than students in face-

to-face learning, i.e. they have to work

harder.

E-LEARNING

15

‘Education is in
a state of 

transition from a
traditional model to

one where
technology plays an

integral role.
However, 

technology has
not yet

transformed 
education’
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However, perception is as important as

reality in education, especially when

investment in technology is dependent on

public funding and support. 

Expectations for e-learning
So the first thing to examine is whether

expectations about e-learning – defined

here as the application of information and

communications technologies (ICTs), and

in particular computers and the Internet,

for teaching and learning – are realistic.

This raises further questions:

l why are we using ICTs for

teaching and learning?

l what are we trying to

achieve, and

l how will we know that we

have achieved what we

set out to achieve?

Setting goals for 
e-learning

First, it should be

appreciated that there are

many different stakeholders in post-

secondary education: learners, instructors,

educational support staff such as

instructional and web designers, IT support

staff, senior managers, government and

employers. You can probably think of

others, as well, e.g. parents of students. 

Each set of stakeholders brings different

expectations about the role and use of

technology in teaching and learning, and

these different stakeholders will have

different values that will influence their

evaluation of e-learning’s effectiveness.

Nevertheless, it should be possible to collect

together the different rationales for e-

learning, and examine the extent to which

expectations have or have not been met.

And here is the first significant failure of

management. Too often institutional

managements have launched into e-

learning without a clear understanding of

what they are hoping to achieve. Therefore

a first step for any senior decision-maker

considering investment in e-learning

should be to define their expectations and

goals, even accepting that these may

legitimately change as more experience and

knowledge is gained about the potential

and limitations of using technology for

teaching and learning.

So below I have

collected together some

of the more common

rationales or

expectations for e-

learning that I

have

encountered,

both in the

literature and

in discussion

with different

stakeholder

groups. I will

then examine

each of these

separately,

trying in particular to

show how success or

failure in achieving these

goals could be measured.

Possible goals 
for e-learning
1. To increase access to learning

opportunities/ increase flexibility for

students

2. To enhance the general quality of

teaching/ learning.

3. To develop the skills and competencies

needed in the 21st century, and in

particular to ensure that learners have

the digital literacy skills required in their

discipline, profession or career 

4. To meet the learning styles/needs of 

millennial students

5. To improve the cost-effectiveness of the

post-secondary education system

Perception is as
important as reality

in education,
especially when

investment in
technology is
dependent on

public funding
and support
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It can be seen that these goals can be

expressed in different ways and will appeal

differently to different stakeholder groups.

Some may be seen as sub-goals of others.

To some extent, in the long run, what really

matters is that whoever is using e-learning

is clear as to their reasons why and what

they are hoping to achieve as a result.

I will examine each of these goals in more

detail.

Has e-learning increased access
to learning opportunities?

Of all the goals for e-learning, this

appears initially to be the

most successful, in terms of

increased enrolments, but

closer examination of the

data suggests that this due

more to conventional

students opting for online

learning (increased

flexibility), rather than online

learning reaching new

markets and thus increasing

access.

Distance education
There are several aspects to

this goal of increasing access

and flexibility. The first is simply through

online distance education. This is one area

where we do have some reasonably good

data (at least from the USA). Systematic,

large-scale surveys conducted by the Sloan

Foundation (e.g. Allen and Seaman, 2008)

and also by the Instructional Technology

Council indicate that growth in enrolments

in fully online learning in post-secondary

institutions in North America has been

averaging approximately 12-14% per

annum over the last 10 years, compared

with 2-5% for enrolments in solely campus-

based teaching. These figures were almost

identical to the growth in online distance

learning at the University of British

Columbia between 1995 and 2003, when I

was Director of Distance Education and

Technology.

This growth in public post-secondary

online education has come from a number

of sources. It should be noted that since

1995, there have been almost no dedicated

online distance teaching universities

created in the public sector (the last major

one was the Open University of Catalonia).

The Open University of Portugal moved all

its courses from being print and broadcast-

based to online in two years (2006-2007),

but this did not lead to a major increase in

enrolments (and its enrolments from

Angola and Mozambique have

probably decreased). Other

publicly funded fully distance

universities, such as Athabasca

University in Canada, the Open

University in the UK, and the

Open University in the

Netherlands, have been moving

online at different speeds, but

none has completely converted

to online delivery. 

The growth in online learning

instead has come from

conventional, campus-based

institutions moving a

proportion of their courses and

programs to fully online delivery, often as

an option to the regular campus-based

courses. Many two-year colleges in the USA

for instance now require campus-based

students to take at least one fully online

course. Cerro Coso Community College, a

traditionally campus-based two-year

college in California, now has more than

50% of its enrolments in distance courses

(Jaschik, 2009). Thus fully online courses

have demonstrated that even conventional,

campus-based students appreciate the

flexibility and access that fully online

teaching provides. It should be noted

though that these students still take a large

proportion of their program through

conventional campus-based teaching.

Fully online learning
in post-secondary

institutions in
North America has

been averaging
approximately

12-14% per
annum over the

last 10 years,
compared

with 2-5% for
enrolments in solely

campus-based
teaching
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Ironically, it is concern about access that

has often inhibited open universities from

moving more quickly into online learning,

fearing that students will not have access to

computers and the Internet. There are

certainly important differences between

relatively rich countries with advanced

telecommunications infrastructures and

those where few homes have a computer

and Internet access. However, the strategic

mistake here is ‘either/or’ thinking, seeing

ICTs as a full replacement for print-based

distance education. More innovative

approaches, as seen in some institutions

such as UNISA in South Africa, are

beginning to combine access to technology

through local learning centres and mobile

technologies, with independent print study. 

Blended learning
It is much harder to

find data on the effect

of blended learning on

enrolments, access or

flexibility, since system-wide data is not

usually available and the format of blended

learning can vary considerably. 

One example is Vancouver Community

College’s Motor Vehicle Repair

apprenticeship program, where students do

two-thirds of a course online, and the last

third – involving hands-on skills – on

campus, focusing on the specific skills that

the student is lacking. Some students arrive

already with the skills acquired on the job,

and therefore they are just tested and

accredited. Other students may need the

whole three weeks to reach mastery. This is

a good example of the increased flexibility

that e-learning can provide. Australia is

another country that is extensively offering

flexible delivery of trades training through a

mix of hands-on and online learning.

Open universities increasingly claim to

offer blended learning also, by adding an

online component (such as a discussion

forum or a course web site) as a supplement

to a print-based distance course. However,

because of concerns about student access

to the Internet, this is often an optional

component, and not necessary for

successful completion of the course.

Analysis of data from applications of

Learning Management Systems such as

Blackboard suggests a rapid expansion in

the use of the web to supplement classroom

teaching. Almost all North American

universities are now using an LMS, and

LMSs are now being used in over 50 per

cent of classes on average in US post-

secondary educational institutions (Agee et

al., 2009). The evidence (or rather lack of it)

suggests though that hybrid models that

lead to reduced classroom time are still

comparatively rare. 

Open educational
resources

There is also another

way to look at increased

access, flexibility and

learning opportunities. The growth of open

educational resources provides

opportunities for potential learners to

access knowledge that would otherwise be

difficult or impossible to access any other

way. Increasingly, institutions and

organisations are making available over the

Internet high quality educational materials

at no cost. 

For example, Google Book Search is

attempting to collect all the world's

published books and make them available

digitally, for free, over the Internet.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the

U.K. Open University and Rice University's

Connexions are offering digital recordings of

lectures, online teaching modules, and

collections of video lectures, animations

and simulations for free downloading

online. Intellectual property management,

and recognition of instructors’ contribution

to content creation, has been managed

through co-operative copyright 
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management sites such as the Creative

Commons <http://creativecommons.

org/>, which allow instructors to make

available content with some protection

against improper or commercial use. 

There is considerable interest in Africa in

particular in open educational resources.

OER Africa has been established in the

belief that Open Educational Resources

(OER) have a tremendously powerful

positive role to play in developing and

capacitating higher education systems and

institutions across Africa. The project has

been set up to ensure that the power of OER

is harnessed by Africans for Africans,

through the building of

collaborative networks

across the continent (Ngugi

and Butcher, 2009).

It should be noted that

open educational resources

are not free courses or

programs, but materials that

can be used individually by

instructors or students, or

incorporated into other

educational programs.

Faculty are still needed to

guide students to

appropriate content, help

define learning outcomes,

assess student performance, and provide

help and support to students.

The move to more open content has

several implications. Teachers and learners

now have an increasing range of quality-

assured learning materials that they can

access, free of charge, for educational

purposes. Teachers no longer need to create

all their own material online; learners are

no longer restricted to the content and

curriculum provided by a college. Thus one

can imagine an "open content" approach to

a subject, where the instructor is a guide,

providing goals and criteria for assessment,

but where the students track down, assess

and organise appropriate learning

materials. The value of free access to high

quality learning materials for countries that

have a severe shortage of top quality subject

experts is obvious. However, considerable

teaching skill is still needed to provide an

appropriate learning context for such

material.

However, although there is great promise

in this area, we have yet to see compelling

evidence of success, especially in terms of

providing the necessary learning support,

technology infrastructure, and program

design models that ensure quality,

sustainability, and growth.

Informal learning
Lastly, there is also the

promise of informal learning

over the Internet, through

networking, interest groups,

and social media, although

again, hard data about

numbers, satisfaction and

learning gains are very difficult

to find. In the meantime,

Stephen Downes’ blog is the

best source of information on

this topic.

Despite the lack of

systematic, system-wide

information on e-learning,

there is reasonably good

evidence to suggest that e-learning is

facilitating increased access to learning

opportunities, both formal and informal,

but mainly through fully online activities,

rather than through hybrid learning. 

Although there is still room for expansion

in e-learning offerings to meet unmet

demand for flexible delivery and lifelong

learning, e-learning has enabled

educational opportunities to be delivered to

learners in more flexible ways. This does not

necessarily mean though that e-learning

has attracted new learners from

disadvantaged or marginalised groups,

such as aboriginals, the unemployed, or

those too poor to be able to afford access to

There is also the
promise of informal

learning over the
Internet, through

networking, interest
groups, and
social media,

although again,
hard data about

numbers,
satisfaction

and learning gains
are very difficult

to find
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the Internet.

E-learning presents a particular

challenge to dedicated open universities,

whose market is open to erosion by these

developments, since the new offerings are

coming mainly from conventional,

campus-based institutions. (This is not a

new argument – see Rumble, 1994.) 

Enhancing the quality of
teaching and learning

This is still by far the most prevalent use

of information and communications

technology in post-secondary education.

The choice of wording
The choice of the word ‘enhance’ here is

deliberate. I was working at one institution

on a committee trying to set down the key

goals or rationale for their use of e-learning.

One colleague suggested: ‘to improve the

quality of teaching.’ This was rejected by

other members of the committee, who

argued that the quality of the teaching was

already excellent – technology would

enhance it, but not improve it. 

For me, this is the core strategic issue

around e-learning. Underlying this issue is a

much more fundamental question. Does

the traditional system of teaching in higher

education give value for money and

produce the kind of learning that students

will need in the 21st century? Many

working in higher education have

great confidence in the current

system of teaching, despite

complaints about large classes,

unmotivated students, and the

amount of research time

‘lost’ to teaching

activities. For those

with this view of

teaching in higher

education, technology

is a useful ‘add-on’, but

does not change the

basic system of

classroom teaching, based on full-time

attendance, regular semesters of standard

length, and cohorts of students learning in

the same place at the same time. The

answer to the issue of quality, by those who

claim the system is not working as well as it

should, is to provide more teachers and

smaller classes, thus adding even more cost.

However, the cost per student in the USA in

particular increases each year, while at the

same time politicians, students, and

increasingly employers complain about the

quality and lack of competitiveness in the

American work force. 

But can the high investment in

technology really be justified if it is merely

added on as an enhancement to what we

already do? For instance, can the

investment of US$6,000 a classroom to

record and distribute digital recordings of

lectures be justified in terms of better

learning? All we are doing is adding cost

without any measurable benefits.

The quality of teaching 
and learning

This is the big question. Is the quality of

teaching in our post-secondary institutions

already of high quality and thus merely

needs to be enhanced with technology (the

icing on the cake), or is there major room

for improvement in how we teach,

especially through the intelligent

application of new technologies? 

My position on this is

clear. Universities and

colleges follow a form of

teaching that is largely

historical in origin, and

which has not

accommodated well to

the major shift that has

occurred as a result of

opening up access to post-

secondary education. It has

accommodated even less

well to the opportunities
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(or affordances) that new technology offers.

In support of the first point, universities

in particular had an excellent teaching

model for an elite system of higher

education, when only a few students

attended, and when the resources were

more than adequate for teaching in the old

way - small classes, and extensive individual

and small group contact between students

and research professors. This has all gone

now, except at graduate level in a few elite

institutions. Many professors pine for the

old days, but these have gone. I believe it

was the right thing to do to

expand access, but we have

not changed the teaching

model to accommodate to a

different environment. We

have just added technology to

the old model. 

Nor should open

universities be complacent

about this. It is true, they have

changed the traditional

teaching model, in some cases

very successfully. They have developed a

model though based on a large-scale

application of industrial methods of

teaching, using the broadcast (one to many)

technologies of print, and to a lesser extent

television and radio, to obtain large

economies of scale (see Daniel, 1998). This

model worked well in countries with very

low enrolments in higher education, with

mainly industrial and agricultural

industries. This model though is not well

adapted to meeting the needs of the

emerging knowledge-based economy,

which is becoming equally important in

many developing countries (especially

India), for reasons that will be addressed in

the next section.

So what is needed now are new models

that build on the strengths and

opportunities that the newer, more

interactive and learner controlled

technologies provide, and, incidentally,

teaching models that build on the

tremendous research advances made over

the last 50 years in understanding how

students learn, and how best to teach. This

is the strategic challenge for senior

management: a radical reform of teaching

and learning, to meet the needs of today

and tomorrow. In this radical reform,

technology will need to be a critical

component.

Using information and communications

technology to enhance learning (either in

face-to-face or distance courses) merely

increases costs without any

measurable benefits. It does not

address the need to change a

teaching model that poorly

serves mass higher education or

students in a knowledge-based

economy. 

e-Learning and 21st
century skills and
competences

Many commentators have

discussed the difference between learning

outcomes suitable for industrially-based

economies and those suitable for

knowledge-based economies (see for

instance, Gilbert, 2005; Conference Board of

Canada, 1991). The Conference Board of

Canada’s 1991 list has stood the test of time.

Their competences include:

l good communications skills (reading,

writing, speaking, listening)

l ability to learn independently

l social skills (ethics, positive attitude,

responsibility)

l teamwork skills, collaborative learning,

networking

l ability to adapt to changing

circumstances

l thinking skills (problem-solving; critical,

logical, numerical skills)

l knowledge navigation

l entrepreneurship (taking initiative,

seeing opportunities)

Many 
commentators have

discussed the
difference between
learning outcomes

suitable for
industrially-based

economies and those 
suitable for

knowledge-based
economies 
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l digital literacy.

These skills can be classified as being

‘process-oriented’ rather than ’subject-

oriented’. However it would be a mistake to

see these skills as being independent of the

subject or topic domains in which they

need to be used. For instance, problem-

solving in engineering requires knowledge

of physics, maths and structural qualities of

materials, for instance, whereas problem-

solving in medicine requires knowledge of

other content areas, such as anatomy,

physiology, etc. (There is substantial

research that shows that skills do not

automatically transfer from one content

domain to another). 

The important issue here for education is

that skills need to be embedded within a

subject or knowledge

domain. Thus there are

implications for setting

curricula (what is to be

taught), teaching

methodology (how it is

taught or learned), and

assessment (what is

examined). If any one of

these areas is not adequately

addressed in terms of skills

and competences, then

teaching is likely to fail in

terms of meeting 21st

century learning goals.

e-learning and digital
literacy competences

Where does e-learning fit into this? One

of the core competences now required in

nearly all subject domains, and more

specifically in different occupations and

professions, is ‘embedded’ digital literacy,

by which I mean the ability to use

information and communications

technologies in ways that are specific to a

particular knowledge or occupational

domain.

In other words, information technology

is no longer just a useful tool that supports

university and college administration and

to a lesser extent teaching and learning;

rather it is now an integral and essential

component of almost all core higher

education activities, and as such needs to

be used, managed and organised

accordingly.

Because digital technology is now so

pervasive, and affects the creation, storage,

access, analysis and dissemination of

knowledge, all areas of human activity are

increasingly being touched by it. Academic

knowledge is no different. To be a scholar

now means knowing how to find, analyse,

organise and apply digital information.

Studying without the use of technology is

increasingly like learning to dive without

water. This is not an argument

for teaching generic computer

literacy skills, such as how to

keyboard or use a word-

processor, but for using

computers for digital imaging

in medicine, for graphical

information systems in

geology, for using wikis to teach

writing skills, for knowing what

databases hold information

relevant to solving a particular

problem.

Thus e-learning is essential

for developing these skills.

Without using ICTs in teaching

and learning, it will not be possible to

develop core digital literacy within a

particular subject domain.

The implications for assessment
To facilitate and improve the core skills

and competences needed in the 21st

century we need to shift focus, especially at

the undergraduate level, from memorisa-

tion to thinking skills. If we are setting

exams (or other forms of assessment) that

do not explicitly assess problem-solving,

critical thinking, digital literacy and

Information
technology is no

longer just a useful
tool that supports

university and college
administration and

to a lesser extent
teaching and learning;

rather it is now
an integral and

essential component
of almost all core
higher education

activities
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communications skills, then students will

not focus on developing these skills. 

And as well as assessing such skills, we

also need to design our teaching to give

students the opportunity to develop and

practice such skills. This means

embedding the use of technology within

project work, problem-solving, and other

activities that require analytical and critical

thinking. It means getting students to seek,

analyse, evaluate, and apply information

and knowledge within their specific

subject domains. It means encouraging

students to choose topics, seek alternative

routes to learning, and to create digital

multimedia versions of their work that

demonstrate the required

knowledge and skills. 

On the instructor’s side, it

means being clear about

what knowledge and skills

are essential within the

subject domain, what

activities can best facilitate

the development of the

desired knowledge and

skills, and providing

opportunities and guidance

on how to find the information required

and develop and practice the skills needed.

Activities are not so much focused around

technology, but technology will often be the

means by which students access and apply

knowledge.

Using technology for teaching is a

necessary but not sufficient requirement for

developing the knowledge and skills needed

in the 21st century. It has to be

accompanied by curriculum reform (the

content), by changes in teaching methods

that facilitate the development of skills in a

particular subject domain, and by changes

in assessment. Obviously many instructors

are successfully working in this way, but

there is still a great deal of resistance to such

radical change.

The successful integration of information

and communications technologies within a

skills-based curriculum will not come about

quickly or easily in academia, especially if it

is left to faculty alone. Leadership, vision,

resource re-allocation, and the deliberate

management of change are also necessary,

providing a formidable challenge to senior

managers.

Meeting the learning
styles/needs of millennial 
students

Milleniials is a term used for those born

between the mid 1970s to early 1990s

inclusive. Other terms used for people born

in these years are Generation Y or digital

natives. The term is used to

describe learners who have

grown up with technology such

as computers and the Internet

all through their life. They are

assumed to be technology-

savvy, are able to multi-task,

have developed specific skills

such as video games playing,

and are sometimes described

as having a sense of

entitlement ('it's all about me'),

resulting from being the children of

'boomers'.

The argument made by writers such as

Prensky (2001) and Oblinger and Oblinger

(2006) is that education needs to be

adapted to meet the needs of these learners.

Millennials need to be actively engaged,

need to be motivated and interested to

learn, and above all need to be immersed in

a technological environment for learning.

All students are important
Although the argument that students

entering post-secondary education now are

qualitatively different from previous

generations of students – some

commentators go so far as to argue that

their brains are 'wired' differently – has

some merit, one needs to be careful in

Using technology for
teaching is a 

necessary but 
not sufficient 

requirement for 
developing the
knowledge and 

skills needed in the
21st century
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interpreting this argument in education.

Research has shown that skills developed in

one context (e.g. playing games) do not

necessarily transfer to other contexts (e.g.

problem-solving in business). In particular,

students' use of the Internet for social and

personal purposes does not necessarily

prepare them adequately for academic

applications of the Internet, such as

searching for reliable sources of

information (CIBER, 2008).

Also, there is a danger in stereotyping.

Not all 'millennials' behave the same way or

have a total immersion in technology. Nor

are all students these days

millennials. An increasing

number of students are 'pre-

millennial', being older and

returning to study or entering

post-secondary education

later in life. Lastly, there are

some inherent requirements in

education – such as a

disciplined approach to study,

critical thinking, evidence-

based argumentation, for

example – that cannot or should not be

abandoned because they do not fit a

particular student's preferred learning style.

Accommodating to differences 
in learners

Nevertheless, it is important for

instructors to take into account the needs of

all learners they are dealing with. Young

people see technology much the same way

they see air and water – part of everyday life.

It is natural then that they will see

technology as essential tools for teaching

and learning. In particular, learners need to

be guided in how to use technology for

developing the skills and competencies

they need in a knowledge-based society. 

The important issue here is that

instructors need to understand how

technology can be appropriately used for

studying, and ensuring that teaching makes

the best use of technology possible. Some

students will need more help than others in

their use of technology for learning, but all

students need to learn how to integrate

technology successfully within their subject

discipline.

Using technology to improve 
the cost-effectiveness of the post-
secondary education system

My vision of a good manager is someone

who has vision and can bring about

improvements and change within an

organisation. Thus every manager should

ask themselves: ‘How can

technology be used to improve

the cost-effectiveness of my

institution?’ 

New visions for teaching 
and learning

For this to happen, new

visions for teaching and learning

are needed for higher education

in the 21st century. There are

many different ways in which to

improve cost-effectiveness through the use

of technology, so no single vision should

dominate. However, most visions should

include the following elements for a 21st

century post-secondary educational

institution:

l clear educational goals and measures of

success

l skills development embedded within

content domains/subject disciplines

l increased flexibility and access for

learners

l learner empowerment and differen-

tiation

l innovation in teaching methods

l integration of digital technologies within

teaching, learning and institutional

administration

l technology collaboration and sharing

within, between and across institutions

l understanding of the costs of different
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teaching approaches and different

technologies.

Such a vision would then depend on

innovation in teaching and learning with

technology. 

Innovation in teaching
By its nature, innovation must come

from within the institutions themselves if it

is to ‘stick’ and become sustainable. But

here are some of my thoughts on what

innovation built on the intelligent

applications of technology might look like:

Abolition of the semester 
system and the requirement for 
full-time attendance on campus

Since learners can now access learning at

any time and from any place,

there is no need for students

to study in cohorts based on a

fixed time and place. Students

could start and finish a course

at their own pace and time.

When they feel they are ready,

they could apply for an

examination or submission of

work for assessment. This

would also have the advantage

for faculty to spread their

research activities over the

whole year, for flexibility in

vacation time, and for more efficient use of

physical space.

There are advantages in groups of

students working to a fixed schedule, for

group work, discussion forums, and

possibly social interactions, but these

should be guidelines or opportunities

offered to students, rather than

requirements.

Courses designed for heterogeneous
groups of students

The aim here would be to design a course

that could be taken by students wishing to

study full-time, and by those that would like

some campus-based learning activities, but

not full-time attendance, and by those that

want to access the same course fully at a

distance. The learning outcomes and

method of assessment would be the same

for all students in the course, but their route

and method of learning would differ

according to their needs. (For an example,

see: http://media.elearning.

ubc.ca/det/accult-T1.html).

Collaborative programs
These would be programs offered by two

or more institutions working

collaboratively, to share faculty and

resources. For instance, a group of

universities may decide to design a

common first year introductory course in

physics, using as much

available open educational

resources as appropriate.

Each partner institution

would ‘deliver’ the joint

course and award its own

accreditation, working to the

same agreed learning

outcomes and level of

performance. Thus the

qualification would be

transferable between the

institutions. This would be of

particular value for

partnerships between institutions in

developed and developing countries.

One example of a collaborative degree

program is the fully online Masters in

Educational Technology offered by the

University of British Columbia in Canada,

and Tech de Monterrey in Mexico

(http://met. ubc.ca).

New forms of assessment
New technologies provide the

opportunity for student assessment that are

more authentic than paper and pen

examinations, such as essays and tests.

Multimedia archives such as YouTube,
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Flickr or Google Video, and the increasing

access to cheap digital video cameras or

integrated video and audio recording in

mobile phones, now enable learners to

create their own digital e-portfolios of 

work, incorporating text, graphics, 

audio and video. 

This means that learners can now go out

and do local field work, and create digital

multi-media web-based e-portfolios of their

work, either individually or collaboratively

(see Lorenzo and Ittelson, 2005). Learners

can demonstrate what they can do and

what they have learned, record their

experiences, and allow others – such as

potential employers – to access their work

through e-portfolios. 

New cost-recovery models for 
lifelong learning

In many countries, the state provides

substantial financial support,

in the form of funding to

universities, and grants and

loans to students, etc. I am a

strong supporter of publicly

funded higher education, and

believe that everyone who

could benefit from a higher

education should have the

opportunity to do so. 

However, especially but not

exclusively in richer nations, much of the

demand for higher education is coming

from those who have already benefited

from a state-funded higher education

program, and who are now working full

time, but need to keep up to date or re-

qualify as their work experience changes.

They have the resources and the motivation

to cover their full costs of upgrading their

education. In particular, they need

programs that are delivered mainly online,

because they have to combine work, family

and study.

For reasons already discussed, faculty in

most post-secondary educational

institutions are already stretched to the

limit in terms of teaching time. If the new

and growing lifelong learning market is to

be met, new resources are needed. In other

words, the tuition fees for these programs

should be sufficient for the hiring of

additional faculty to teach these programs.

Thus these courses need a different

financial model from those for

undergraduates or even academically

oriented graduate programs. In particular,

they require a model that links the return of

funds directly to the academic department

providing the program (with the necessary

deductions for general overheads, which

should in practice be kept to a minimum).

Again, UBC’s Masters in Educational

Technology is an example of such a model.

These are just five examples of innovative

ways to use technology to increase access

and flexibility, to meet the learning needs of

the 21st century, and of ways to

improve cost-effectiveness.

Each of these examples though

illustrates the importance of

leadership, strategic thinking,

and an understanding of the

potential of technology.

General educational
implications of new
technology developments

Learners now have powerful tools for

creating their own learning materials or for

demonstrating their knowledge. Courses

can be structured around individual

students’ interests, allowing them to seek

appropriate content and resources to

support the development of negotiated

competencies or learning outcomes.

Content is now open; learners can seek, use

and apply information beyond the bounds

of what a professor or teacher may dictate.

Increasingly, quality educational content

will become free, open and abundant.

Students can create their own online

personal learning environments. This

Learners can
now go out and

do local field
work, and create

digital multi-media
web-based

e-portfolios of their
work, either

individually or
collaboratively
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represents a major power shift from teachers to learners. 

As information and communications technologies become increasingly essential for

economic development, the challenge for open universities, especially in countries where

learners have no or high cost access to the Internet, is to develop models that enable

students to use technology within their studies without restricting access,. This will require

delivery models that combine independent study with access to mobile learning and

technology-rich learning centres.

The point here is that the choice of technology and the design of the learning experience

is an academic decision that will vary depending on the type of students being taught and

the nature of the subject. However, perhaps the most important factor determining the

successful use of technology is having a clear vision for teaching and learning, and having

strategies for implementing that vision. This is the responsibility of all stakeholders, but

above all, institutional leadership and support from senior management is absolutely

essential if the necessary changes are to be made to enable technology to be fully exploited

in serving the needs of 21st century learners.
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Introduction

The Internet has simultaneously

captured the imagination and

interest of the world's educators.

What drives this interest? Increasing

demands for education, training and skills

upgrading, a shift from a labour-intensive

to a knowledge-intensive global economy,

and the need for workers to earn while they

learn. Online learning is the new generation

in the evolutionary growth of open, flexible

and distance learning. 

This chapter defines online learning as

an Internet or Intranet-based teaching and

learning system designed for web-based

delivery, without face-to-face contact

between teacher and learner. This

definition covers other descriptions, such as

e-learning, virtual learning or web-based

learning. 

Online learning technologies 
The Internet, the backbone of online

learning, is an interlinked network of

networks that allows computers worldwide

to connect to it, and to communicate or

exchange data with each other. The Internet

is based on Transmission Control Protocol -

Internet Protocol (TCP/IP); information is

routed in "packets" according to TCP/IP

specifications. The WWW works on the

Internet through its own HyperText Transfer

Protocol (HTTP), an interactive platform

that uses the following media: 

l Text, plain or formatted 

l Hybrid text/graphics documents, such as

Adobe Acrobat 

l Colour images, still and animated or

videos 

l Sound 

l 3-D models 

l Interaction or simulation using

JavaScript, VB Script, ActiveX (Ryan et al,

2000). 

The WWW also supports real time, text-

based chat and audio/video communi-

cation. The basic unit of the WWW is a web

page, consisting of one or more of the

media types above. A set of connected

pages constitutes a website. Clicking on

links in each page accesses other pages on a

site. 

Websites are hosted in a computer called

a server. Individual client computers

interface with the server computer through

a web browser (such as Microsoft Internet

Explorer or Netscape Communicator);

when a specific address is typed into the

address bar of the browser, the server

supplies the requested web page. 

CHAPTER 3
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Online media creation tools 
Text: Preparing text-based learning

material is relatively easy and can be done

with only computer keyboarding skills.

Text-based materials are also easily

accessed and understood by learners. A

typical web page is prepared using

HyperText Markup Language (HTML)

instructions; HTML files can be created

using common word processing software,

such as Microsoft Word. The WWW also

supports other text formats, such as Rich

Text Format (.RTF) or Adobe Acrobat's

Portable Document Format (.PDF), which

can be embedded within HTML-coded

pages. 

Graphics and images: Graphics and

images are useful to clarify or illustrate

concepts in an online learning programme.

Graphics and images can be created, or

digitised using a scanner and imported into

a computer using specific

image manipulation software,

such as Adobe Photoshop or

Adobe Illustrator. Images are

then imported into an HTML

web page. 

Common image formats

include the Graphic

Interchange Format (.GIF) and

Joint Experts Photography

Group (.JPEG), which use

compression technology to

make image file sizes smaller

for quicker web display or download.

Though graphics and images are useful

learning tools, their preparation requires

some skill and experience in using graphic

design software. Graphics or images

generally have a bigger file size than plain

text, and take longer to download or to

display on screen. 

Audio and video: Audio and video are

useful to show practical and real life

activities. Hazardous and costly

experiments can be captured using video

for presentation on the WWW, for repeated

use. With new digital audio and video

progressive download and streaming

capabilities, audio and video can be

transmitted directly over the Internet

although transmission quality still depends

on the learner's network connection and

available bandwidth. 

Popular audio and video file formats and

software include Apple Quick Time,

Windows Media Technologies and

RealNetwork's Real Systems. Another

emerging format is the Motion Pictures

Experts Group (.MPEG), although the

disadvantage of MPEG is that the whole file

must be downloaded before it starts to play.

If high bandwidth is available, all these

technologies can deliver high quality video

and sound. 

Animation and 3D-models: Animations

and 3-D models can be very powerful in

teaching and learning spatial applications,

but need high bandwidth to

display well. The WWW

animation standard is

animated GIF files, although

Java, Shockwave and

Macromedia Flash are also

used. The standard for 3-D

modelling is Virtual Reality

Modelling Language (VRML). A

web browser needs a VRML

plug-in to display 3-D models

properly. Designing quality

animation and 3-D models

also require a high degree of skill and

experience in the appropriate software. 

Communication tools 
Internet communication is either

asynchronous (email, mailing lists, bulletin

boards) or synchronous (text-based chat,

audio chat, videoconferencing). Web-based

communication for teaching and learning

has been popularised by the constructivist-

learning paradigm (Oliver, 2000; Hung &

Nichani, 2001), which is based on

collaborative learning principles. 
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Electronic mail: Users send and receive

email text messages asynchronously

through a programme (like Microsoft

Outlook or Qualcomm's Eudora Pro)

installed on the user's computer, which

sends and receives information through an

email server provided by the user's Internet

Service Provider (ISP) or office network.

However, web-based email (like Hotmail or

Yahoo Mail) allows users to access their

account from any computer with an

Internet connection. A user can send emails

to multiple recipients simultaneously, and

can attach files (word-processed

documents, spreadsheets, images) to each

message. This facilitates collaborative group

learning at a distance, but puts the onus on

the learner to initiate or maintain contact. 

Mailing lists: Mailing lists are many-to-

many communication channels on the

Internet, managed using specialised

software such as Listserv, Majordomo, and

Listproc. People email instructions to join or

leave a list to the computer running the

service. Lists can be moderated or

unmoderated, and can be used to

collaboratively discuss and debate

education or training issues within learning

communities. However, too large a group

can hinder rather than help the

learning process. 

Discussion boards: Internet

discussion board systems such as

WebBoard, Yahoogroups or

Smartgroups are similar to mailing

lists, with the additional feature of

everyone's messages being available

on the WWW as a series of discussions.

Messages are displayed online as they

are received or as appended replies to

the original message, allowing

simultaneous coverage of many topics. 

Chat: Internet Relay Chat (IRC) is

the standard for synchronous, multi-

person, text-based chat. Most IRC

applications (such as MSN Messenger,

ICQ or Yahoo Messenger) are

independent of the WWW, but can also be

launched from a web page. The software

keeps track from a central server of when

you, and a list of people you specify, are

online. You can text-chat or voice chat one-

to-one, or in a conference. Some systems

have an electronic whiteboard on which a

teacher may "write" information viewable

by all online chat participants, simulating a

classroom situation. However, synchronous

text or voice chat can create organisational

problems - especially in globally offered

web courses, where there are time zone

issues. 

Building online learning 
environments 

Designing online learning requires

grounding in pedagogy, an understanding

of the subject to be taught and of how the

WWW works. Collis and Moonen (2001)

identify institution, implementation,

pedagogy and technology as the key

components; Jolliffe, Ritter and Stevens

(2001) describe an 18-step process for

developing online learning. However, they

emphasise "there is no magic in the actual

number of steps." The following is a

possible plan of approach. 
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Needs analysis 
Market research on the demand and

need for an online course should be the

starting point. The resulting report should

contextualise the project, outlining its 

benefits or disadvantages and potential 

obstacles. 

Demand for online courses: Does real

demand exist? Will online delivery be cost-

effective? Is it the best option currently

available? 

Course credit and equivalence: How will

course credits be transferred for

certification? What about the equivalence of

the course with face-to-face programmes?

Is it necessary to get

certification from an

accreditation body? 

Learner profile 
This will help you

understand who your

potential learners are, and

how you can best fulfil their

learning needs. 

Hardware/software: Do

learners need to purchase

special hardware or software

to access the course? Most

computers now ship with a

web browser. If learners have to download a

special plug-in from the Internet to view a

particular course component, it is better to

provide them with a CD-ROM of that

component to save costly Internet access

time. 

Internet access/bandwidth: How

accessible is the Internet for the learners,

and what bandwidth or connectivity (e.g.

dial-up modem, DSL, cable) is available?

Low bandwidth availability has significant

design and pedagogic implications. You

can't prepare learning materials based on

graphics, animation, sound or video

because of the time and costs involved for

learners to adequately view or download

the materials. 

Costs: Who will bear the cost of needed

computers and Internet access? Although

normally this falls to the student, the costs

may be prohibitive. Is it possible for your

organisation to arrange for subsidised

learning, in partnership with industry or

government? Can you facilitate educational

loans? Is it possible for you to create

learning resource centres, with computers

and Internet facilities, for group learning

and access? 

Organisational profile 
Your organisation must be prepared to

undertake an online learning project. 

Expertise and infrastructure:
Do you have the in-house

expertise to design, develop and

deliver an online programme?

Do you have the infrastructure

to support online courses, or

will upgrading be needed? Can

you affordably outsource

expertise (content and

technology) and infrastructure

from elsewhere? 

Faculty development: How

prepared is your faculty to

handle additional online

courses? Will faculty be

compensated for any extra effort, and in

what way? What training facilities are

available for teachers to upgrade their

teaching skills for the online learning

environment? 

Blueprint 
In addition to the needs analysis, learner

and organisational profiles, the blueprint

for the course should contain: 

Pedagogical features: Online teaching

and learning must meet the requirements

of the subject and the needs of the target

learner group. Online learning can be a

supplement to face-to-face instruction,

equally mixed with face-to-face instruction,

or the main delivery method, instead of

Market research on
the demand and

need for an online
course should be the

starting point.
The resulting 
report should

contextualise the
project, outlining its

benefits or
disadvantages and
potential obstacles
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face-to-face instruction. The last category is

the most challenging for educators and

instructional designers. When designing

online learning, it is best to consider the

best practices of all learning theories

(behaviourism, cognitivism,

constructivism). The WWW provides

opportunities to use all these. 

Media mix: An appropriate media mix for

the course, taking into account the

suitability of a given media to a particular

subject (such as using 3-D models for an

architectural drawing), will increase the

effectiveness of student learning and

contribute to the successful achievement of

course objectives. Media delivery options

must be decided during course content

planning, so that the appropriate media

creation tools can be used for content

development. 

Interaction: Interaction is a major

contributing factor to successful learning

experiences. Table 3.1 lists different possible

learning technology combinations, based

on three basic interaction modes (Moore,

1989) and on four methods of computer-

mediated communication (Paulsen, 1997). 

Assessment: Assessment and evaluation

of learner performance is crucial. Although

online examination brings forth a number

of authenticity, security and certification

issues, evaluation models should take the

WWW's constructivist (student-centred)

approach into account. The WWW can

facilitate many evaluation systems - from

computer-based (web-based) objective

testing to tutor-evaluated, long answer tests

or assignments - but is capable of

supporting much more than the traditional,

three-hour paper and pencil test. Online

course developers now use alternative

assessment tools such as evidence-based

tests (where learners submit projects

online), learning diary submission,

participation in discussion forums or peer-

based evaluation. 

Learner responsibilities: The nature of

online learning requires learners to be very

TABLE 3.1. Learning events based on interaction

Learner-Content Learner-Teacher Learner-Learner 
Interaction Interaction Interaction

One-alone Method Web pages with graphics, 
animation, audio, video, 
quizzes, interactive check 
your progress, etc.

One-to-one Method Email, Chat, Online Email, Chat 
Diary, Tutor marked (both social as
assignments well as academic)

One-to-many Method Email, Mailing list, Email, Mailing list, 
Group Chat, Group Chat,
Discussion board Discussion board

Many-to-many Method Group Chat, Group Chat,
Discussion board Discussion board, 

Group projects,
peer based 
evaluation, etc.
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self-motivated. The role of the instructor is

to challenge learner curiosity and help

learners achieve personal learning goals.

Online learning should therefore be

designed according to adult learning

principles, in which learners have as much

responsibility as their teachers, if not more.

Learners need to be informed of their role

and responsibility prior to starting the

course. A period of orientation may be

needed, as most online learners are initially

novices in the medium. 

Development strategy: At this point in

the design and development of online

learning, most institutions and instructors

have to decide if the course will be

developed using a suite of individually

available web tools, or an integrated course

delivery software package.

In general, web-based applications such

as email, discussion groups and chat

software are not designed for educational

purposes. Using them in isolation or

developing an integrated educational

system around them may not be effective in

terms of cost, time or learning outcomes.

Integrated systems for online learning are

needed because the generic

web environment does not

provide: 

a) a standard way to

organise course

materials 

b) prior evidence of the

environment's

instructional

effectiveness 

c) tools to support basic

instructional activities

such as course design, organisation

of groups spaces and personal

spaces, grading, and easy integration

of multiple media files 

d) models to support learning

strategies that involve collaborative

learning, knowledge building and

multiple representations of ideas

and knowledge structures

(Harasim, 1999). 

Commercially available, integrated

application software packages include

facilities for every aspect of designing an

online learning programme. Learner tools
are available to learners when they log on to

the system: 

a) Course tools: For content

presentation, displaying industry-

standard, interactive web pages to

learners. The pages have links for

navigation, and contain all course

texts, graphics and multimedia

learning materials 

b) Collaboration tools: For synchronous

and asynchronous activities like

email for one-to-one

communication, discussion boards

for conferencing, chat for real time

clarification of doubts, whiteboards

for lecture presentation and group

work, or a virtual "drop box" for

sharing programmes and

applications 

c) Support tools: Include personal

learner profiles, a facility to upload

files to the system (e.g. for

submitting assignments),

personal library, search

facilities, study skills guidance,

bookmark facilities (to

remember where you stopped

in the last session) and

calendars. 

Developer tools for the

website administrator and the

instructor. These seem initially

more complex, but are easy to

use after a short training or demonstration

period: 

a) Administrator tools: Allow course

software to be installed on a server,

provides resource monitoring and

website management facilities.

Assigns user identification,

passwords and usage rights to

Online learning
should therefore

be designed
according to adult

learning principles,
in which learners

have as much
responsibility

as their teachers,
if not more
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learners. Some systems also handle

online registration and fee payment 

b) Designer tools: Online teaching tools

for the instructor. Includes facilities

to prepare course plans, upload files

(course content) and

announcements, design assessment

tools (such as quizzes) and a

calendar of activities. The instructor

can also design the appearance of

individual web pages through choice

of background colour, text font and

type of images or

graphics. 

c) Learning management

tools are features to

track student progress

and log-ins to the

website. Instructors

can monitor the

progress of individual

learners and provide

personalised feedback.

Complete statistics on

website use can be generated for

reviewing or evaluating policies and

practices. Interactive user guides and

"Help" facilities for troubleshooting

and systems operation are also

common in almost all software

packages, for both learner and

developer of tools. 

Institutional preparation 
Any project-related hardware or software

should be installed and tested. All involved

faculty and staff should be trained in the

systems and equipment, and should be

familiarised with the pedagogical

techniques. 

Learning materials development 
Implementing course development and

design standards maintain consistency,

especially if many people or partner

organisations are involved. Since course

development is time consuming, it is worth

securing permission to use or adapt existing

material, where appropriate, to launch the

course more quickly. 

Evaluation 
Once course materials are uploaded to

the online learning environment, there

should be a field trial of the learning

materials and usability testing of the

website, possibly through an initial pilot

project. No online course should be

launched without thorough evaluation.

Consider: 

Learning effectiveness: How

does the online course compare

with face-to-face or other

distance delivery methods? 

Cost-effectiveness: Take into

account the high initial set-up

cost, and any ongoing costs

such as upgrading of equipment

or software. 

Learning environment: How

do learners negotiate the online

environment? 

Accreditation: The issues/problems in

accreditation of online learning. 

Evaluation: how do you improve the

evaluation process? 

Promotion 
The course must be promoted both

online and offline to its target learners, with

plenty of lead-time for course registration.

Ongoing promotion will encourage the level

of enrolment needed to make the

programme financially viable. 

Maintenance and 
updating 

Online programmes require constant

updating and maintenance to be effective.

Learners need prompt feedback to address

concerns and technical problems. Course

instructors or specialised personnel should

be trained to constantly monitor and

maintain the website. 

All involved
faculty and staff

should be
trained in the
systems and

equipment, and
should be

familiarised with
the pedagogical

techniques
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Conclusion 
Designing effective online learning requires an understanding of the features of the

WWW and a carefully planned blueprint for implementation. The emergence of integrated

systems for online leaning has somewhat simplified the design process, but the instructor

or manager of an online learning programme still has to have clear objectives to work

from. In the initial planning stage, identifying the design requirements that are compatible

with your needs and objectives will help you choose the right integrated system. Evaluation

is also essential to improve on existing instructional design.
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Introduction

In the last decade, widely available

educational media such as radio and

television have been supplanted in

many regions by the Internet, owing to the

greater levels of direct contact and feedback

it can provide between the teacher and

students.  The lack of real-time interactivity

in traditional educational media has been

perceived as a particular disadvantage in

distance education.  It is now possible,

however, to combine the increasingly

available cellphone with any other medium,

to enable students to respond immediately

and in various ways to the teacher’s

presentations, points and questions.  The

new techniques made possible by this

hybridisation are likely to extend far beyond

the educational field, into mass media

broadcasting, political and advertising

research, and training and development

contexts.

The current account will focus on the

potential educational value of combining

the cellphone with live/ recorded television;

for, second to the Internet, TV still provides

a greater range of multimedia stimuli than

any other single medium.  The techniques

made possible by Internet interactivity will

be classified in a series of twelve

interactivity levels.  These are characterised

by the extent of interactivity between the

student and recorded material, the student

and the teacher, and the teacher and many

students simultaneously.

Levels of media interactivity
Table 4.1 indicates twelve levels of

interactivity currently available when

online techniques (browsing, e-mail, etc.)

are used by one or many students in

interacting with packaged materials or a

teacher.  The original ‘interactive video’

concept of the 1980s, developed with the

advent of the videodisc, as its many online

versions today, only fulfill Level/1 in this

classification scheme.  This basic level refers

to students ‘interactions’ with pre-

recorded/ programmed material, as in

web-browsing, though not directly with a

teacher.  Human interaction, regarded as

the missing ingredient in many earlier

educational media situations, occurs in

basic forms in Levels/2 to 5, via the

techniques of e-mail, online polling, and

text-conferencing.  At Level 6, a higher form

of real-time interaction between teacher

and students occurs in live text-chat

methods; and Levels 7-9 indicate the

successively higher levels of interactivity

CHAPTER 4
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achieved by adding audio, video, polling

and combined techniques to

conferencing, polling, and ‘social networ-

king’ software.  Levels 10-12 relate to new

opportunities created by combining the

cellphone with other media (e.g. TV) to

enable real-time polling and instant

feedback of results to many students at

once.

The twelve levels of media interactivity

are defined as follows:

1) The most basic level of interactivity

occurs when a student browses through

computer-based materials, making

commands that generate presentations

of specific material.  ‘Interactive video’

materials have used this level of

interactivity since the 1980s, although

no human interaction takes place.  Web-

based materials can be used, via either

PC or 3G cellphone.

2)More interactivity is possible when the

student communicates asynchronously

with a teacher, as via e-mail. In addition

to the usual technology (computer with

Internet), a 1G cellphone with Internet

connection can be used with text-based

e-mail software.  With the development

of graphic-based e-mail software,

however, text-based options are not

commonly available.

3) Online question-and-answer polling

software has been available since the

1990s.  Many students answer multiple-

choice, interval, or ranking questions.

In the basic asynchronous Q&A polling

KEY: Asynch Asynchronous (not real-time, delayed interaction)

Synch Synchronous (real-time interaction)

1G 1st general cellphones (text only)

3G 3rd-generation cellphones (text and graphics)

SMS Short message service (cellphone texting)

A/V Audio and/or video

No Useful software not conceivable for this technology

Yes Useful software available for this technology

Viable Useful software could be created for this technology

n.a. Not appropriate or relevant to this technology

E-LEARNING
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Table 4.1:  Twelve levels of educational media interactivity
Capability of interactive software

Levels Students Teacher Hand
units

PC +
Internet

Cell-phone
1G 3G

Cell +
other
media

1 Browsing (asynch) One No n.a. Yes No Yes n.a.
2 E-mail (asynch) One Yes n.a. Yes Yes Yes n.a.
3 Q&A: no feedback

(asynch)
Many No Yes Yes SMS Yes Viable

4 Real-time polling
(asynch)

Many Maybe Yes Yes Yes Yes Viable

5 Text forums (asynch) Many Yes n.a. Yes No Yes Viable
6 Text chats (synch) Many Yes n.a. Yes Yes Yes Viable
7 A/V-conferencing

(synch)
Many Yes n.a. Yes Audio Yes Viable

8 Q&A: feedback
(synch)

Many Maybe Yes Yes Yes Yes Viable

9 Collaborative activities Many Yes Yes Yes No Yes Viable
10 Real-time CRM

(asynch, no feedback)
Many No Yes Yes Viable Viable Viable

11 Real-time CRM
(synch, no feedback)

Many No Yes Yes Viable Viable Viable

12 Real-time CRM
(synch, feedback)

Many Yes Yes Viable Viable Viable Viable

TABLE 4.1. Twelve levels of educational media interactivity
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situation, no teacher is in evidence for

the students receive no feedback about

the polling results.  The same results can

be yielded by SMS methods on the 1G

cellphone.

4) Real-time polling of audience responses to

a recorded presentation were commonly

used in ‘programmed instruction’

research from the 1950s to ‘70s, in order

to find ways to improve the instruction.

Responses could be collected from many

respondents in classrooms or focus

groups, and analysed subsequently with

or without feedback to the respondents.

5) A higher level of interactivity occurs

when the teacher is able to communicate

via text-based messages

with many students

asynchronously as in

online text-conferences and

blogs. If all respondents are

not simultaneously

present, responses are

delayed.  The displays are

not usually possible on a

1G cellphone, though are

possible in text/graphics

on a 3G cellphone.

6) Synchronous text-based

software allows a teacher and many

students to interact in real-time via live

text-chat boxes. Basic text-chat software

has been available for computers with

Internet connection since the 1990s. As

long as graphic displays are not involved,

1G and 3G cellphones can be used.  Text

with graphics displays require 3G phones.

7) The combination of real-time audio

and/or video with text-conferencing

allows two-way interaction between the

teacher and one student at a time, and

one-way presentations by a teacher or

student to many participants at once.

Real-time text-chat boxes are commonly

added to A/V conferencing software, and

can be useful in conference

coordination.

8) The software for synchronous question-

and-answer polling is usually the same as

at Level 3), with extra routines for instant

analysis and feedback of results to the

respondent(s).  Students answer

multiple-choice, interval, or ranking

questions, and feedback is given either

by automated routines or by a teacher

instantly interpreting the results.

9) Combinations of these interactive

methods (e.g. web browsing, e-mail, live

text chatting, Q&A polling, A/V and text-

conferencing, blogs, and other

collaborative activities) are used in social

networking packages, providing options

for asynchronous or synchronous

interaction as appropriate.

These packages are commonly

labelled ‘Web 2.0’.

10) Systems for moment-by-

moment real-time polling

(continuous response

measurement,) have been used

in media and advertising

research since the 1940s.  PC

software has been available

since the 1980s.  Hand-units,

web-based, and/or cellphone

keypads can be used to collect

audience responses, as in formative

evaluation studies where feedback is not

essential.

11)When continuous responses to a live

presentation are collected (e.g. a TV

broadcast or a lecture), the teacher can

react tacitly to an instant analysis of the

responses in varying the presentation in

real time.  For example, if students give

continuous responses showing failure to

understand the lecture at specific

moments, the teacher can repeat or

clarify related points.

12)The highest level of interactivity occurs

when continuous responses are instantly

analysed and the results fed back to the

students as well as the teacher.  The

students can compare their responses

A higher level of
interactivity occurs
when the teacher is

able to communicate
via text-based 
messages with 
many students 

asynchronously 
as in online 

text-conferences 
and blogs
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with those of other students, and the

teacher can improvise with follow-up

questions, comparing new responses

with prior data in order to gain insights

into subgroups’ responses.

Viability of new interactive
software

The shaded cells in Table 4.1, labelled

‘Viable’, indicate the viability of numerous

interactive applications of the traditional

and modern educational media not yet

developed.  The real-time polling

applications of political and advertising

research have used customised hand-unit

technologies only (Millard, 1992).  The same

techniques can now be developed for the

Internet and cellphone (Figures 4.1 to 4.3).

Many of these data collection methods are

already readily available on the 3G

cellphone, owing to its ability to connect to

the Internet via wireless connections rather

than through Internet providers.  In

developing countries, however, the 1G

cellphone will remain the most accessible

medium for the foreseeable future1. This is a

major reason for real-time software

development for the 1G, text-only cell-

phone, and for software permitting 1G and

3G cellphones to function in hybrid

contexts with other media (e.g. TV).  The

potential of these techniques in social

science research is immense, though

requires carefully designed psychometric

data collection techniques and cautious

statistical analysis overcoming reliability

and validity problems in the data (Baggaley,

1987, 1997).

Conclusions
The techniques are available to render

any educational medium totally interactive.

Using the cellphone to collect real-time

responses to live and recorded

presentations, the teacher can collect and

analyse students’ responses on a moment-

Fig. 4.1.  A hand-held keypad used to collect real-time data from farmers in 
tribal Kenya (Baggaley,1997).
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by-moment basis, provide them with

instant feedback of results, vary the

presentation according to student

feedback, and generate follow-up questions

and materials.  The result is a continuous,

two-way feedback loop between the

teacher and many students simultaneously,

not possible in aural communication.  Such

systems can overcome the common

criticism that media-dependent (e.g.

distance) education lacks teacher-student

interactivity.

Note
1 An Ernst & Young report (November 2008) predicts

30 million 3G users in India by 2012, with the remaining

99.98 % of the population lacking a phone (40%) or

having a landline or 1G cellphone. 

Fig. 4.2.  A web-based key-pad used to collect real-time responses to a TV 
political debate (Baggaley, 2000).

Fig. 4.3. A 3G cellphone 
version of Fig. 4.2.
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With the rapid growth of the

Internet and digital

technologies,  the Web has

become a powerful, global, interactive,

dynamic, economic and democratic

medium of learning and teaching at a

distance (Khan, 1997a). The Internet

provides an opportunity to develop

learning-on-demand and learner-centered

instruction and training. There are

numerous names for online learning

activities, including E-Learning, Web-Based

Learning (WBL), Web-Based Instruction

(WBI), Web-Based Training (WBT),

Internet-Based Training (IBT), Distributed

Learning (DL), Advanced Distributed

Learning (ADL), Distance Learning, Online

Learning (OL), Mobile Learning (or m-

Learning) or Nomadic Learning, Remote

Learning, Off-site Learning, aLearning

(anytime, anyplace, anywhere learning),

etc. I use the term e-Learning to represent

open, flexible and distributed learning. 

Designing and delivering instruction and

training on the Internet requires thoughtful

analysis and investigation, combined with

an understanding of both the Internet’s

capabilities and resources and the ways in

which instructional design principles can

be applied to tap the Internet potential

(Ritchie & Hoffman, 1997, cited in Khan,

1997b). Designing elearning for open,

flexible and distributed learning

environments is new to many of us. After

reflecting on the factors that must be

weighed in creating effective open,

distributed and flexible learning

environments for learners worldwide, the

following definition of elearning is

formulated:

E-Learning can be viewed as an

innovative approach for delivering well-

designed, learner-centered, interactive, and

facilitated learning environment to anyone,

anyplace, anytime, by utilising the attributes

and resources of various digital technologies

along with other forms of learning materials

suited for open and distributed learning

environment.

The above definition of elearning raises

the question of how various attributes of

elearning methods and technologies can be

utilised to create learning features

appropriate for diverse learners in an open,

flexible and distributed environment. 

Open and distributed learning
environment

What is an open and distributed learning

environment? According to Calder &

CHAPTER 5
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McCollum (1998), "The common definition

of open learning is learning in your own

time, pace and place" (p. 13). Ellington

(1997) notes that open and flexible learning

allows learners to have some say in how,

where, and when learning takes place.

Saltzberg and Polyson (1995) noted that

distributed learning is not synonymous

with distance learning, but, they stress its

close relationship with the idea of

distributed resources:

Distributed learning is an instructional

model that allows instructor, students, and

content to be located in different, non-

centralised locations so that instruction and

learning occur independent of time and

place. . . . The distributed learning model

can be used in combination with traditional

classroom-based courses, with traditional

distance learning courses, or it can be used

to create wholly virtual classrooms. (p. 10)

Janis Taylor of Clarke College in Iowa who

teaches students coming from different

places in the Midwest commented on open,

distributed and flexible learning:

Consider a student user who described

her online education as open because she

can sit out on her back deck supervising her

children in the swimming pool while doing

her homework.  Now that’s open-air and

open learning. One of my preservice

teachers works in a chemical lab in

Cleveland, another is a court reporter three

hours drive from me and another is a nurse

in rural western Iowa.  I, their teacher, am

sitting in a small liberal arts college in

eastern Iowa, a state badly needing to tap

new people to come into the teaching

profession.  How could I get them all here to

my campus if e-learning were not

distributed? This open and distributed

learning environment made learning flexible

for a young traveling business woman who

says “I take my college course, my

instructor, and all of my fellow students with

me on every business trip.  With my laptop in

my hotel room, I can view my teacher’s

demonstration, discuss it with my

classmates in the Chat Room, and turn in

my assignment by email.” Now that’s a

flexible college program (J. Taylor, personal

communication, June 22, 2004).

Flexibility in learning is, therefore,

dependent on the openness of the system

and the availability of learning resources

distributed in various locations. A clear

understanding of the open and distributed

nature of learning environments will help

us create meaningful learning environ-

ments with increased flexibility. Figure 5.1

graphically shows how an open and

distributed educational system contributes

to flexibility.

Traditional instruction 
and e-Learning

The design and format of open, flexible

and distributed elearning can be different

from traditional classroom instruction.

Traditional classrooms are space bound.

Traditional instruction treats learning pretty

much as a closed system, taking place within

the confines of a given classroom, school,

textbook, field trip, etc. (Greg Kearsley,

personal communication, January 27,

2000).  Classroom-taught courses are not

necessarily closed systems; many teachers

assign students to do library based research

papers, interview members of a professio-

nal community, engage in service-learning

activities, and extend their learning

Distributed
ELearning

(Flexible)
Open

Figure 5.1. Open and Distributed learning
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initiatives far beyond the classroom itself.

Unfortunately many classes are bound by

their four walls involving only the thoughts

of the instructor, the textbook writer and

occasional student comments.  Classroom

courses are also closed in the sense that

they are limited to only those students who

can physically come to the location (Taylor,

personal communication, May 24, 2004) 

On the other hand, elearning extends the

boundaries of learning, so that learning can

occur in the classrooms, from home and in

the work place (Relan & Gillani, 1997). It is a

flexible form of education because it creates

options for learners in terms of where and

when they can learn (Krauth, 1998). A

welldesigned elearning

course allows learners to

become actively involved in

their learning processes.

However, a poorly designed

elearning course can be just

as rigid and dogmatic and

non-interactive as a poorly

taught face to face course.

The scope of openness and

flexibility in elearning is

dependent on how it is

designed. “While having an

open system has its appeal, it

can make designing for it

extremely difficult, because in an open

system, the designer agrees to give up a

certain amount of control to the user”

(Jones & Farquhar, 1997, p. 240). The more

open the learning environment, the more

complex the planning, management, and

evaluation of it (Land & Hannafin, 1996).

For example, the instructor cannot monitor

who helps the student on tests unless

proctored.

Learner-focused e-learning
system

A leading theorist of educational

systems, B.H. Banathy (1991), makes a

strong case for learning-focused

educational and training systems where

"the learner is the key entity and occupies

the nucleus of the systems complex of

education” (p. 96). For Banathy, “when

learning is in focus, arrangements are made

in the environment of the learner that

communicate the learning task, and

learning resources are made available to

learners so that they can explore and

master learning tasks” (p. 101). A

distributed learning environment that can

effectively support learning-on-demand

must be designed by placing the learners at

the centre. In support of learnercentered

approach, Moore (1998) states:

Our aim as faculty should be

to focus our attention on making

courses and other learning

experiences that will best

empower our students to learn,

to learn fully, effectively,

efficiently, and with rewarding

satisfaction. It is the responsibility

of our profession to study ways

of maximising the potential of our

environments to support their

learning and to minimise those

elements in their environments

that may impede it. (p. 4).

Success in an e-learning

system involves a systematic process of

planning, designing, evaluating, and

implementing online learning

environments where learning is actively

fostered and supported. An e-learning

system should not only be meaningful to

learners, but it should also be meaningful to

all stakeholder groups including

instructors, support services staff, and the

institution. For example, an e-learning

system is more likely to be meaningful to

learners when it is easily accessible, clearly

organised, well written, authoritatively

presented, learnercentered, affordable,

efficient, flexible, and has a facilitated

Success in an
e-learning system

involves a
systematic process

of planning,
designing,

evaluating, and
implementing online

learning
environments where
learning is actively

fostered and
supported
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learning environment. When learners

display a high level of participation and

success in meeting a course's goals and

objectives, this can make e-learning

meaningful to instructors. In turn, when

learners enjoy all available support services

provided in the course without any

interruptions, it makes support services staff

happy as they strive to provide easy-to-use,

reliable services. Finally, an e-learning

system is meaningful to institutions when it

has a sound return-on-investment (ROI), a

moderate to high level of learners'

satisfaction with both the quality of

instruction and all support services, and a

low drop-out rate (Morrison  & Khan, 2003).

A Framework for e-learning
The seeds for the ELearning Framework

began germinating with the question,

"What does it take to provide flexible

learning environments for learners

worldwide?" With this question in mind,

since 1997 I have been communicating with

learners, instructors, trainers, administra-

tors, and technical and other support

services staff involved in e-learning in both

academic (K12 and higher education) and

corporate settings from all over the world. I

researched critical e-learning issues

discussed in professional discussion

forums, and designed and taught online

courses. I reviewed literature on e-learning.

As the editor of Web-Based Instruction

(1997), Web-Based Training (2001), and

Flexible Learning (2007), I had the

opportunity to work closely on elearning

issues with about two hundred authors

from all over the world who contributed

chapters in these books. 

Through these activities, I have come to

understand that e-learning represents a

paradigm shift not only for learners, but

also for instructors, trainers, administrators,

technical and other support services staff,

and the institution. We (i.e., students,

instructors, and staff) are accustomed to

the structure of a traditional educational

system where instructor-led, face-to-face

classes are the learning environment. E-

learning, on the other hand, is an

innovative way of providing instruction to

diverse learners in an environment where

students, instructors, and support staff do

not see each other. The format of such a

learning environment is different from

traditional classroom instruction. As

indicated earlier, traditional classroom-

based instruction takes place in a closed

system (i.e., within the confines of a given

classroom, school, textbook, or field trip)

whereas elearning takes place in an open

system (i.e., it extends the boundaries of

learning to an open and flexible space

where learners decide where and when they

want to learn). Learners in an open, flexible

and distributed learning environment need

immediate attention and feedback on their

work in order to continue their learning

processes. We have to provide the best

support systems for them so that they do

not feel isolated and join the list of

dropouts.

As we are accustomed to teaching or

learning in a closed system, the openness of

e-learning is new to us. In order to create

effective environments for diverse learners,

however, we need to jump out of our closed

system learning design mentality. We need

to change our mindset—that's the

paradigm shift. In order to facilitate such a

shift, and in response to the range of issues I

saw in my research, I created the E-

Learning Framework (Figure 5.2).

I found that numerous factors help to

create a meaningful learning environment,

and many of these factors are systemically

interrelated and interdependent. A systemic

understanding of these factors can help

designers create meaningful learning

environments. I clustered these factors into

eight dimensions: institutional, manag-

ement, technological, pedagogical, ethical,

interface design, resource support, and
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evaluation (Table 5.1). Various issues

within the eight dimensions of the

framework were found to be useful in

several studies that were conducted to

review elearning programs, resources and

tools (Khan, 2007; Khan & Smith, 2007;

Romiszowski, 2004; Singh, 2003; Chin &

Kon, 2003; Kuchi, Gardner, & Tipton, 2003;

Mello, 2002; Barry, 2002; Goodear, 2001;

Khan, Waddill, & McDonald, 2001;

Dabbagh, Bannan-Ritland, & Silc, 2001;

Khan & Ealy, 2001; El-Tigi & Khan, 2001;

g g
Dimensions of

E-Learning
Descriptions

Institutional The institutional dimension is concerned with issues of administrative
affairs, academic affairs and student services related to e-learning.

Management The management of e-learning refers to the maintenance of learning
environment and distribution of information.

Technological The technological dimension of e-learning examines issues of technology
infrastructure in e-learning environments. This includes infrastructure
planning, hardware and software.

Pedagogical The pedagogical dimension of e-learning refers to teaching and learning.
This dimension addresses issues concerning content analysis, audience
analysis, goal analysis, medium analysis, design approach, organization,
and learning strategies.

Ethical The ethical considerations of e-learning relate to social and political
influence, cultural diversity, bias, geographical diversity, learner diversity,
digital divide, etiquette, and the legal issues.

Interface design The interface design refers to the overall look and feel of e-learning
programs. Interface design dimension encompasses page and site design,
content design, navigation, accessibility and usability testing.

Resource support The resource support dimension of the e-learning examines the online
support and resources required to foster meaningful learning.

Evaluation The evaluation for e-learning includes both assessment of learners and
evaluation of the instruction and learning environment.

Figure 5.2. The E-Learning framework 
The purpose of this framework is to help you think through every aspect of what you are doing

during the steps of the elearning design process. 

TABLE 5.1:  EIGHT DIMENSIONS OF E-LEARNING FRAMEWORK
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Zhang, Khan, Gibbons, & Ni, 2001; Gilbert,

2000; and Kao, Tousignant, & Wiebe, 2000).

Each dimension has several sub-

dimensions (Table 5.2). Each

sub-dimension consists of items or issues

focused on a specific aspect of an elearning

environment. As you know each elearning

project is unique. I encourage you to

identify as many issues (in the form of

questions) as possible for your own

elearning project by using the framework.

One way to identify critical issues is by

putting each stakeholder group (such as

learner, instructor, support staff, etc.) at the

centre of the framework and raising issues

along the eight dimensions of the elearning

environment. This way you can identify

many critical issues and answer questions

that can help create a meaningful elearning

environment for your particular group. By

repeating the same process for other

stakeholder groups, you can generate a

comprehensive list of issues for your

elearning project. 

For example, is the course sensitive to

students from different time-zones (e.g., are

synchronous communications such as chat

discussions are scheduled at reasonable

times for all time zones represented)? This is

an example of a question that elearning

designers can ask in the geographical

diversity section of the ethical dimension.

As we know, scheduled chat discussions

may not work for learners coming from

different time zones. In the U.S., there are

the six time zones. Therefore, e-learning

course designers should be sensitive to

diversity in geographical time zones (i.e., all

courses where students can reasonably be

expected to live in different time zones). 

The purpose of raising many questions

within each dimension (see Table 5.2) is to

help designers think through their projects

thoroughly. Note that there might be other

issues not included or not yet encountered.

As more and more institutions offer

elearning worldwide, designers will become

more knowledgeable about new issues

within the eight dimensions of elearning. 

The E-Learning Framework can be

applied to elearning of any scope. This

"scope" refers to a continuum defined by

the extent to which instruction is delivered

on the Internet and hence must be

systematically planned for. The weight

placed on any elearning dimension or sub-

dimension, or on any set of elearning items,

will vary with the scope of the instruction.

This continuum is described below, with

examples, to show the type and scope of

elearning activities and how their design

relates to various dimensions of the

framework. 

At the "micro" end of the continuum,

TABLE 5.2: SUB-DIMENSIONS OF THE E-LEARNING FRAMEWORK
INSTITUTIONAL 

Administrative Affairs

Academic Affairs 

Student Services

MANAGEMENT 

People, Process and Product 

(P3) Continuum 

Management Team

Managing E-Learning Content 

Development 

Managing E-Learning Environment

TECHNOLOGICAL 

Infrastructure Planning 

Hardware

Software

PEDAGOGICAL 

Content Analysis

Audience Analysis

Goal Analysis 

Design Approach

Instructional Strategies

Organization

Blending Strategies

ETHICAL 

Social and Cultural Diversity

Bias and Political Issues

Geographical Diversity

Learner Diversity

Digital Divide

Etiquette

Legal Issues

INTERFACE DESIGN

Page and Site Design 

Content Design

Navigation

Accessibility

Usability Testing

RESOURCE SUPPORT

Online Support

Resources

EVALUATION

Evaluation of Content Development

Process

Evaluation of E-Learning Environment 

Evaluation of E-Leaning at the 

Program and Institutional Levels

Assessment of Learners
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elearning activities and information

resources can be designed for face-to-face

instruction in educational and training

settings (e.g., blended learning activities). In

the high-school physics classroom, for

example, a teacher can use Shockwave

simulations to support the cognitive work

of analysing data, visualising concepts, and

manipulating models. See, for example, the

simulations available at Explore Science

(http://www.explorescience.com.) The

teacher would have to design activities that

provide context for and elaboration of this

highly-visual, Web-mediated simulation. In

a traditional course, the ELearning

Framework's institutional and manage

ment dimensions will matter much less

than the learning strategies section of the

pedagogical dimension  which provides

guidelines for integrating the simulation

into the curriculum.

Further along the continuum, more

comprehensive design is required for the

complete academic or training course,

where content, activities, interaction,

tutorials, project work, and assessment

must all be delivered on the Internet.

Petersons.com provides links to a large

number of such courses that are exclusively

or primarily distance-based. (The Petersons

database can be searched at http://www.life

longlearning.com). Additional dimensions

of the E-Learning Framework will be useful

in designing such courses.

Finally, at the "macro" end of the

continuum, the E-Learning Framework can

serve the design of complete distance-

learning programmes and virtual

universities (Khan, 2001a), without a face-

to-face component, such as continuing

education programmes for accountants or

network engineers. Petersons.com, again,

provides links to dozens of such programs

as well as to institutions based on such
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programs. For example, designers of Web-based continuing education for accountants

dispersed all around world would have to plan for every dimension of the E-Learning

Framework in considerable detail. They would have to work with computer programmers,

testing specialists, security professionals, subject-matter experts, and accountants'

professional organisations. These designers would have to do everything from planning a

secure registration system to considering cultural and language differences among

accountants seeking continuing education credit.

As the scope of elearning design expands, design projects change from one-person

operations to complex team efforts. The E-Learning Framework can be used to ensure that

no important factor is omitted from the design of elearning, whatever its scope or complexity.

You might wonder: Are all sub-dimensions within the eight dimensions necessary for e-

learning? You might also wonder: There's a lot of questions here! Which ones do I need to

address? Again, it depends on the scope of your elearning initiative. To initiate an e-

learning degree programme, for example, it is critical to start with the institutional

dimension of the E-Learning Framework and also investigate all issues relevant to your

project in other dimensions. In this case, a comprehensive readiness assessment should be

conducted. However, to create a single elearning lesson, some institutional sub-

dimensions (such as admissions, financial aid, and others) may not be relevant. 

Designing open, flexible, and distributed e-learning systems for globally diverse learners

is challenging; however, as more and more institutions offer e-learning to students

worldwide, we will become more knowledgeable about what works and what does not

work. We should try to accommodate the needs of diverse learners by asking critical

questions along the eight dimensions of the framework. The questions may vary based on

each elearning system. The more issues within the eight dimension of the framework we

explore, the more meaningful and supportive a learning environment we can create. Given

our specific contexts, we may not be able to address all issues within the eight dimensions

of the framework, but we should address as many as we can.    
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Introduction

Electronic mail or in short “email” is

one of the most popular and useful

features of the Internet. By definition,

it is mail delivered through electronic

means. However, while tracing the

development of email communication Tao

and Reinking (1996) identified at least three

definitions of email:

1) It is mail being transmitted electronically.

This definition embraces fax and telex.

2) It is only communication through

computers but would include graphics as

well as texts as appropriate email

communication.

3) It is only text being transmitted through

computers between senders and

receivers.

Today, email is primarily known as

communication from one person to

another or many others through the use of

computer and networks.

Email addresses have a standard three

part format: userid@host.domain. The

userid is the name identifying the user; @

[at] sign follow account name; and the host

of the email account (such as Hotmail,

Yahoo or any other webserver), and the

domain (such as .in, .org, .com, .net, etc.).

Some important characteristics of email are

as follows:

l It is text-based, and requires literacy

skills. Language is the major means by

which the email communication is done.

l A mail once typed can be sent to multiple

persons/locations without duplicating

efforts.

l It is asynchronous in nature, and can

overcome problems posed by geographi-

cal time zones.

l Messages sent and received as email can

be stored and organised in a way that can

facilitate easy retrieval.

l It is a cost and time saving technology. It

also reduces the use of paper (environm-

ental friendly).

Educational use of e-mail
It is the use of email that makes e-

Learning possible. In most e-Learning

programmes the basic need is to have an

email account. Sometimes, a whole course

is offered through email as well. So, the use

of email is enormous in education.

Primarily, email has two main applications

in education: in research and in teaching.

Email is used as a research tool, and also as

a carrier of research tools (such as

questionnaire and interview schedule).

However, in the instructional settings email

CHAPTER 6
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is used for communication and interaction

between student and students, and student

and teachers. Email provides the advantage

of speed, and information and announ-

cements about a schedule/reschedule of

classes can reach the learners before they

travel to the classroom/study centre.

Learners with special needs (hearing

impaired) can interact with the teachers

using email, while visually impaired

students can use email with other text-to-

speech readers. In a conventional

classroom, a student may feel intimidated

to talk and raise questions/doubts, but can

choose to interact though email. Email can

be used for delivering of

lessons, and teachers can

develop email groups to

discuss topics related to the

curriculum (Dorman, 1998).

Kramaski (2002) reported that

email conversation was useful

in construction and

interpretation of graphs using

EXCEL, and it enriched

mathematical discourse. Kim

(2008) through a review of

literature identified the

following advantages of email

use along with contribution to

academic achievement:

l Enabling immediate, frequent support

for individual needs; learner-centred

context; individualised instruction;

exchange of resources and information.

l Fostering psychological comport;

intimacy; expression of personal ideas;

opinions, and emotions; informal

conversations; social content exchanges;

interpersonal contexts.

l Building interpersonal skills, collegiality;

awareness of others' attitude; insights

into others' perspectives; close

relationships.

l Developing thoughtfulness; cognitive

task structuring; careful analysis; critical

thinking; reflection; planning.

l Encouraging interest; enthusiasm; mo

tivation; self-esteem; self-confidence;

change in personal values; active

participation.

l Permitting authentic but convenient

context; gap reduction between

knowledge and practice; real-world

anxiety decrease.

How to use it? 
While it is almost redundant here to talk

of the technology of email, as it is almost

pervasive in higher education institutions.

Nevertheless, you need to have an email

account to teach and your students should

have email accounts to take

advantage of this technology.

Either you can use the free

web-based email services (that

provide abundant space these

days) or you can have a client-

based email system in your

institution that may use a mail

delivery software like the

Eudora, Outlook, and others.

However, it is most important

to consider the pedagogic

issues related to use of email in

teaching-learning. In this

context, we proffer the

following guidelines:

1. Analyse the individual and group

needs, specially in the context of

cognitive and no-cognitive support.

2. Consider the skill level of your target

group, and their familiarity with the

use of email. Provide a short hands-on

training and/or distribute a short

printed guide for ready reference.

3. Indicate email response time from the

perspective of both the student and the

teacher in the beginning of the course.

4. Plan and develop templates for routine

kinds of queries for use during the

teaching process.

5. Consider a theoretical foundation for

your teaching approach by using

Learners with
special needs

(hearing impaired)
can interact with
the teachers using

email, while
visually

impaired students
can use email

with other
text-to-speech

readers
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various models available.

One such model that

could be effectively used

is Keller' ARCS model.

Attention enhancing mail

can be sent in the

beginning of the course,

and when required to

stimulate a sense of

inquiry and curiosity in

the student. Message that

relate the content of the

study to the learners

present/future needs can

be categorised as relevance

enhancing message. Confidence-

enhanced messages are utilised to

convince the learners that after

carefully reading and undertaking the

tasks, they would be able to achieve

their goals. Satisfaction related mails

provide information on what the

students would get after accepting

and using the strategies given to

them. So, while, using mail to provide

instructions, you need to consider the

purpose and use appropriate

language to that effect.

6. It is also important to be

precise, without being too

lengthy. You may avoid

non-relevant message to

the learners. But, should

check regularly about

learner's progress through

mail/phone.

7. Reply to students mail as

quick as possible, but

should not be delayed

more than the promised

time in the beginning of the

course.

8. Provide working weblinks in your mail.

9. While using email as a discussion forum

amongst the students on a specific

topic, summarise the discuss-ion every

day/week/month. You may assign this

task to specific student volunteers

during the course. Consider giving

weight to their involvement in such

discussion in the final grade/ credits.

10. Ask students to submit assignments on

due date, give sufficient alerts before

the due date. Let them know the

consequence of non-submission of

assignments on time.

Consider a
theoretical

foundation for
your teaching

approach by using
various models
available. One

such model that
could be

effectively used
is Keller' 

ARCS model
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11. Consider personal emails received from students as private, and do not share these

with the group unless otherwise stated by the writer.

12. Reply to emails carefully, and not in haste. Do a spell check before pushing the send

button.

13. Never promote spam/junk mail or chain mail forwarding amongst students/teachers.

14. Ask students to use appropriate etiquette associated with the email. Such as use of

capital letter in mail is considered to be rude. 
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Introduction

So long as e-mail remains a major form

of communication, mailing lists will

provide a convenient means of

message distribution. Mailing lists go by

various names such as discussion lists or e-

mail forums, which give a clearer idea of

their nature or purpose. The providers of

free mailing lists such as Google and Yahoo

call them groups, which emphasises their

role in maintaining topic- based

communities.

One of the earliest forms of ICT or

communication through the Internet,

mailing lists have also proven abidingly

useful for educational purposes, including

for information sharing and professional

development among educators. Easy

interfaces between e-mail and the Web

have meant that the typical mailing list

message links to a new entry on the vast

WWW that is relevant to the list topic and

expected to be of interest to list subscribers.   

Mailing lists offer many flexible options

depending on the needs of the user.

Messages can be exchanged through e-mail

client programs, through a Web interface, or

most recently from hand-held devices such

as mobile phones that have an Internet

connection. The convenience of e-mail in

most ways applies to lists as well, such as

automatically forwarding messages. The

ultimate convenience of e-mail or mailing

lists lies in the fact that messages are

pushed to the user automatically and

effortlessly. Blogs and social networking

sites purportedly superseding mailing lists

have suffered from the drawback that the

user must go to the Websites and pull the

information from them. One may visit a

Website only to find to find nothing new,

which discourages one from returning to

check again. RSS feeds have come along

partly to fill this need of a preview of

contents available.

On the other hand, the very convenience

and immediacy of e-mail tends to present

the mailing list subscriber with information

overload, although the unending problem

of spam has seemed to affect mailing lists

relatively little. The subscribers who can

post to a list are under the control of a list

owner with nearly absolute gatekeeping

powers. Web archives can be set to be

available to subscribers only or on the open

Web and searchable. Subscribers for their

part can set their subscription to a daily or

other periodic digest of posts compiled in

one message. They can set their subscript-

ion to no mail during busy periods, or just

check the Web archives occasionally if they

are available. Subscribers are free to either

move from list to list according to their

evolving interests or to stay in communities

sustained by mailing lists. 

How mailing lists work?
A listserv or list-serving program in a

CHAPTER 7
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server computer automatically maintains a

subscriber list and distribution options set

by the list owner and each subscriber. An e-

mail sent to the e-mail address of the list is

generally distributed to each subscriber

who opted for individual messages or is

placed in a queue for digest subscribers.

Web archives of all messages can be

generated if desired, often with options of

viewing posted messages chronologically,

topically, or alphabetically by author. 

Besides the owner there can be other list

administrators deputised to screen

memberships or messages. A moderated list

means first that the owner selects certain

controls over how to

subscribe, who can subscribe,

and whether attached files are

transmitted or not. For

example, subscribers may

have to fill out a Web form first

to show legitimate intentions

in terms of the purpose of the

list. Moderation most often

means controlling what

content is allowed to be

distributed, by blocking

messages considered

irrelevant or offensive.

Moderation criteria should be clarified in

the welcome message to new subscribers

along with the mission of the list.

Moderation is particularly important where

all messages are archived on the Web and

accessible to search engines. Messages with

inappropriate content are best prevented

before distribution, because in most cases

the list owner cannot eliminate individual

messages from the Web archives at the

server computer level. 

To moderate a list also means to mediate

among subscribers and active posters to

control the number, length or other aspects

of messages, to mitigate unproductive

quarrels by persuasion, or to maintain

standards of conduct. In the case of

academic mailing lists, the moderation

could extend to maintaining scholarly rigor

and collegiality. E-moderation has become

a topic of importance in books and

Websites because of the need for quality of

communication in mailing lists serving a

vast number of interests and disciplines.

While the list owner has arbitrary powers

and is generally safe from legal challenges,

in order to satisfy list members that the

process is fair, sometimes list owners have

negotiated their policies democratically

with subscriber input. However, a list is

generally most successful when moderation

is least needed or remains invisible in the

background.     

Distribution lists
However, not all mailing lists

are set to an each-to-all mode

for the purpose of discussion. A

one-way distribution list with a

few-to-all setting can still serve

a community with a common

interest, but with the focus on

propagating information.

Rarely distributed more than

once a day, they tend to be

edited and concise to maximise

the information that an

individual may wish to receive.

Major newspapers such as the New York

Times and Financial Times offer free

distribution lists with headlines and links to

stories at their main Websites. Such

distribution lists are called mail magazines

in Japan, and indeed the capabilities of e-

mail messages through HTML markup,

links, photos and other embedded media

approach the appearance of Web pages. If

there is a market for certain specialised

information, such as investment advice that

is perceived as economically valuable,

people are sometimes willing to pay for

distribution lists. 

At the same time, to serve the various

needs of a community for both discussion

and straight information, an organisation

can maintain any number of discussion

lists as well as distribution lists. There are

Moderation most
often means
controlling

what
content is allowed
to be distributed,

by blocking
messages
considered

irrelevant or
offensive
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few technical restraints except that a virtual

organisation can become scattered as

members belong to different communica-

tion channels that do not intersect. That is

why the topics of mailing lists need to strike

a balance between being too general and

too specific. Lists may need to serve

specialised needs of individual members

while remaining general enough to

maintain an active community. Moreover,

people’s interests change along with current

events and technological progress.    

Mailing lists for educational
purposes

Educational mailing lists can and do run

from the class level to the global level. A

teacher, for example, may set up a mailing

list with the campus e-mail addresses

of all the students in order to reach

students quickly about

assignments, announcements,

class changes or cancellations.

Students may offer a mobile

phone address instead, or have e-

mail to their campus account

automatically forwarded to their mobile

phone. In a one-way transmission mode

from the teacher, the mailing list format is

merely for convenience, whereas mailing

lists lend themselves readily to each-to-all

discussions. With sharing among peers and

group self-regulation, the teacher can

observe without intervening. Provided the

mailing list is set to accept attachments, the

list members can share multimedia files

such as voice messages or videos. 

A university or other educational

institution often finds it useful to set up

many mailing lists on the institutional

listserv. They can serve as routine

communication channels for departments

or other divisions of the institution such as

staff or administrators. Then finally there

are the geographically or topically based

mailing lists that extend beyond

institutions, sometimes global in scope or

relevance. Academic mailing lists may

evolve from generalised topics to more

specialised topics over time. However, there

are fields such as distance education where

a wide geographical distribution continues

to provide mutual benefits to subscribers.

Examples of mailing lists for
online education

Online education is one of those fields

that, while gradually becoming more

specialised in world regions and academic

disciplines, can still bring together a global

membership in mailing lists or virtual

organisations. There is a widespread notion

that mailing lists go through a life cycle of

initial excitement, intense participation,

then irritation at the overload of messages,

leading to bickering, breakup or apathy. But

while the psychology of novelty and

other aspects of human nature are

involved, the life cycle could easily

become a stereotype like believing

that all travelers experience culture

shock because certain stages are

relatively common. Some mailing

lists related to online education have

been active since the 1990s, while

subscribers cannot generally cope with

dozens of messages a day, so the restraint of

more considered messages is a welcome

development. 

The Distance Education Online

Symposium DEOS-L is one example of a

long-standing and active mailing list (the

dash L in many mailing list addresses refers

to Listserv) with subscription options and

archives available for browsing at

<http://lists.psu.edu/cgi-bin/wa?A0=deos-

l&O=D>. DEOS-L is moderated and

academically oriented, with a combination

of general discussions on distance

education and announcements for

conferences and publications. Based in the

U.S., it tends to be weighted toward North

American perspectives because of the

composition of subscribers, but it has also

welcomed international threads in keeping

with its topic and the reach of online
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technologies. 

In the genre of free distribution lists, the

OLDaily by Stephen Downes offers

unconditional information about develo-

pments in online learning. Subscribers can

receive a weekly digest or make comments

at the Website <http://www.downes.ca/>.

With no commitment necessary and little

direct interaction, the community is

entirely implicit but nonetheless sustained

through the technologies and sources

recommended as they resonate with

subscribers’ needs and interests. 

Virtual organisations have relied upon

mailing lists to keep members informed

and interacting, so they may employ both

discussion lists and distribu-

tion lists. Belonging to at least

one of the lists is a minimum

condition of membership in

some virtual organisations to

distinguish them from mere

lists or Websites. The World

Association for Online

Education (WAOE) has been

held together since 1998

mostly by mailing lists,

moving between server bases

in universities and free Web-

based services such as Google

Groups. However, belonging

only to the WAOE general

member discussion list has led

some observers to believe that the

list was the full extent of the

organisation. It was out of consideration for

general members that organisational lists

were separated from content lists focused

on online education issues. Nevertheless,

the discussion lists provide essential

communication channels leading to deeper

involvement in the organisation along with

opportunities for professional collaboration

among the global membership. 

Recommendations to set up a
mailing list

Having reviewed some of the uses of

mailing lists, for education and e-learning in

particular, readers should not hesitate to set

up new lists where the purposes of

discussion, information dissemination, or

community-building may be served. Two

widely-used, free, and easily managed Web-

based mailing list services are Google

Groups <http://groups.google.com/> and

Yahoo Groups <http://groups.yahoo.

com/>. Many users already have an account

such as Web-based e-mail with one or both

of the providers and may choose whichever

seems more convenient. One generally

signs up to be a list owner at one of the

above Websites, or at the corresponding site

in one’s own country or preferred language.

Then it is a matter of choosing

among the available settings,

such as how open the list is in

terms of membership and Web

archives, whether to moderate

messages before release, then

populating the list by generating

direct invitation messages to e-

mail addresses from within the

group administration interface,

or by publicly inviting people to

visit the home page of the list.

Alternatively, mailing list

software with Web archiving

capability, some of which is free and

open source software, can be set up

on one’s own institutional server. For

more details see the Wikipedia

entry on electronic mailing lists

or e-lists: <http://en.wikipedia.

org/wiki/Electronic_mailing_list>.

Even as successive technologies such as

social networking or virtual worlds

increasingly attract users to Web-based

venues, mailing lists remain useful to reach

people directly and unforgettably through

their e-mail in-box. Mailing lists can

complement other technologies where

many choices are available, or serve as an

essential communication channel in

regions where online technology is most

limited.

Discussion lists
provide essential
communication  

channels leading
to deeper 

involvement in the
organisation along
with opportunities

for professional
collaboration among

the global
membership
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Introduction

Computer-mediated communication

(CMC) is becoming more

commonly utilised in the delivery of

university curricula. There are different

ways of incorporating CMC; one

application that is being increasingly

utilised is online discussion forum. As an

application, the discussion forum provides

a limited and structured online

environment for the provision, exchange

and/or discussion of information between

instructor and students and/or between

students. A defining feature of the

asynchronous discussion forum as an

application is that it allows for comments to

be posted and viewed at a time of

convenience to the student or instructor, in

other words, there is no need to be

connected at a specific same time.  

In order for e-educators and those

utilising a blended learning approach to

achieve improved learning outcomes it is

imperative that teaching and learning

strategies incorporating online discussion

forums are pedagogically sound. As such,

the increase in usage of online discussion

forums in higher education has led to the

associated need to increase our

understanding of how to best incorporate

such applications into teaching (Stodel,

Thompson, & MacDonald, 2006; Tallent-

Runnels, Thomas & Lan et al., 2006). 

Educational uses of forums
Within the e-learning environment, it is

the discussion forum that commonly

provides the means for considered dialogue

between student and instructor as well as

collaborative activities between students,

without the requirement of a face-to-face

encounter (Garrison, 1997; Kear & Heap,

2007).  Rudimentary use of discussion

forums within the delivery of a subject is as

a means to provide information or direction

to students on course content or

administrative matters.  Used in this way

the forum offers the student right of reply

often for confirmation of understanding

and, perhaps more significantly, presents a

lasting record of the information and

ensuing dialogue for other students and

instructors involved in the subject. This can

contribute to a sense of a shared learning

space and process involving instructors and

students which can, in turn, lead to more

open and productive communication

around subject content and procedures.

A more advanced and increasingly used

application of the discussion forum within

CHAPTER 8
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education is as an online environment for

subject content discussion, akin to a

tutorial.  A relatively straightforward

approach to this is for the instructor to set a

question or topic with students encouraged

or required to respond to the content

related topic and have on-going discussions

with their peers on this topic (Johnson,

2006). This conception of the online

discussion forum manifests in a question

and answer format with the instructor

posing the question, students required or

invited to provide an answer and the

instructor positioned to confirm, refute or

provide the “right” or model response.

Used in this way, the nature of

asynchronous online

discussion forums (messages

and postings can be viewed

when convenient for

participants) offers students

the time to reflect on the

topic or discussion and

thereby encourages a more in

depth, academic and

constructive dialogue

(Sandor & Harris, 2008,

Garrison, 1997; Johnson

2006). This is the real

advantage of asynchronous

discussion forums over more

fancied synchronous applications such as

real-time or synchronous audio, visual or

even text only on-line classrooms or more

informal and rapid dialogue applications

such as blogs, wikis and chat rooms. 

How to use it? 
Teaching a course or even components

of a course online is distinctly different from

a face-to-face mode of delivery (Kelly,

Ponton, & Rovai, 2007). Applications such

as asynchronous online discussion forums

permit greater flexibility for participants

who can be studying almost anywhere at

anytime (Dixson et al., 2006; Leh, 2002).

From the instructor’s perspective, this

convenience for the student

generates an onus upon the

instructor to be regularly, if not

near continuously, online to

field questions, reply to postings

and generally be an active leader

of the dialogue within the

discussion forums.

Furthermore, to be absent or

off-line for any significant length

of time carries the risk of being

viewed by course participants as

unresponsive and uninterested

which, in turn, leads to

participants’ reduced usage or

withdrawal from online aspects of a course.

Not surprisingly, many instructors perceive

online discussion forums to be highly 

time demanding with limited reward or

recognition for effort (O’Quinn & Corry,

2002; Rourke & Anderson, 2002; Spector,

2005).

Much of the usage of online discussion

forums in higher education is didactic in

nature positioning the instructor in a

traditional educational role as the provider

of knowledge (Light & Cox, 2001; Margolis,

2000). While this usage can have merit,

there is a need to implement more

innovative approaches to the medium of

discussion forum that are pedagogically

The nature of 
asynchronous

online discussion
forums offers

students
the time to reflect

on the topic or
discussion and

thereby encourages
a more in-depth,

academic and
constructive

dialogue
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sound, engaging for participants and more

time effective for instructors. In this regard,

the distinctive asynchronous platform of

the online discussion forum can be used to

promote peer learning (Harris & Sandor,

2007; Kear & Heap, 2007). Given the widely

acknowledged value of student to student

interaction in promoting engagement with

content and deepening learning, initiatives

that draw students into online learning

processes and encourage them to take a

more central role in their learning are of

interest (Boud & Lee, 2005; Kear, 2004). 

Figure 8.1 presents a model of

asynchronous discussion forums as a

student-centred peer e-learning

environment. This framework promotes

greater student involvement and ownership

by positioning the student as central in the

learning process. The student is situated as

the content expert and facilitator on a

specific topic at the centre of the learning

event, shifting the focus from the instructor

to the student. The instructor has been

repositioned as the overseer of dialogue,

remaining abreast of the discussion should

support and guidance be needed. The

student becomes content expert by

preparing and posting a primer or short

essay (approximately 1 000 words) on a

specific topic (e.g. Choose a health

behaviour change model and discuss it's

strengths and weaknesses in understanding

and addressing a health issue of your

choice) giving the student greater

knowledge on the topic compared to his or

her peers. All other members of the forum

group provide academic comment on or

build upon the primer that has been

posted.  As content expert, the student who

posted the primer is also required to

facilitate the discussion (three aspects of

facilitation: content, leadership and

processes) surrounding their particular

topic thereby relieving the instructor of this

role. 

This framework has been developed and

evaluated by the authors over the last six

Student-student interaction
Instructor-student interaction (overseer of dialogue)

Figure 8.1. Online discussion forum as a student centred peer e-learning environment
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years across a number of postgraduate and

undergraduate courses delivered in both

blended and online modes to combined

cohorts of between 25-80 students who

generally have limited experience of online

discussion forums. In these courses the

framework has been a central component

and provided the basis for the majority of

the assessment.  Discussion forums run

weekly with students being assigned to

write a primer on a set topic corresponding

to course content. Students are then

assessed on their primer, the facilitation

and their postings in all discussion forums

(70% of total assessment: 30% primer, 30%

postings, 10% facilitation). To compress the

discussion and keep the momentum within

the dialogue, forums are only accessible for

two weeks. Student feedback on the

approach has been very supportive and

highlighted the value of the approach for

engagement with subject content and

personal learning.

With respect to applying the model of

asynchronous discussion forums as a

student centred peer e-learning

environment there are a few key learnings

to be considered:

l Assess forum participation: A significant

portion of the subject marks accorded to

forum participation increases the

student interest in participation.  All

three components - primer, postings and

facilitation - should be separately

assessed; 

l Participation as a requirement not an

option: Students are required to

participate in each weekly forum with

marks deducted for any forum missed by

the student;

l Limit the length of time the forum is open

(one to two weeks): This compresses the

dialogue and promotes greater and more

coherent interaction between students. If

you are running a series of forums across

the semester, this strategy will require

students to engage with subject material

on a weekly basis;

l Limit participant numbers in a discussion

group: Too few and too many

participants in a forum becomes

counterproductive.  Ideally between 10

and 25 participants in a group.  Many less

than 10 participants and there is not

sufficient numbers to sustain a

discussion, more than 25 and the forum
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becomes too busy with those who are

less confident of their standing in the

group fading out of the discussion; and

l Set topics and assign students: The

forums must have an established set

topic that is directly linked with the

subject being studied - ideally supported

with resources such as a lecture, topic

notes, references, and web links.

Students must be assigned to topics

(primer and facilitation role) early in

semester.

Resources, examples, links 
Many tertiary education providers have a

dedicated flexible or online learning

department or unit.  These units offer

practical advice on the use of discussion

forums as a teaching tool.  They may also be

able to assist in the setting up of the web

based infrastructure required to host an

online discussion forum.  

A number of teaching and learning

journals offer papers on online teaching

and learning.  For example (and in no

specific order):

l Journal of Asynchronous Learning

Networks

l Open Learning: The Journal of Open and

Distance Learning

l Journal of Computer Assisted Learning

l Internet and Higher Education 

l Issues in web-based pedagogy

l The International Review of Research in

Open and Distance Learning

l Distance Education 

l Learning and teaching in higher

education

l Review of Educational Research

Educause, a non-profit association

linking education and information

technology, may provide useful

recommendations and resources.  

http://www.educause.edu/
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The Australasian society for computers in learning in tertiary education, Ascilite, is a

useful resource with conference proceedings and regular updates in the area.

http:/www.ascilite.org  

The European association of distance teaching universities may provide useful links and

updates on their website. http://www.eadtu.nl/
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Podcasting, originally developed and

used for creating and distributing

personal radio shows on the Internet

is gaining popularity amongst academics

as a technology to support teaching and

learning. In this chapter, we provide

definitions of podcasts and podcasting,

their potential uses in education, and

guidance on using podcasts and finding

podcasts suitable for education.

What are podcasts and
podcasting?

Salmon and her colleagues define

podcasts as digital media files that play

audio and/or audio and vision (also known

as vodcasts) that are made available from a

website, can be opened and/or

downloaded and played on a computer, or

downloaded from a website to be played on

a small portable player designed to play the

sound and/or vision. Podcasting is the

action of both creating podcasts and

distributing them (Salmon et al., 2008).

Technically speaking, podcasts are 

MP3 or MP4 files delivered automatically 

to a user through subscription to a

syndication feed.

We can view educational podcasts as

digital audio or video files containing

meaningful content for learning.

Podcasting is the process of creating and

distributing such learning material.

Educational podcasts can be considered

different from other general types of

podcasts; educational podcasts are

integrated with the teaching/learning

process, addressing learner needs, and

targeted for a defined group (e.g. students

studying a particular module, a cohort of

students, or students from one university).

Alongside with audio and video podcasts,

enhanced podcasts are in use, offering

built-in functions such as inserted slides or

chapter titles to aid navigation.

Why should podcasting be 
used in education?

Certain forms of learning, such as

distance, online or blended learning, can

particularly benefit from using podcasts for

delivering content (both teacher and

student created), for feedback or other

relevant information (for examples, see

Salomon and Edirisingha, 2008). Certain

groups of learners can also benefit from

learning from audio, such as those with

dyslexia and those who prefer listening to

reading, or students who spend much time

travelling. Moreover, there is a growing
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body of empirical evidence suggesting that

podcasts can support learning in

traditional classrooms and for on-campus

students with no specific learning needs.

The key factors for success are the

thoughtful choice for the type of content to

be delivered through podcasts to address

learner needs, pedagogical design and how

podcasts are integrated with the teaching

and learning process. Edirisingha, Salmon

and Nie (2008) provide a model for

developing successful podcasts. 

Podcasts can support and enhance

different kinds of learning. To give few

examples:

Conversational and collaborative
learning

Effective learning takes place when

learners can discuss with each other,

interrogating and sharing

their knowledge and

understandings. Hearing a

conversation such as an

interview with an expert or

teacher talking about his/her

background, or a peer group

discussing on a topic may

help establish an empathetic

relationship for the learner.

Podcast technology provides

for a shared conversational

space. Approaches to

developing podcasts with

peer discussions, such as the

one developed by Rothwell

(2008) prove that podcasts can successfully

be used to support conversational and

collaborative learning among students. 

Constructivist learning
Constructivist learning is the active

process in which learners construct new

ideas or concepts based on their current

and past knowledge (Bruner, 1966). What

determines the construction of knowledge

is the design of the podcast and the

learning activity the podcast is designed to

stimulate or facilitate. This can be shared

construction with the aid of peers, or

individual construction through reflection

(e.g., Ng’ambi, 2008) and internal dialogue

stimulated by questions or tasks in the

podcast. 

Situated learning
Brown et al. (1989) emphasise the idea of

cognitive apprenticeship where teachers

(i.e., the experts of subject knowledge)

work alongside students (i.e., the

apprentices) to create situations where the

students can begin to work on problems

even before they are capable of fully

understanding them. Listening to pre-

prepared instructions, recording one’s own

reflections or listening to peers reflecting

on a subject are examples of situated

learning, where podcasts can be

successfully used.

Reflective learning
Reflection is probably the

most important and final aim of

education. It is about having a

critical thought of what one

knows, what has been learned,

the way it was learned or

performed, what could have

been done or could be done

further. Podcasts can support

reflection in many ways, for

example, by simply providing

easily accessible information to

reflect upon, or by providing with

reflection-stimulating tasks. 

Flexible and mobile learning 
Flexible learning is about giving learners

more choices of the places, times and pace

of learning (Collis and Moonen, 2001).

Mobile learning is generally about making

flexible learning possible through mobile

devices (Kukulska-Hulme and Traxler,

2005). Podcasts are ideal support for these

Reflection is
probably the most

important and final
aim of education. 

It is about having a
critical thought of
what one knows,

what has been
learned, the way it

was learned or
performed, what

could have been done
or could be done

further
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two types of learning, as they have a time-

shifting capability to be listened any time,

and a space-shifting capability to be

listened anywhere. Also, they do not band

the learner to listen through only one

device. 

The usage and effectiveness of podcasts

largely depends on the pedagogical

purpose and the context in which the

teachers intend to use it, and on the way

the students are using it.

Finally, from a practical perspective,

podcasts are simple to create and distribute

and their production is near to costless. 

How to use podcasting?
Edirisingha, Salmon and Nie (2008, pp.

153-154) recommend 10 factors to be taken

into consideration when designing

podcasts. Although these factors have been

discussed in context of higher education,

they can be applied for educational

podcasts in general. These factors are:

l the purpose of the pedagogical rationale;

l the medium used (audio only or audio

and video);

l the convergence (how much the podcasts

are integrated with other e-learning);

l the authors and contributors of content;

l the structure of podcasting (frequency

and timing);

l the reusability of content;

l the length;

l the style (presentation, interview,

dialogue);

l the framework of content organisation;

l the access system (via VLE or Internet-

based feeder service such as RSS)

Depending on the pedagogical rationale

and the type of content, podcasts can

Type Content Examples of learning outcomes

Lecture
delivery

Lectures, guest lectures (video and
audio)

Learning through repetition, revision;
supports recall, better understanding,
independent learning

Feedback Audio recording of instructors remarks,
suggestions

Supports self-reflection, critical
thinking

Additional
material

Discussions, interviews, key concept
explanations, reminders, summaries of
previous lectures or upcoming
lectures, advice for reading and work 

Conversational approach to learning,
emotional engagement of the learner,
support understanding, priming,
preparation for new knowledge, help
organisation

Supplementary
material

Interviews (with experts or others),
speeches, music or other audio
recordings, support materials, class
discussions and conversations,
instructions

Supports learning activities, (e.g.
developing listening and speaking
skills in foreign language learning),
supports thinking skills and deep
learning
Stimulate satisfaction, motivation

Preparatory
material

Instructions, all types listed in
supplementary materials, but used for
preparing students for face-to-face or
online sessions and thus differing by
design and format

Priming
Supports reflection

Specific
learning
practice and
needs

Heart sounds in medicine, phonetics,
assistance for auditory learners

Supports developing practical skills
(subject specific)

Assignments Student created content as a response
to a given task (tours/field works,
interviews, oral reports or other audio
data)

Active learning, motivation, self-
reflection, deep learning
Can support collaborative learning 

Creative
activities

Students generated content on their
own such as pieces of theatre or
music, impressions from a field trip or
city / museum visit, or as
supplementary material for own blogs

Motivation, (self)reflection, deep
learning, collaborative, active
learning
Can support collaborative learning
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support a range of learning outcomes. The practice shows that podcasts can be grouped by

types; each type is related to certain content and learning outcomes. Popova and Kirschner

(2008) propose a framework to help educators decide on the most appropriate type of

podcast to support learning. 

Where to find examples and resources?
Many universities and schools are now experimenting with or using podcasts as part of

their teaching and learning provision. The IMPALA project (http://www.le.ac.uk/ impala/)

started in 2006 and conducted by the University of Leicester has been creating a rich

resource on how to successfully use podcasts in education. The project website offers

valuable information for teachers who are willing to introduce this technology into their

practice. A book published in 2008 entitled Podcasting for Learning in Universities edited

by Gilly Salmon and Palitha Edirisingha, summarises success stories in using podcasts in

different settings and for a range on learning experiences. The book’s website at

http://www.podcastingforlearning.com offers examples of podcasts and resources for

practitioners. 

Other examples of podcasts can be found on universities websites - such as Duke

University and Stanford, and on specialised platforms for podcast searching such as

iTunes, Podcast Alley or Odeo, just to mention a few. 
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What is online video? 

Online video is not a new

phenomenon as streaming and

peer-to-peer sharing of video clips

have been common practice for many

years. But the phenomenal growth of

YouTube, launched only in 2005, and the

competition it has since fuelled, represents

a steep change in the way online video is

created, managed and shared.

YouTube is not alone in terms of online

video. Other online video services such as

Blip TV,  Vimeo, Google Video and Yahoo all

compete in a highly competitive and

potentially lucrative international market.

All of these online video services share a set

of characteristics and features which mark

them apart from other forms such as

streaming and peer-to-peer networked

video.

1. The ability to upload and share online

video content - user-generated content

or UGC – is the key feature which sets it

apart from previous video formats. Most

online video services are free to users,

generating income from advertising and

sponsorship. They enable users with little

or no technical knowledge to upload

their own video content onto the Internet

from a wide variety of different file

formats which generally include AVI,

MPEG, MOV and WMV. To overcome

many of the problems associated with

these proprietary formats online video

providers convert the original file format

to a standardised format based around

Flash (FLV). This is rapidly becoming a de

facto standard for video viewing online

and makes codec problems and errors

virtually a thing of the past.

2. In addition to uploading their own video

content to these online services owners

can also attach information about their

content (metadata) which makes the

resource easier and more likely to be

discovered by other viewers. This

includes features such as keywords and

personal tags. These perform a critical

function in enabling other users to find

and locate the resource itself but also

other similar video resources related to it.

In effect it enables users to network their

video resources generating what

Milgram1 terms a ‘small-world network’.

Unlike streaming video, which usually

provides users with a link to a single

unique resource, tagging, keywords and

other social media metadata, enable

users to identify other associated

resources making for a viral network of

CHAPTER 10
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resources which characterises online

video. This kind of resource is usually

located in a library or repository of

similar resources as typified by YouTube.

3. The Flash format of online video also

brings about other benefits for users

including the ability to manage and share

video content. Using features such as the

‘share link’ button (which generates a

URL to the clip) and the ‘embed’ button

which generates html code allowing the

user to embed a direct link to the

resource from their own web-site, blog,

wiki or other html based

service.

In these different ways

online video services have

transformed the way in

which video content is

uploaded, managed and

shared.  Technical expertise is

no longer so critical. Today

almost anybody with an

Internet connection can

upload and share their own

video content with the world,

including an increasing

number of services which even accept

video directly from a mobile phone or

similar device.

These features along with the simplicity

associated with the process have tended to

encourage users to upload short clips or

even segments rather than full length video.

Ninety-nine per cent of YouTube videos, for

example, are less than 11.5 minutes in

duration and many are no more than three

minutes long (Cha, et al, 2007).  Users also

seem to prefer shorter clips or segments

which offer greater flexibility in how they

are used. Indeed services like YouTube are

set to introduce new features to their

service (available already via a third-party

piece of software) which will allow users to

mark in and out points in an online video

clip enabling them to locate and play very

specific instances of the original clip.

Why and how should online
video be used in education? 

In a recent study undertaken in the

United States, Hobbs (2006) discovered a

range of what she termed ‘non optimal’

uses of video in a large number of

classrooms which she investigated. She

concluded that in these cases teachers

frequently used video inappropriately as a

reward for good behaviour; in order to

combine several classes due to teacher

absence; without interruption or

intervention from the teacher; for overly

long periods of time; and

without clear learning objectives

or outcomes for students. We

can conclude that these

approaches are unlikely to yield

high quality pedagogical

outcomes and should direct us

to alternatives which are more

appropriate and rewarding for

teachers and learners.

Users and advocates make a

convincing case, however, for

the use of online video which

can be summarised as:   

l Greater flexibility 

l Networking capability

l Motivation and engagement for the

student

l Support for higher order thinking skills

1. Online video can be used in a wide

variety of different teaching spaces, not

only online, making it a very flexible

learning resource. It can be shown

directly on a large screen through a data

projector to supplement or support

traditional teaching approaches. It can

be used in mobile contexts on mobile

phones and other devices linking with

associated data such as GIS and enabling

the user to upload from the device itself.

And it can be used as part of a blended

learning approach  where the video is

embedded in a wiki or webpage to

Online
video can be

used in a wide
variety of 
different

teaching spaces,
not only
online,

making it a
very flexible

learning
resource
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support learners outside of formal face to

face lessons. The simplicity associated

with linking to and embedding online

video resources encourage users to build

it into their teaching in a wide variety of

different learning spaces and contexts.  

2. By using social media features such as

user-generated tags or keywords, online

video resources become part of a wider

network and in doing so are far easier for

users to locate and access. So for

example, a user searching for a video on

action research techniques in the

YouTube library will quickly identify and

locate many more associated resources

which have been tagged by their creator

and/or subsequent users as valuable and

relevant. Following the links which these

services automatically create users are

able to locate many more video resources

than would otherwise be the case and

the creators of this content are

guaranteed a far higher chance of their

resource being watched.  This viral

networking phenomenon is one of the

principal changes which sets the like of

YouTube apart from traditional video

providers.

3. In educational terms there is a growing

recognition and feeling amongst

educators that short, focused video clips,

which typify online video repositories,

motivate and engage learners when used

appropriately.  As part of a strategy to

hook the learner at the start of a lesson or

lecture, a powerful and emotive short

clip, can often achieve engagement and

curiosity to learn more in a way that

traditional methods struggle to match.

Online video clips can be shown as part

of a presentation, perhaps embedded

directly into a presentation software like

PowerPoint, without needing to be stored

or housed on the computer itself. In

these situations the teacher is able to

locate and play a specific section or

segment of the resource avoiding the

distraction associated with traditional

VHS resources which cannot be easily

searched or interrogated.

4. And there is also evidence which

suggests that these resources can

encourage the development of higher

order thinking skills when they are used

appropriately as part of a carefully

considered instructional or pedagogical

process. For example using a short online

video clip of a jelly-baby being dropped

into a test-tube of potassium chlorate

(http://www.
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youtube.com/watch?v=Rc0KW7kXBDo )

students are able to witness an

experiment which might otherwise be

too dangerous to undertake in their own

classroom, and if they are able to use the

pause and slow motion features, they are

also able to stop and analyse in detail a

process which happens too quickly in

real-time to fully comprehend. The

reverse is true in situations where

processes, such as the

growth of a plant or the

pattern of clouds in the sky,

occurs too slowly for

students to fully

comprehend what is taking

place. 

High level skills such as

hypothesis and extrapolation

are also made more

accessible to students when

online video is used as a

stimulus.  Asking learners to

predict what might happen

next when they are shown the

start of a particular video clip

is more than a simple guessing game if the

material is selected carefully. In an

engineering lesson, for example, students

are  asked to predict (hypothesise) how to

demolish a building as part of a controlled

explosion and are then shown a video of

this actual process(http://www.

youtube.com/watch?v=qZ1oza93Y24). They

are encouraged to reflect upon and evaluate

the accuracy of their original prediction

using features such as slow motion, frame

freeze and the reverse button to analyse the

precise stages in the demolition. This model

of predict, observe and evaluate (POE) has

been shown to have positive learning gains

for students (Kearney, 2002) and video

provides a powerful stimulus upon which

the exercise can be based.

There are may similar practices and

techniques for using online video which are

beginning to challenge the traditional

paradigm for the use of moving image

resources which is characterised by long

video clips (or full programmes) shown

without interruption or intervention from

the teacher. In this paradigm the

transmission of subject content is the

underlying pedagogical purpose or

rationale for using video. With online video

and the features described above, a much

wider range of strategies and pedagogical

techniques are beginning to be

explored by teachers looking for

an alternative pedagogical

paradigm. These ideas are

explored further by the author

himself in his own research

around the use of digital video

in online contexts. The Digital

Artefacts for Learner

Engagement (DiAL-e)

framework is a pedagogical tool

that teachers can use to identify

different techniques and ideas

for using online video in a range

of different learning contexts

(Burden & Atkinson, n.d,).

But the use of online video is not without

its problems . By definition it requires the

user to have access to a live Internet

connection in order to view and upload

content. If the Internet connection is

interrupted the video cannot be played.

Although some online video providers have

introduced a download facility to overcome

this potential problem these are not

ubiquitous and may contravene copyright

law which does not authorise such use. As

Internet speeds and bandwidth improve

these problems are likely to diminish but

users need to be aware of the problem in

order to anticipate an alternative strategy

when, or if, it occurs.

Users also report problems playing

online video in situations where the

bandwidth is diminished. Unlike streaming

video, which can start to be played before

the entire resource is available, online video

With online
video, a much
wider range of
strategies and

pedagogical
techniques are
beginning to be

explored by
teachers looking

for an
alternative
pedagogical

paradigm
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needs to be fully downloaded to the local

machine before it is ready to start,

preventing users from easily jumping

through the clip at this point. Again the

problem can sometimes be overcome by

caching the relevant clip before it is needed

although this is not failsafe.

Where to find examples 
and resources? 

There are a growing number of

collections or repositories containing

online video which educators will find

useful. In addition to the online video

services themselves (which are listed

below), the links and resources mentioned

in this section will enable users to identify

further collections and advise and guide

about using online video.

Online video services:
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/

TeacherTube: http://teachertube.com/

Vimeo: http://www.vimeo.com/

Yahoo Video: http://uk.video.yahoo.com/

Blip TV: http://blip.tv/
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Repositories and collections:
Digital Artefacts for Learner Engagement (DiAL-e) www.dial-e.net

The Enhancing Teaching and Learning with Digitised Resources http://213.133.67.199/

JISC/index.php

EduTubePlus Digital Video Library: http://www.edutubeplus.info/

BBC Learning Zone Broadband Clips: http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/

clips/Cassiopeia project:  http://www.cassiopeiaproject.com/

The Internet Archive (Prelinger): http://www.archive.org/details/prelinger

Note
1 See http://en.wikipedia.org/ wiki/Small_world_experiment
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Introduction

Thanks to services like YouTube and

many others, you and I and many

others are able to publish video at

next to no cost, in hardly no time, and with

very little technical ability or expense.

That's a media revolution right there! With

so many of us taking advantage of this

opportunity, there is A LOT of video out

there. Combined with Internet search and

social networking technologies, the

chances of each of us finding something

that is interesting, useful or unique

becomes very likely. With so much video

made accessible out there now, we are a lot

more ready to forget about questions of

material quality - because we have

rediscovered the importance of content -

what it means for a video to be interesting,

useful or unique. That's another revolution

right there! We've learned to accept that it

is the content of the video that matters,

regardless of the image quality and cost of

production. TV news is less interested in

"broadcast quality" images, and are quite

happy using footage from YouTube at

320×240 compressed at 15 frames per

second or less. Even cinema these days is

imitating the DIY, making it an aesthetic

quality in its own right! So the barrier of

entry is now low on all fronts — access,

cost and quality... all that 

remains is content. Do you have the

content?

If you want more to think about on this,

I'd highly recommend Michael Wesch's

presentation to the Library of Congress:

An Anthropological Introduction to

Youtube (See http://www.youtube.com/

watch?v= TPAO-lZ4_hU) 

This chapter will survey and explain the

world of online video and collaborative

editing as it exists today. We will look at

Vlogging, how collaborative web based

editing works, make a comment or two on

the educational implications, and suggest

how you - the teacher might consider

using these new video technologies.

Vlogging
Vlogging combines the words video and

blogging. You should by now know what a

blog is, but in case you're new to it —

here's my attempt to explain a big thing: A

blog is a website that is regularly updated

with new content by the same author/s.

Each new addition of content is called a

blog-post or post and appears at the top

with old content moving down the blog. A

blog provides readers with subscription

CHAPTER 11
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features that alert them when new posts

are added. Most blogs today include

options for readers to add comments as a

way of encouraging discussion and

feedback with the blog author/s. Many

journalists and social commentators use

blogs, as do some teachers and politicians.

A video-blog or vlog then, is simply a blog

that uses video as its primary medium in

each post. Vlogging therefore is the act of

publishing video to a blog.

Collaborative web-based 
editing

Web based image, audio

and video editing has been

making quiet but significant

progress over the years. Much

of this progress has been

dependent on the

development and uptake of

the Flash media player in web

browsers. Web based editing

means every day punters like

you and I can edit directly on

the website where the media

is stored — rather than

storing media yourself and

running  your own editing

software on a computer. With nothing but

a portable recorder like a mid range

phone, we are free to wander the streets

uploading media as we go, and then jump

into a cafe or onto a friend’s computer, to

edit the media straight through a standard

web browser with broadband Internet

connection — no need for special software

or fancy computer, its all done on the web.

For example, on a recent holiday, I

uploaded photos to Flickr.com and video

to YouTube.com directly from my phone

using its media messaging. If I saw

something of interest, I would just snap a

shot, or take a few seconds of video, and

send the media up by a special email

address that both Flickr and YouTube

provide me in my account settings there. A

while back Flickr quietly added web based

image editing for touch ups, so when I get

on the Internet its as simple as clicking the

"edit" button above my image on Flickr,

and I'm adjusting brightness and contrast,

adding colour and text, cropping and

rotating. As for video, there's a promising

bit of web based video editing software

called Kaltura that is currently used by

Wikieducator.org and being considered by

the Wikimedia Foundation for sites like

Wikipedia.org. Not only does Kaltura offer

reasonably stable video editing, it enables

collaboration as well, meaning you and I

can edit the same video from

wherever we may be in the

world. At the moment I am

using Kaltura to piece

together my holiday video,

using titles and credits frames

I made on Flickr! 

Educational 
implications

The educational implicati-

ons of Internet video and web

based and collaborative

editing should be obvious. The

home schooler and classroom

teacher/student alike now have access to a

massive library of video that explains and

demonstrates seemingly all imaginable

techniques and ideas. It is adequate access

to a broadband Internet, coupled with the

necessary skills for manipulating this vast

library that become new and important

priorities for educators to think about. The

emerging technologies of web based

editing point to a market trend towards

utility Internet services providing less

expensive access to participate. This social

media landscape is important for schools

and education generally to come to terms

with, as it is impacting on what it means for

more and more people to be media literate

and actively engaged with information 

and communication.

This social media
landscape is

important for
schools and

education generally
to come to terms

with, as it is
impacting on what it
means for more and

more people to be
media literate and

actively engaged
with information and

communication
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Using vlogs and 
collaborative video

Ok, so now you know what a vlog and

collaborative video editing is, and maybe

some of you want to set one up and have a

go. Well, that's easy and wont cost you a

cent! (Except for the Internet charges in

your country). 

First step is to create an account on

YouTube. It doesn't have to be YouTube,

there are other video publishing services,

but let's keep it simple. 

Your next step is to post your first video

to your YouTube account.

There are three ways:

1. Upload a video you have

from your computer 

2. Record a video directly

onto YouTube by way of

your webcam 

3. Record a video with your

mobile phone and send it

to your YouTube account

via its own email address.

See YouTube help pages for

more advice on these three

options.

That's it! You have created

your first post to your YouTube vlog. Other

people can access your vlog by going to

http://youtube.com/YOURUSERNAME

Some people take vlogging further by

setting up a blog on a service like Blogger,

and then either linking their YouTube video

into their blog, or uploading a video directly

into their blog with Blogger's video upload

features. Its up to you, each way has its

benefits and downsides.

If you want people to be able to

download your videos so they can play

them on a computer or device that is not

connected to the Internet, then you'll have

to use a different service than YouTube for

the time being. I use Blip.tv. It offers you all

the features of YouTube (less the popularity)

plus some significant extras, such as file

download, and cross posting your video to

other sites like the Internet Archive. Such a

cross posting feature is a great benefit when

thinking about backup and cross

purposing.

There are free services you can use to

post your video across multiple video

sharing websites at once, thus helping with

backing up and cross purposing your work.

I use Tubemogul.com to do this.

If you want your video to be used in an

online editing project, for example you may

want your students to sample and edit

video on a topic together, then you will

need a web-based video editing

service like Kaltura. Kaltura is

currently available for use on

Wikieducator.org.

When you are looking at a

Kaltura player/editor you have

two options: "add to this

video", and "edit this video".

Pretty self explanatory hey.

When you click "add to this

video", you have the options to

add video from YouTube,

photos from Flickr, and audio

from CCMixter, among others.

This is pretty handy if you

already load footage via the phone to

Youtube and Flickr. When the "clips" are all

loaded over to your Kaltura editor/player,

you're ready to get to work editing on its

basic (but not too basic) time line based

editor. Other's can come in on your edits

too,  importing their own video clips and

photos, and editing it as well. 

There's one downside to Kaltura sadly.

We're still waiting for the obvious feature

that enables the downloading of a finished

video for playing off line. Unfortunately this

is not offered yet so we're left with online

viewing only.

Video formats to use
Video file formats are a real nightmare!

Sites like YouTube - or specifically the Flash

media player have helped solve this

There are
free services you

can use to
post your video

across
multiple video

sharing websites
at once,

thus helping
with backing
up and cross

purposing your
work
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problem of consistent and reliable viewing on the Internet, but its still a problem for those

who like to download and perhaps even edit videos offline. So what format should you use

when considering this?

Here are three rules of thumb — that work for me:

1. The master copy of your digital video should be in AVI set to play at 25 frames per

second, displaying a size of 720x576 pixels. 

2. Use this master AVI to export Internet ready versions in MP4, WMV and Ogg Theora, all

set to play at no less than 12.5 frames per second, displaying at 320x240 pixels. 

3. Upload the MP4 to your preferred video publishing service (eg YouTube or Blip.tv) and

that service will convert your video to the Flash Video format for reliable playback on all

computers.

But how do you get video into all those formats? There are a few free to use video

converters you can use. These applications can take just about any video format and

convert it into any other format. I install the free software SuperC or AnyVideoConverter

for such purposes. Alternatively, you can upload your video to Archive.org and they will

convert your video on their website for you.

Using  Archive.org
Archive.org will take your video and turn it into Mp4, Ogg Theora, and even a Flash

Video (FLV) and animated Gif preview just for good measure! They'll keep it there for ever,

serving it day after day, year after year. Archive.org has been accepting anyone's media and

making it available online for free since 1996. Its amazing what they have there now! 

Archive.org do not create WMV though. They know WMV is not a very useful format, so

you'll have to create it yourself to keep Windows users happy. So if you're using Window's

Movie Maker then creating a WMV is easy for you. Simply select the option for exporting

WMV and upload it to Archive.org and sit back and wait, you'll soon have your WMV, with

an MP4 and an Ogg Theora sitting right there next to it. If you're not using Windows, best to

just skip the WMV entirely. No one will notice.

Resources and links
http://leighblackall.blogspot.com/search/label/how-to

http://www.freevlog.org

http://archive.org

http://www.youtube.com/user/YouTubeHelp
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Introduction

Classic critiques of distance

education (DE) stress the

impersonal ‘off-the-shelf’, cafe-

teria-like style of its asynchronous

(non-real-time) course delivery methods

(Noble, 1985, 2001; Moll, 1998). The

educational impact of these techniques

can certainly be improved when

combined with good face-to-face (f2f)

tuition. It should not be forgotten,

however, that asynchronous DE methods

were originally conceived for situations in

which physical teacher-student interac-

tion was not available. Moreover, the

definition of ‘f2f’ communication has

evolved in the past two decades, owing to

the wide range of synchronous (real-time)

techniques by which teachers and

students can now interact with each other,

f2f and at no cost, across many miles and

time-zones (Figure 12.1). 

This chapter summarises the 15-year

history of synchronous audio/video-

conferencing in DE.  It stresses online VoIP

methods rather than the older, less cost-

effective telephone-based conferencing

methods (Integrated Services Digital

Network: ISDN).

Synchronous conferencing
methods

Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP)

methods trace their origin to the ‘packet

network’ technique developed by Cerf &

Khan (1974). The first commercial Internet

audio software became available

in 1995, when VocalTec introduced

its Internet Phone freeware for one-

on-one, online audio interaction

over 28 kbps Internet connections.

It was a technical breakthrough

though by no means user-friendly,

requiring configuration with both

participants’ IP addresses before

each session. The author and a

friend fought in vain with these

settings for days, until finally

giving up.

CHAPTER 12
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Conferencing
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Figure 12.1.  A live online video presentation.
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A graphic user interface (GUI) was

featured in online conferencing by

ThePalace software, also introduced in

1995. Although not providing audio

communication, ThePalace involved

synchronous text-conferencing in chat

rooms decorated by graphic images

(avatars) on a visual background. The

computing sciences department at

Athabasca University in Canada

immediately adopted this software and its

community-building features in DE course

delivery.

Such methods were not easily used by

non-technical DE specialists, however. In

1998, an online audio service named

Firetalk overcame the basic set-up and

usage problems of other products, and

rapidly became popular as a means of

creating online DE communities (Baig,

1999). Informed about it by

his students, the author used

Firetalk in his teaching from

1999 onwards.  It provided

clear audio transmission, free

of charge, between many

people simultaneously. In the

same year, the author and

colleague Patrick Fahy talked

to their Canadian students

from Japan. Even with a delay

of up to 15 seconds between

signal and response, the experience

represented an encouraging breakthrough,

for it was now evident that the impersonal

nature of DE communication could be

reduced by live online audio interaction.

Simultaneously, other products — e.g.

HearMe and CU-SeeMee were developing

rapidly.

In 2001, online support for Firetalk was

discontinued, and the product was

purchased by AVM Software, owner of the

Paltalk service. By then, numerous audio

and video-conferencing products and

services had become available, many of

them combining A/V conferencing

features with previously ‘stand-alone’

applications (e.g., text-chat, whiteboards,

polling, co-browsing, and other shared

tools). Some services provided dedicated

‘chat room’ services for a minor charge

(approx. USD 40 per month for PalTalk

and iVocalize) while others (e.g. Yahoo

Messenger and MSN Messenger) offered

free services. The latter were rapidly

adopted by millions of international users,

though with the disadvantage that a

student might have to navigate through

non-educational, even disreputable

discussion areas in order to enter a

dedicated DE conference.  

From the point at which conferencing

products and services proliferated, the

author and his DE graduate students

evaluated over 150 softwares and services

(see the International Journal of Research

in Open & Distance Learning, Technical

Reports, 2001-06). Their

audio/video-conferencing

ratings criteria were reported

by Baggaley (2001a, b). A

persistent finding was that

students prefer products

which do not involve

complicated usage skills and a

steep ‘learning curve’. They

commonly state that multi-

feature software packages are

too cumbersome, difficult to

navigate, and require high-speed

broadband connections that are not

available to them. In addition, many

students choose not to reveal themselves

via online webcams unless there is a clear

justification for doing so, which in many

academic contexts is not the case.

For similar reasons, many DE teachers

remain slow to adopt the synchronous

techniques in their courses. Moderating an

online conference is no easy task,

whichever software is used, for it requires

practice and the observance of clear

protocols (Baggaley et al., 2004). Useful

teacher-moderator practices include the

use of an assistant to coordinate

A persistent
finding was that
students prefer
products which

do not involve
complicated

usage skills and
a steep 

‘learning curve’
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participants’ questions and comments via

the text-box, and careful effort to involve as

many participants in the discussion as

possible.

DE teachers’ hesitancy to use these

techniques has been partially allayed by

support for server-based conferencing

packages at the institutional level. Examples

include Elluminate, a Canadian product

used at Athabasca University, and

Marratech, a Swedish product used at the

Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm.

From the educational institutions’ point of

view, however, server-based software

licenses tend to be expensive.

The charges of online services

such as Paltalk and iVocalize

(above) are minimal

compared with those typical

of server-based packages (e.g.

USD 15,000 to 50,000

annually).

Inexpensive products that

do not require a complex

technical infrastructure are

proving valuable for DE in

developing countries. The iVocalize

software, for example, was widely used by

the PANdora Asian DE network from 2005-

08, owing to its user-friendliness and low

bandwidth requirements; and the Skype

freeware, with a simple telephone-style

interface and relatively few extra gadgets,

has rapidly become the most universally

recognised online audio/video

communication tool of all.

The Next generation?
Online conferencing methods will

continue to evolve with the emergence of

‘social networking’ techniques (Facebook,

MySpace, Second Life, Bebo, etc.). These

online environments have become

popularly identified with the marketing

label ‘Web 2.0’ (O’Reilly, 2005), although

neither the bundled nor stand-alone

methods associated with that term are

essentially different from the techniques

used in DE for over a decade. The writer

remains personally skeptical about the

educational value of current social

networking methods in DE, despite the

enthusiasm of many teachers and students

for the online networking process. His view

is based on analyses of the short life-spans

of online communities after the initial

novelty effect (Garber, 2004; Carter, 2009),

and the frustration expressed by some

students on being required to use complex

graphic-based networking software for

activities that they regard as mere play

(Cleal, 2009).

Conferencing approaches

will also evolve with their

integration into open-source

learning management systems

(LMS). A study by the Asian

PANdora network has created a

video module for the popular

Moodle LMS (Batchuluun &

Wikramanayake, 2007),

although the team also notes

the serious access delays

caused by Moodle’s

programming methods on the slow

Internet connections typical of the region

(Baggaley & Batchuluun, 2007).

The most sophisticated online

conferencing techniques known to this

writer are being developed in Norway and

Sweden, using broadcast-style TV

techniques and special effects to clarify the

educational content (Knudsen, 2004).

These methods remain to be applied in

popular usage. With adjustment on the part

of DE teachers, however, broadcasting

models can offer a wide-ranging studio-

style schedule of synchronous/

asynchronous activities with great potential

in DE (Baggaley, 2008).  

It will be interesting to see if the

current economic recession will put an

end to educational uses of the more

lavish conferencing softwares, which

often provide surprisingly few extra

options compared with their cost-free

Inexpensive
products that do

not require a
complex technical

infrastructure
are proving
valuable for

distance education
in developing

countries
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rivals. In the so-called developed and developing worlds alike, uncomplicated

products such as iVocalize and Skype may become staples in e-learning, while, for

activities requiring a more complex graphic interface, pioneering packages such as

ThePalace can still be downloaded and used free of charge, even though they no

longer have technical support.

It is to be hoped that synchronous conferencing methods will be increasingly

supported in DE, owing to their cost-effectiveness and as a counter to the common

criticism that DE is essentially impersonal and involves no effective face-to-face teacher-

student interaction.  
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The transformation of the Internet

towards the Web 2.0 and its

proliferation has opened new

avenues for its use in the education sector.

Expansion and development of the

broadband services coupled with better

and improved infra-structure besides ever

increasing content development, have

created a nexus in which the benefits of

streaming audio and video are increasingly

being realised. The tide may be turning in

favour of developing countries, where an

increasing amount of content is being

produced and consumed that is different

from the traditional media.

As with other Internet technologies that

transcend national boundaries, webcasting

provides opportunities to receive content

ranging from sports to entertainment and

education, at the click of a button. Internet

users are also offered greater choice in what

they view and listen. An Internet user in the

United States may view or listen to

streaming content produced in another

part of the world. Similarly, students in a

school in Kenya with access to the Internet

may listen to video lectures produced in the

United Kingdom. Scientific conferences

today are increasingly being webcast to

allow those without the means and the

ability to physically attend, benefit from

experiencing the event.

Webcasting offers great potential in the

field of distance learning. It serves as a cost-

effective and efficient mechanism to deliver

lectures on a global scale.  It also allows for

harnessing multiple intelligences for the

benefit of a wider audience.

What is webcasting?
Webcasting may simply be defined as the

dissemination of recorded or live content

over the Internet. Schneider (2001)

describes webcasting as follows:

Webcasting can mean a lot of things, but

if you can produce sound or video over the

Web and make it available as a live, real-

time recording or provide it for download

later, it's a Webcast. The difference is

whether you experience the Webcast while

it's happening or whether you are able to

download it later (p. 94).

According to Lin (2004), Webcasting

technology represents an amalgamation of

audiovisual communication technology

online, one that is as fluid as it is rich in the

communicative meanings. Fundamentally,

webcasting technology has reinvented the

conventional broadcasting platform and

places it in a different technical venue. This

CHAPTER 13
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dynamic new technical venue has

essentially liberated the rigid technical,

social, political, and economic constraints

associated with the infrastructure for

launching a traditional broadcasting

operation.

It is worth noting that Webcasts may

usually be live presentations but real-time

interaction is not “critical” to the definition

of a Webcast (Bell, 2002). Mostly recorded as

compared to live programs or lectures are

convenient for users who take advantage of

webcasting. 

When live webcasting takes place,

students are able to ask

questions and receive answers

immediately even though they

are at a distance. In other

words, distance learning is

greatly facilitated. In addition

to the possible interactivity, the

instructor can receive feedback

and participation from

students. This may be a bit

problematic if the number of

learners exceed a certain limit when it

becomes difficult to answer everyone in the

webcast. Nevertheless, learners can access

recorded webcasts and engage in a process

of feedback and review through discussion

forums and chats with other learners. Other

web technologies can be complemented

with webcasts to create a useful learning

environment. Recorded webcasts also give

users an opportunity to watch the content at

a later convenient time.

In the United States, major broadcast

networks have been increasingly streaming

their programs such as, news, and sports

online (Ha & Ganahl, 2007). In the field of

education, webcasting can provide benefi-

cial features for learners. These are

discussed in the following section. 

Webcasting – Application 
in education

Transmitting video and audio streams

over the Internet allows events such as

lectures, seminars, and webinars, to

become available to users in remote

locations. There is immense potential for its

use in education such as to facilitate guest

lectures, classroom webcasting, library

applications, training, decreased travel time

and cost saving. 

Though Webcasting is a powerful tool, its

integration into formal (or informal)

educational practice is not straightforward.

It requires paying attention to all aspects of

teaching, such as the pedagogical approach

being used, the content to be covered and

the overall learning context.

This is consistent with the

Technological Pedagogical

Content Knowledge (TPACK)

Framework, an approach that

has received significant

research attention lately

(Koehler & Mishra, 2008;

Mishra & Koehler, 2006; TPACK

wiki, 2009). With this in mind,

we list a few examples below of

how Webcasting can be used in the formal

(or informal) educational process. 

Guest lectures
Guest lectures serve as an important

tool to give students an enhanced learning

experience by combining academic theory

with real world experiences. Experts from

the industry can be invited in the

academia to speak about their experiences

that make learning more enriching for

students. This is relatively easier in cities

where businesses are located close to the

educational setting. However, this can be

difficult where educational institutions are

located far from cities and

industrial/business establishments.

Webcasting can play an important role

here by making guest lectures possible

from across a distance. Subject specialists

and experts can be easily accessible

through this online technology. 

Transmitting
video and audio

streams over the
Internet allows
events such as

lectures, seminars,
and webinars, to

become available to
users in remote

locations
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Classrooms webcasting
Technology is already changing the

traditional classroom environment. Where

facilities are available, multimedia

presentations are making learning more

interesting. Some classrooms may use other

technological tools such as videos.

Webcasting shares some characteristics

with the technological tools just mentioned.

Besides guest lectures in a classroom,

students may be given access to webcasts to

complement the study material. Using

webcasting, the instructor

can also deliver important

study material at will without

being bound by time.

Moreover, webcasts can serve

as an important motivator for

learning amongst students.

Students can also become

creators of webcasts. This is a

powerful tool that allows

students to become

responsible for their own

learning and to contribute in

authentic ways to knowledge

on a global scale. 

It is pertinent to mention here that

technological inculcation in the classroom

can have issues in developing countries

where occasional breakdowns can diminish

full utilisation of such useful tools. Server

errors, on which instructors may have no

control, can become a problem. Webcasting

can also suffer due to unreliable internet

connections and power failures.

Nevertheless, advanced preparation and

careful planning can still allow for the use of

such a useful resource such as webcasting

in classrooms. 

Staff development and library
applications

Quality lectures and talks can be made

available to staff in educational institutions

to better manage resources such as in a

library. Besides enhancing personal

development, webcasts can also prove

beneficial for groups of learners allowing

staff and faculty to learn about new services

and technologies. Besides staff and

development of the library capacity, faculty

members can also learn from webcasts to

update their skills and knowledge base in

an ever-advancing world. 

Decreased travel and cost saving
Webcasting can especially prove useful

for delivering educational content in rural

areas. Even with slow Internet

connections, at least audio

webcasts can benefit students

who are at the other side of the

digital divide. Not only would

this save costs but also enable

dissemination of lectures from

universities or educational

institutions in city centres to

rural towns. A one-time

investment in a computer,

video camera and audio

equipment besides an Internet

connection can change how

learning takes place.

Increasingly conferences and meetings

are being Webcast – which means that one

can learn about the cutting-edge work in a

field without necessarily having to travel to

a conference or a meeting. This allows

learners to engage with the latest work in a

domain – something that could be

extremely difficult to achieve otherwise. 

Webcasting how?
The technology needed to view a

webcast is not very sophisticated. To

produce a Webcast, the following resources

are needed: A camera (for video),

microphone, a personal computer or a

laptop, a media software, and Internet

access (Ghalili, Lynne, & Rodney, 2004). 

The development of webcasting has

primarily been shaped by the development

of the broadband communications.

Students can
also become

creators of webcasts.
This is a powerful

tool that
allows students to

become responsible
for their own

learning and to
contribute in

authentic ways to
knowledge on a

global scale
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Advancements in telecommunications infrastructure provided an impetus for production

and dissemination of audio and video content in particular. Due to greater Internet speed

or bandwidth, the quality of a webcast became comparable to television.

Streaming media is the software that enables Webcasting (Bell, 2003). This software

transmits video and audio from a server to a media player on a personal computer. Upon

request by the user, a stream of digitised data is sent over a medium such as the Internet,

thus enabling a webcast. Anyone with a basic know-how of computers can webcast. Most

importantly, better bandwidth will allow webcasts to flourish and become available to

more people on a global scale. 

Webcasting resources & future possibilities
Various search engines can be utilised to search for webcasts. Leading providers of

webcasts are some academically oriented organisations such as HorizonLive,

LearningWeekLive,  CERN TechTalk Transcripts (audio webcasts), The Chronicle of Higher

Education, and Penn State University etc. (Bell, Discovering Cyber-Lectures, 2002).

As developing countries increasingly go online, the potential to enhance education for

millions is not a distant reality. Increased penetration of internet and broadband is set to

make global connections through technologies such as webcasting. The face of distance

education is also set to transform due to positive developments. 

Conclusion
Clearly Webcasting has much to offer the world of education. We must, however, be

careful as to how we use it. It may be tempting to use this technology by just placing

students in front of the computer, however there is enough evidence (with television and

film) to show that such passive learning approaches do not help advance student learning.

In no way should this new technology be seen as a replacement for the teacher. Clearly the

integration of Webcasting into the educational process requires a careful consideration of

the context, the content and the pedagogy (as described in the TPACK framework).
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What is a blog?

Ablog is a personal website that

contains content organised like a

journal or a diary. Each entry is

dated, and the entries are displayed on the

web page in reverse chronological order, so

that the most recent entry is posted at the

top. Readers catch up with blogs by starting

at the top and reading down until they

encounter material they’re already read.

Though blogs are typically thought of as

personal journals, there is no limit to what

may be covered in a blog. It is common for

people to write blogs to describe their

work, their hobbies, their pets, social and

political issues, or news and current events.

And while blogs are typically the work of

one individual, blogs combining

contributions of several people, ‘group

blogs’, are also popular.

While the earliest blogs were created by

hand, blogging became widely popular

with the advent of blog authoring tools.

Among the earliest of these were Userland

and LiveJournal (www.livejournal.com).

Today, most bloggers use either Google’s

popular Blogger service (www.blogger.

com) or WordPress (www.wordpress.com).

These services allow users to create new

blogs and blog posts by means of simple

online forms; the writer does not need to

know any programming or formatting. As a

result, blog aggregation services such as

Technorati (www.technorati.com) have

reported that tens of millions of blogs have

been created (Technorati, 2008). 

Blogs are connected to each other to

form what is commonly known as the

‘blogosphere’. The most common form of

connection is form blogs to link to each to

each other. Blog authors may also post a list

of blogs they frequently read; this list is

known as a ‘blogroll’. Blogs may also be

read through special readers, known as

‘RSS readers’, which aggregate blog

summaries produced by blog software.

Readers use RSS readers to ‘subscribe’ to a

blog. Popular web-based RSS readers

include Google Reader and Bloglines. See

Chapter 20 for  more about RSS.

While blogs once dominated the

personal publishing landscape, they now

form one part in a much more diverse

landscape. Many people who formerly

write blogs are using social networking

sites such as MySpace (www.myspace.com)

or Facebook (www.facebook.com). Others

use ‘microblogging’ services such as Twitter

(www.twitter.com). And blogs, which began

as text-based services, have branched into

CHAPTER 14
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audio blogs (also known as ‘podcasts’) and

video blogs (‘vlogs’). Authors typically

upload a wide range of multimedia content

such as art to sites like deviantart

(www.deviantart.com/), and videos to

hosting services such as YouTube

(www.youtube.com), slide shows and PDFs

to SlideShare (www.slideshare.net) and

photos to sites like Flickr. (www.flickr.com).

Why use blogs in education?
Blogs are widely popular in education, as

evidenced by the 400,000 educational blogs

hosted by edublogs. (www.edublogs.org)

Teachers have been using them to support

teaching and learning since 2005 (Downes,

2004). Through years of practice, a

common understanding has formed

around the benefits of the use of blogs in

education (see http://anne.teachesme.

com/2007/01/ 17/rationale-for-educatio-

nal-blogging/).

Because blogs are connected, they can

foster the development of a learning

community. Authors can share opinions

with each other and support each other

with commentary and answers to

questions. For example, the University of

Calgary uses blogs to create learning

communities. 

Additionally, blogs give students

ownership over their own learning and an

authentic voice, allowing them to articulate

their needs and inform their own learning

(Uniservity, 2007). Blogs have been shown

to contribute to identity-formation in

students (Bortree, 2005).  

Further, blogging gives students a

genuine and potentially worldwide

audience for their work (Aguilar, 2009).

Having such an audience can result in

feedback and greatly increase student

motivation to do their best work (See

http://www.big6.com/ 2006/06/12/moti-

vating-middle-schoolers-grades-5-8/).

Students also have each other as their

potential audience, enabling each of

them to take on a leadership role at

different times through the course of

their learning.

Moreover, blogging helps students see

their work in different subjects as

interconnected and helps them organise

their own learning. Working with the

teacher and informed by blogs authored

by experts in the field, students can

conduct a collective enquiry into a

particular topic or subject matter creating

their own interpretation of the material.

Blogs teach a variety of skills in addition

to the particular subject under discussion.

Regular blogging fosters the development

of writing and research skills. Blogging also

supports digital literacy as the student
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learns to critically assess and evaluate 

various online resources.

How to use blogging 
in learning?

l Begin simply. Most uses of blogs in

the classroom began with the

instructor using blogs to post class

information such as lists of readings

and assignment deadlines (Downes,

2004). This fosters in the teacher a

familiarity with the technology and

with students a habit of regularly

checking the online resource.

l Lead by example. Before requiring

students to blog, instructors

should lead by example, creating

their own blogs and adding links to

interesting resources and

commentary on class topics. This

not only produces a useful source

of supplemental information for

students, it creates a pattern and

sets expectations for when

students begin their own blogging.

l Read. Students should begin their

entry into blogging by reading other

blogs. Teachers should use this

practice not only to demonstrate

how other people use blogs to

support learning but also to foster

critical thinking and reading skills.

Teaching how to respond to blog

posts is as important as creating

blog posts.

l Create a context. Like the author

facing a blank sheet of paper, a

blogger will be perplexed unless

given something specific to write

about. Have students blog about a

current issue, about a specific piece

of writing, or some question that

comes up in the course.

l Encourage interaction. Blogging

should not be a solo activity.

Encourage bloggers to read each

other’s work and to comment on

them. Encouraging students to set
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up an RSS reader with each other’s blogs will make reading and commenting a lot

easier. Teachers, also, should subscribe to student blogs and offer comments, again

setting an example of the expected practice.

l Respect ownership. A student blog becomes important because it is a

manifestation of his or her own work. However, to have this value, a student’s

ownership of a blog must be genuine. While reasonable limits or codes of practice

(See http://www.digitalquery.com/2005/08/ hill_knowlton_o.html) need to be

respected, student bloggers should have the widest latitude possible for personal

expression and opinion.

l Address issues immediately. The most significant danger to students online is

posed by other students. In particular, bullying (or ragging) is a significant problem

(See http://en.wordpress.com/tag/school-bullying/). It is important to spot

instances of bullying as soon as they occur and to take steps to prevent further

incidents. Teachers should educate themselves as online bullying can be invisible

and hard to address. 
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What is a wiki?

As a widely applied Web2.0

technology, wikis are open, dynamic

websites with collaboratively

constructed knowledge, information, and

resources, which are freely available to any

Internet user. The first wiki, “wikiwikiweb”

was created and made available in March

1995 by Ward Cuningham, which soon

witnessed the booming phenomenon of

wikis worldwide. Originated in Hawaiian,

“wiki” means quick, and it is backronym of

What I Know Is (Wikipedia, 2009), reflecting

its nature of open, social construction. As a

typical Web 2.0 technology, wikis allow

users virtually from anywhere to create and

contribute to any wiki of their choice. At the

same time, wikis enable users of the

technology to critically review and

collaboratively revise the wiki they use. As a

result, users can quickly and frequently

update information, fix errors, and

constantly extend the knowledge network. 

Wikis are essentially dynamic databases

for creating, sharing, updating, using and

searching knowledge and information,

which also promote meaningful

associations among different topics with

hyperlinks. As indicated in its name, wikis

provide a quick way for all Internet users to

share knowledge through collaborative

efforts (Leuf & Cunningham, 2001). The

level of openness may vary, as Lamb (2004)

describes a continuum of wiki formats: at

one end, there are wikis open for

anonymous authoring; at the other end,

there are wikis with restricted access,

private workspace, hierarchical

organisation, and even integration with

centralised content management systems. 

Benefits
Wikis provide a wide variety of tools,

resources and opportunities for teaching

and learning. For example, Wikimedia

Foundation (2009) operates several online

collaborative wiki projects, including

Wikipedia, Wiktionary, Wikiquote,

Wikibooks, Wikijunior, Wikisource,

Wikimedia Commons, Wikispecies,

Wikinews, Wikiversity, Meta-Wiki and more.

These Wikimedia projects provide a wide

range of tools, content, and resources for

learners and educators, such as

encyclopedia, media resources, quotes,

books and so forth. More importantly,

learner-generated wikis represent their

learning outcomes, and such assignments

and activities provide continuous

opportunities for interactive learning,

CHAPTER 15
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collaboration and knowledge construction

beyond traditional classrooms. 

As powerful cognitive tools (Jonassen,

2000; Jonassen & Howland, 2003), wikis

allow learners to contribute actively to

knowledge construction, networking and

collaboration. A wiki is an ever-growing web

of knowledge that any user may append. A

wiki may be reused by many class sessions

and different groups of learners, with

content being added to and modified on a

continual basis. Wiki-related

learning activities enable

collaborations among

different learners, instructors,

classes, schools, universities,

and experts from anywhere

across the globe (Bonk &

Zhang, 2008). Wiki

applications facilitate teaching

and learning by providing

shared knowledge repositories that are

constantly updated and corrected. Learners

may not only use existing wikis for

information and resources, but also create

new wikis or add to existing ones, which

further empowers them with a strong sense

of ownership in the learning process.

Engaged in a wiki project, such as writing a

wikibook, learners have opportunities to

share knowledge through active,

meaningful, and collaborative learning and

research. Changing from passive knowledge

receivers to knowledge creators, learners

are highly motivated to work and

collaborate continuously in wiki-related

learning tasks (Watson, Boudreau, York,

Greiner, & Wynn, 2008). Wiki-related

learning activities may also address the

demanding needs of generational learners

(Zhang & Bonk, in press) and different types

of learning preferences and learner needs

(Bonk & Zhang, 2008; Zhang &Bonk, 2008).

The easy function of incorporating

multimedia also enables learners to add

various forms of expressions in wikis,

addressing multiple intelligences ( Zhang &

Bonk) without complex technical

operations (Choy & Ng, 2007). 

Educational 
applications of wikis

K-12
Wikis may supplement traditional face

to face classes by providing information

and resources, or be integrated as a part of

hybrid or blended courses, or as a main

component of an online

environment.  Wikis may also

be used as an alternative to a

course management system

(CMS) (e.g., Moodle,

Blackboard, etc.). For

example, wikis are employed

to engage students in inquiry-

based learning in multiple

disciplines (Engstrom &

Jewett, 2005; Stahmer, 2006) or as a major

portal of school-wide curriculum (e.g.,

http://west-wood.wikispaces.com).

Outside of the classroom, teachers and

administrators use wikis for school

planning, parental communication, and

professional development. 

Higher education
In higher education, wikis are deployed

as an alternative to discussion boards on

CMS (Bold, 2006) and for a variety of

learning activities (e.g., Bonk & Zhang, 2008;

Zhang & Bonk, 2008, in press). Additionally,

wikis are replacing traditional CMS, such as

the one at Brown University’s Neurobiology

site (http://tinyurl.com/ men8m6). Wikis

are also created for community building

and social networking at the organisational

level (e.g., the Davis Wiki at: http://

daviswiki.org/).

Corporation
Corporations adopt wikis to create robust

intranets for organisational knowledge

management. This is especially useful with

Outside of the
classroom, teachers
and administrators

use wikis for
school planning,

parental
communication,
and professional

development
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the global communities that businesses

could reach. Companies also employ wikis

to add to or replace content management

systems and to provide information to

consumers. Other wiki applications include

providing templates for reports and

memos, and allow virtual teams to share

information and collaborate on projects

from anyway at any time. 

Government
Increasingly more

governments and government

agencies have established

wikis to communicate with

the public. For example, the

Government Transition Wiki

(http://govtransition2009.wik.is/) is

intended to make the initial phase of the

Obama Whitehouse transparent to anyone

interested. The Collaborative Work

Environment wiki (http://colab.cim3.

net/cgi-bin/wiki.pl/) serves citizens by

providing communities of practice and

linking to other governmental

communities, news, and events. Such wikis

may be used in authentic case based

learning, dynamic analyses, and other

course projects (Bonk & Zhang, 2008). 

Non-profit organisation
Non-profit organisations utilise wikis for

a variety of purposes, such as fund raising,

engaging volunteers, training and

education, community building, evaluation

and more. The bamboo project lists and

explains how non-profits can use Web 2.0

tools at http://tinyurl.com/nbduf3. A wiki

event hosted by TechSoup at http://

tinyurl.com/ azaler invited users to share

knowledge and trade tips about using wikis.

As related to education, online charity,

DonorsChoose.org uses a wiki to connect

classrooms in need with individuals who

want to help.  Teachers are able to ask for

classroom project materials, users are able

to give to specific projects and students

learn with the aid of the donations.

Summary
Increasingly applied to all levels and

forms of education, wikis bring great

opportunities for teaching and learning,

and serve as powerful cognitive tools for

exploring, searching, creating, constructing

and updating knowledge. Wikis not only

provide free content, tools and resources for

learning, but also stimulate different ways

of knowledge construction,

sharing and networking.

Learner-generated wikis

benefit learners as they create

it, as well as into the future as

they continue to edit and

learn from the constant

updates of the knowledge

base. Because of their open nature, wikis

face issues of versioning, quality and

content control. Accordingly, some wikis

archiving older versions for revisiting as

applicable (Trentin, 2009), require owner

approval for changes, or restrict access to

specific users or groups. For educators,

challenges such as how to appropriately

assess learner contribution and

participation in wiki creations (Wheeler,

Yaomans, & Wheeler, 2008) are yet to be

addressed in practice as well as research.

With more research conducted on its

learning benefits and challenges, wikis will

be utilised more widely and more wisely in

global education. 

Wiki examples
Wikipedia: http://www.wikipedia.org/ 

Wikibooks: http://en.wikibooks.org/.

Wikinews: http://wikinews.org/

Wikiquote: http://wikiquote.org/  

Wikisource, an online library of free

content publications:

http://wikisource.org/

Wikispecies: http://species. wikimedia.

org/

Wikiversity, providing learning resources,

learning projects, and researchfor use in

all levels, types, and styles of education

from pre-school to university, including
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professional training and informal learning: http://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/

Wikiversity:Main_Page 

Wiktionary: http://en.wiktionary.org/ wiki/Wiktionary:Main_Page 

Wikimedia Commons:http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Main_Page 

Wikispaces: http://www.wikispaces.com/ 

PBWorks: http://pbworks.com/academic.wiki 

Wikis in Education: http://wikisineducation.wetpaint.com/?t=anon 

Seedwiki, a wiki farm, a place where people can create web sites and edit them directly in

their browser:http://www.seedwiki.com/ -.

TikiWiki: http://tikiwiki.org/tiki-view_articles.php 

Wiki Resources: https://www.socialtext.net/medialiteracy/index.cgi?wiki_resources , a list

of wiki resources, such as Wikis, comparative lists, wiki communities, and wikis in the

classroom

50+ Web 2.0 ways to tell a story: http://cogdogroo.wikispaces.com/50+Ways 

Web 2. 0 Wiki: http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Web_2.0_and_Emerging_Learning_

Technologies -

Student created Wikis http://wikisineducation.wetpaint.com/page/Student+Created+

Wikis

A Whole New Mind Story: http://awnm.pbworks.com/FrontPage 

Our Environment - http://ourenvironment.tk/ 

A wiki comparing wiki farms: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_ wiki_farms

A list of notable wikis: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_wikis

A comparison of wiki software: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Comparison_of_

wiki_software
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Social networking is a term in common

use only since 2003. The term has

been defined by many and generally

viewed as referring to networked tools that

allow people to meet, interact and share

ideas, artifacts and interests with each

other. Social networking applications have

been phenomenally popular with sites such

as Facebook, MySpace, SecondLife and

LinkedIn counting their user numbers in

the tens of millions. Social networking to

date has found applications primarily in the

contexts of informal learning and

entertainment however there is growing

interest in its use in formal education in

face-to-face, distance and blended modes. I

have refined the definition of social

networking and especially that used in

distance education as networked tools that

support and encourage learning through

face-to-face and online interactions while

retaining individual control over time,

space, presence, activity and identity

(Anderson, 2006). Key to understanding

both the power and the disruptive

affordances of social networking is what

Dalsgaard (2008) refers to as transparency

— making visible and retrievable the

activities, ideas, communications, artefacts

and interests of others.  

Pedagogical rationale for use of social

networking in all forms of education has

steadily being increasing for over 100 years.

This rationale extends from social cognition

theories, (Vygotsky, 1978) through social

learning (Bandura, 1977) to social

constructivism (Bruner, 1986), all of which

emerged as driving forces for educational

design and development in the 20th

Century. In this century, these rationale

have been strengthened by developments

in connectivism (Siemens, 2005),

complexity theory (Horn, 2008), theories of

cooperative freedom (Paulsen, 2008) and

heutagogy (Hase & Kenyon, 2000). Each of

these pedagogies stress the value of social

interaction in motivating, modeling,

validating, supporting, challenging and

providing new perspectives throughout the

learning process. These theories also

acknowledge the central role of technolo-

gies in supporting human communication

and in finding, retrieving and distributing

information.

There are many different network

learning applications. Some are generalised

and multi-faceted application systems that

combine social networking applications

including blogs, wikis, profiles, resource

tagging, documents sharing and other

CHAPTER 16
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services. Conversely, there are specialised

social networking applications focusing on

particular applications such as language

learning, meeting people who live near by

or those who share common interest,

hobbies or goals, scheduling and many

other applications. The web 2.0 aggregation

site htpp://gotoweb20.net currently lists

over 2,800 applications — most of which

could be classified as social networking

applications.

For e-learning applications social

networking serves three broad functions

which I refer to as socialising, sharing and

sojourning.

l Socialising: Many forms of

distance education and

their e-learning derivatives

have focused on the

provision of content to

students and provided only

limited contact between

student and teacher and

often no opportunity for

student-student

interaction. This lack of social

interaction, help seeking and provision,

and lack of general interpersonal

communication and support

opportunities has been associated with

lack of social integration and resulting

higher levels of attrition in both distance

education and e-learning (Kember, 1995;

Rovai, 2003; Tinto, 1987; Woodley, 2004).

Of particular concern in modern e-

learning is the inability of institutions to

provide contact information to fellow

students owing to restrictions on release

of private student information to other

students. Thus, it can easily happen that

students enrolled in the same course,

living in the same apartment building,

have no opportunity to connect with

each other for mutual support, engaging

in ‘study buddy’ or study group type

interaction, engage in cooperative or

collaborative work or to build social

networks and social capital with other

students. Social networking first allows

learners to find each other by browsing

the profiles of other learners. Profile

systems encourage learners to share their

interests, aspirations, locations, hobbies,

past course completions, photographs

and other personal information.

Typically systems provide hot links that

provide easy electronic access to other

students who share these interests or

characteristics. However, it is critical that

students have control over the release of

this personal information (Anderson,

2009). Some social networking

applications require wide

distribution across the entire

Internet to be effective,

whereas some information can

be effectively shared in

restricted subsets such as

registered students at an

institute, those in a particular

class, programme or club or

even particular ‘friends’ of that

student. There is no single best

permission setting, rather students need

to be able to set, and change as

necessary, the extent of the distribution

of personal information and content they

create.

l Sharing: One of the most common

informal and formal learning

applications of network software is the

capacity to store, organise and annotate

network resources. These include

favourite web sites, photographs, music,

travel recommendations, references,

books and many other electronic

resources that people want to be able to

quickly retrieve, annotate and share with

others. If these resources are stored in

accessible networked locations and

tagged or identified by the user, they can

be combined with other people’s

resources to create aggregated

collections. These collections allow users

For e-learning
applications social
networking serves

three broad
functions which

I refer to
as socialising,

sharing and
sojourning
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to discover what others have found, to

rate and comment on these resources

and generally add value to the individual

collection by collective aggregation

(Dron & Anderson, 2007). These

shareable resources need not be

restricted to those created by others.

Rather resources created by students and

teachers such as learning diaries (blogs),

student created learning resources

(portals, wiki contributions, original

music, multi-media art, reports and

essays) can also be shared. These

collections need not be bound to

particular courses, cohorts or even

institutions. Rather they can be used to

create permanent, yet continuously

growing and evergreen resources as they

are used and augmented by

multiple groups of learners

and educators. 

l Sojourning: I refer to the

final “s” function of social

networking in e-learning as

sojourning. To sojourn

means to travel or work

with others. There is ample

evidence from both class

room delivery and distance

education at all levels of

formal education that

collaborative and cooperative learning

increases learning effectiveness,

motivation, persistence and develops

interpersonal and communications skill

collaborative (Fisher, Phelps & Ellis, 2000;

Gokhale, 1995; Johnson & Johnson, 1994;

Kaplan-Leiserson, 2003; Kaye, 1991;

Kreijns, Kirschner & Jochems, 2002;

Shindler, 2004; Springer, Stanne &

Donovan, 1999; Stacey, 1999). However,

providing collaborative learning

opportunities for distance education

students has, until the development of

networking software, always been

inconvenient, restrictive and often

expensive (Paulsen, 2008). Social

software allows groups of students to

efficiently schedule their activities, meet

online via text chat, audio, video or

immersion technologies and to engage

collaboratively in a variety of brainstor-

ming, mind mapping, group games,

simulations, project management, and

other types of organisational, admini-

strative and learning activities. 

Challenges of utilising social
networking in e-learning

Like all technologies, the use of social

networking presents both opportunities

and challenges to educators and learners.

Of course, social networking requires easy

access to the Internet and some

applications (notably immersion

technologies such as

SecondLife) require high speed

connections and relatively

advanced computer hardware.

In addition, some educational

institutions and workplaces

actively discourage or block

access to social networking

sites in mistaken attempts to

constrain learner exploration

and use of these potentially

distracting tools. Secondly,

social networking is new and

novel and can challenge students’ and

teachers’ network and computer efficacy,

and their capacity to easily adapt to new

learning tools and contexts. Thirdly, social

networking is a very disruptive technology

(Christensen, 1997; Christensen, Horn &

Johnson, 2008) that challenges many of our

notions of privacy, individual and

institutional control – generally moving

control from the institution and the teacher

to the learner. Fourthly, social networking

provides tools that can be used for

plagiarism, cheating, harassment and other

types of academic and social misconduct.

None of these challenges are

insurmountable, but they highlight the

Social networking
is new and novel

and can challenge
students’ and

teachers’ network
and computer

efficacy, and their
capacity to easily

adapt to new
learning tools and

contexts
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challenges of rapid and wholesale imple-

mentation and point to the need for pilot

projects that guide adaptive policies,

training and support development.

Using social networking 
effectively

The use of social networking evolves a

process of exploration and learning for all

participants. Many of the technologies and

their applications are emergent, meaning

that it is impossible to predict in detail

what will be the outcomes of their use.

However, the potential advantages

described above give promise that social

networking learning designs will prove

more effective, efficient and motivating

ways to support learning than any

previous forms – including both traditional

campus based and distance education.

Thus, educators should be piloting

educational applications in their courses

to provide opportunities for themselves

and their students to explore and evaluate

the effect of social networking tools use on

their formal and informal learning. Many

social networking tools are open source,

can be used in trial applications or with

advertising support at very low or no cost.

Educators should however note the

pervasive interest in busy and often

instrumental learners in being rewarded

course credits for their use and learning

with these tools – thus suggesting

development of compelling but optional

and graded activities that enhance e-

learning and face-to-face courses. Finally,

educators would create ways in which

learners can help each other to learn and

overcome logistical, technical, institutional

and learning challenges.  It is unrealistic to

expect the high degree of institutional

support for theses emerging technologies

as we have attempted to provide for earlier

administrative and educational technolo-

gies. However, by guiding and facilitating

the use of social networking to encourage

learners to support each other, we can

create largely self-supporting and cost

effective learning communities.

Further support
The Internet abounds with individuals,

communities and resources, in many

formats, that can be used to learn about

and garner support for social networked

teaching and learning. The listing below

provides a very tiny subset of these

resources and a set that will be out of date

by the time you read this printed text.

Nonetheless, it provides starting points for

further exploration.
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Educational Communities: 
l A community and resources for sharing

Open Educational resources — OER

commons http://www.oercommons.

org/

l Immersive Education Technology Group

http://mediagrid.org/groups/

technology/grid.ied/

l Classroom 2.0 - a NING social networ-

king community for educators using web

2.0 tools http://www.classroom20.com/

Best practice guides: 
l Takingitglobal - Guidelines and

connections for using social networking

for global education http://www.tigweb.

org/ tiged/bp/

Resources for particular Social Networking
tools used in education:
Blogs: 

l Edublogs – advise, support and resources

for education blogging http://

edublogs.org/

Wikis: 

l Examples and support for educational

Wikis http://educationalwikis.

wikispaces. com/Examples+of+

educational+wikis

Resource tagging and sharing: 

l See resources tagged by others by

searching for terms like teaching,

learning, blogs, collaboration etc. on

large tagging resource sites such as

http://delicious.com  or http://www.

diigo.com

Immersive environments 

l SecondLife in Education (SLED)

wikispace at http://sleducation.

wikispaces. com/

Social networking sites 

l Collegedegree.com article on The

Facebook Classroom: 25 Facebook Apps

That Are Perfect for Online Education

http://www.collegedegree.com/

library/college-life/15-facebook-

apps-perfect-for-online-education

l Jane Hart’s  Examples of use of Facebook

and Ning for Social Networking for

Learning Professionals http://www.

c4lpt.co.uk/ socialmedia/ edunetworks.

html

Peer reviewed research papers on social
networking – 
l Google Scholar searches for terms such

“networked learning”, “social

networking” and the tools listed above.

scholar. google.com

l Search for and subscribe to free online

education and technology journals listed

on Directory of Online Journals

www.doaj.org

STRIDE HANDBOOK 8 
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What it is?

Del.icio.us (http://delicious.com) as

a free social bookmarking service

is a special web-based software for

identifying, organising, storing, finding,

classifying and, at the same time, sharing

favourite web resources, not only among

browsers and work places, but also among

people. In addition, it can be accessed

anywhere in the world where there is an

Internet connection based on an account

which requires only basic information to be

created (user name, password, and email).

The site appeared at the end of 2003 and

now belongs to Yahoo.

The del.icio.us homepage gives an

overview of the current resources (hotlist

and tags to watch), and this constitutes the

starting point for browsing through the

most popular/recent posted links. To view

one’s own collection of resources one has to

click either on “your bookmarks” in the top

left side or on “my bookmarks” from the

Bookmarks tab menu. A user’s collection is

found at the address http://del.icio.us/

username and has the RSS http://del.icio.

us/rss/username (in fact, any del.icio.us

page allows an RSS subscription). The

fundamental unit of del.icio.us is the post.

When adding a resource it is specified the

URL, its description (Title), personal

observations (optional, Notes — maximum

1,000 characters), Tags — one or several

words, space separated. The resource can

be public or private. At the address

http://del.icio.us/ username/tag we find

the resources of the username, saved under

the specified tag. Del.icio.us also has a

search feature: In one’s own collection, the

general links library and the Web.

Using social bookmarking in
education

Del.icio.us is not a revolutionary service

(we’ve had social bookmarking

applications for over a decade) but the

novelty it brings is the possibility of

classifying online content according to our

own vocabulary. The activity of tagging

websites according to the users’ own

criteria, is called folksonomy = folk+

taxonomy (Vander Wal, 2007).

Although folksonomy promises to

redefine surfing/searching the Web, the most

acute problem of del.icio.us is precisely

dividing the information on the Web in

categories (the three axes of del.icio.us are

users, resources and tags). Joshua Schachter

(delicious creator) didn’t impose any rules as

far as tagging is concerned, but he left it up

to the users’ latitude to establish the

taxonomy of online resources. 

CHAPTER 17

102

Social 
Bookmarking
(Delicious) in
Education 
by Gabriela Grosseck
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Obviously, del.icio.us has benefits and

limitations. We shall mention some of its

advantages:

l Independence from a platform. Neither

the operating system, nor the browser is

important. We have those small buttons

which can be installed.

l It is easy to use: we don’t need to save

addresses or to have special knowledge.

l Ubiquity: sites can be saved and

accessed on any computer with an

Internet connection, anywhere in the

world. 

l Personalising: Social

bookmarking offers all users

the possibility of making their

lists of relevant websites

public, or of keeping them

private. Other users can

access these resources and

can choose to save them. In

this way, every user creates his/her own

vision of the Internet, according to the

nature of the network, which isn’t an

organised entity, but an entanglement of

sites.

l Finding information/research: The real

strength of del.icio.us resides in a certain

form of “collective intelligence”, because

new information is always added,

revised and filtered. Thus, the so-called

architecture of participation is set up.

Unlike classic search engines (Google,

Yahoo), this system has the advantage

that the importance of a resource is

established by a person, not by an

algorithm. Thus, in a certain way, the

serendipity of social browsing leads to

finding useful links/collections.

l Evaluation: A resource is considered

important if it is stored in more

del.icio.us accounts, and we can notice

this by looking at the number of persons

who added the respective resource

(which is attached to each link). Thus,

the number of users who saved a certain

site becomes an indicator of the

respective resource’s value/utility/

notoriety. If we click on the counter

which indicates the magnitude of the

resources, we access the respective

users’ collections and the tags under

which they had saved the resource.

l The 3Cs of delicious: Collective

intelligence, Collaboration and

Communication strengthens the synergy

of del.icio.us. Although the facility “your

network” is correlated more to the

bookmarks saved by Internet users than

to the users themselves, we rely on the

experience/ opinion of these

people we have included in

our circle of users and who

have already evaluated the

respective resource (users can

choose to include persons with

similar interests in their

network by attributing them

the quality of “member”, or

mere “observer”, called “fan”). We can

communicate resources either by “links

for you”, or by attributing the tag

“for:username”.

l Flexibility: del.icio.us allows us to create

a personal library of resources which can

(or not) be tagged, classified in several

categories, shared with others, taken

from others, and can be published as

web links or RSS on blogs or personal

sites, or exported as HTML file, etc.

l Using 3rd party tools developed for

delicious (see http://delicious.

com/help/ thirdpartytools) useful in

different interdisciplinary activities.

And some disadvantages:

l Being a web service it requires an online

connection.

l The absence of tags (the majority of

Internet users don’t place web resources

in a category).

l The impossibility to control vocabulary.

Tags aren’t subjected to any hierarchy

which gives del.icio.us a chaotic and

ambiguous character. There are those

relational tags which classify categories

according to common URLs, but

Collective 
intelligence, 

Collaboration and
Communication
strengthens the 

synergy 
of del.icio.us
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because the database belongs to the

users there is no standardisation. The

popularity of del.icio.us increased

precisely because of its system’s

flexibility, fluidity and lack of control

imposed by a certain taxonomy.

l Merging tags and eliminating the

singular-plural dichotomy: “blog”,

“blogs”, “blogging”, “blogosphere”, etc. —

instead of using four tags, it’s better to use

just one.

l The evolution of language (synonyms,

writing with or without spaces, with or

without capital letters, using or not the

underscore, using a certain language,

etc.). Because there isn’t a distinction

between capital and small letters we have

to be extra careful when we tag - within

phrases we either use the

underscore or we unite

words.

l The lack of precision:

Misspelled terms,

superficiality, uncertainty,

incorrect placement in

several categories, etc. 

l Del.icio.us isn’t literally a

social network, centered

more on people than on

the data. For instance, the

only way of creating a

profile is to include a link to your own

blog or page (there is also the possibility

of including an email address but we

strongly don’t recommend this options

for using in schools), which makes it

difficult to find persons with similar

interests. However, the beauty of

del.icio.us lies in its simplicity and

efficiency, which is why the envisioned

social upgrade remains a peripheral

function to most of 

its users. 

l Information load. A big number of links

and/or a large network might require

more time/attention to browse through

the information flow, etc. 

How to use it? 
Starting from the aspects described

above, below one can find a few guidelines

for using del.icio.us in the educational

context:

l Online daily practice. Since del.icio.us is

web-based, it is useful for those who

work on several computers, such as

students at the faculty or in campus,

teachers at school and at home, etc. 

l Support for lectures. Tags from the

personal collection can be

recommended to students attending

various courses as sources for research

for producing a paper (article, report,

project, etc.). 

l Mechanism for building learning

communities. During each lecture we

can establish together with the

students a tag which will be

used for the resources we

consider useful. Students can be

invited to contribute to this link

archive. In addition, they start to

recommend sites to each other,

thus contributing to the lecture’s

resources.

l Research. The same

mechanism can be chosen

when we collect useful

resources for projects, especially

if we have foreign partners, and when we

communicate with students who work

on their dissertation or MA paper. On

the other hand, one of the most

interesting challenges addressed to

researchers is the way in which people

understand the information they find on

del.icio.us and how they can transform it

into knowledge. Sometimes, it’s a bit

difficult to decipher posts, especially

since we find them in all languages, and

they may not have tags or notes

attached.

l Support for individual or group projects:

Students/teachers make comments, tag

resources with quality notes, share links,

One of the most
interesting
challenges

addressed to
researchers is the

way in which people
understand the

information they
find on del.icio.us
and how they can
transform it into

knowledge
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etc. In this way, the “audience” of our del.icio.us account can increase and the students/

teachers become credible sources of information.

l Editing educational materials. Del.icio. us can also be used as bibliographic aid for

editing magazines, journals, books, etc.

l Mechanism for informal, formative feedback. The teacher can discover what the

students’ needs and interests are by following their accounts: What tags they use, how

they annotate and classify the resources, etc. Having such an indicator of what students

are looking for as far as learning resources are concerned, the tutor/lecturer can make

teaching much more efficient. 

l Developing content management abilities. First of all, storing a web resource is in fact a

cognitive, constructive activity. Secondly, tagging, including the link in categories and

writing notes about it represent a qualitative analysis of the resource. Together with the

documentation alert through RSS, this can only bring benefits to students who have

problems learning: it helps them organise; it engages them in the learning process, etc. 

l e-portofolio in professional development (Martin, 2008).

l Microblogging as a cataloging form of the online activity. For the educational actors who

have a blog, del.icio.us offers a series of options which allow posting the most recent

links on the blog (linkroll, tagroll, daily blog posting) (Belan, 2008).

l Based on del.icio.us tags, diagrams can be generated. These graphic representations

materialise either in presenting content under a different form (another interface for

instance), or in mixing content with other sites and getting the so-called mashups. Or, it

can focus only on visual exploitation of a single account (See  http://www.visual-

complexity.com/vc/discussion/2.cfm). 

Examples, resource, etc. 
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Del.icio.us.
2. Cyprien P. Lomas, 7 things you should know about … social bookmarking, 2005,

http://net.educause.edu/ir/library/pdf/ELI7001.pdf - The Educause article on 7 reasons
to use Social Bookmarking

3. Begin with the CommoCraft show: Social Bookmarking in Plain English,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x66lV7GOcNU

4. Waters, Sue, Use del.icio.us for social bookmarking, http://aquacultur epda.wikis
paces.com/delicious.

5. The Open University, Using del.icio.us effectively for teaching and learning, 27 May 2008,
http://www.open.ac.uk
/wikis/SNPL/Using_del.icio.us_effectively_for_teaching_and_learning 

6. Sean P. Aune, Delicious Toolbox: 80+ Updated Tools and Resources, http://mashable.
com/2009/02/20/delicious-new-tools/, February 20th 2009. 

7. Social bookmarking tools, http://www.teachinghacks.com/wiki/index.php?title=
Social_bookmarking_tools, 28 May 2007.

8. Delicious4teachers wiki, http://delicious4teachers.pbworks.com/ 
9. del.icio.us A-to-Z by Functions : All 150+ hacks, http://www.eco nsultant.com/ delicious-

by-function/index.html.
10. http://delicious.com/ggrosseck 
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Desktop presentation tools

We will all be familiar with

Microsoft PowerPoint, the best-

selling example of a desktop

presentation authoring tool. But in addition

to PowerPoint there are a number of other

desktop presentation tools which are

popular, including Keynote on the Apple

Macintosh and the open source Open

Office suite of programmes which includes

the Impress application.

These tools are widely used in business

and educational contexts when giving

presentations, talks and lectures. Many of

these applications will be bundled with

desktop computer systems or will be

available on an organisation’s local area

network. In light of this mature

environment is there a role for Web-based

solutions? This is the question which will be

addressed in this Chapter.

What can the web offer?
The Web can be used as a repository of

files, allowing them to be downloaded using

a Web browser. A simple use of the Web is to

provide access to slide presentations.

Provided the Web server is suitably

configured (to give an appropriate MIME

type) clicking on a Microsoft Power-Point

file, for example, will download the file to

the local computer and, if Microsoft

PowerPoint is available locally, load the file.

This approach will not work if Microsoft

PowerPoint is not available locally (possibly

including mobile devices) or if firewalls

block downloading of non-native file

formats. In order to overcome such

problems it may be desirable to convert the

slide show to HTML format. Many desktop

presentation authoring tools allow this to

be done easily, although it should be noted

that using Microsoft PowerPoint it is

recommended that the file is converted into

a HTML format that can be read by all

browsers and not just Internet Explorer. 

Slideshows on the web
Although easy to do, using the Web

simply to download slideshows has its

limitations: there is no community based

around a presentation and the presen-

tation cannot be easily embedded into

other Web resources. 

Web-based slideshow services overcome

such limitations by embracing a number of

Web 2.0 characteristics. Typically a slide-

show will:

l Allow users to comment on the slides in a

community area.

CHAPTER 18

106

Slideshows

by Brian Kelly
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l Allow users to bookmark (‘favourite’)

slideshows.

l Allow users to assign tags to slideshows.

l Allow users to embed the presentation in

other Web resources.

Such useful services for end users can

also provide benefits to the author of the

presentation:

l Authors can receive feedback on their

presentations.

l Authors can maximise the impact of their

ideas by allowing their presentations to

be reused elsewhere.

l Authors can receive statistics on usage of

their presentations.

Slideshare
A well-known example of a Web-based

presentation service is Slideshare

(http://www.slideshare.net/) which has

been listed as one of the Top 100 Tools by

Centre for Learning & Performance

Technologies since 2007. An example of a

Slideshare presentation is shown in 

Figure 18.1. 

The following features should be noted:

l The toolbar at the top of the screen

allows the presentation to be shared with

others via email); added to the user’s list

of favourite presentations or downloaded

to the user’s local PC.

l The Post To toolbar at the bottom of the

screen which allows the presentation

currently being viewed to be easily

described in a blog post (on Blogger and

WordPress); included in a Twitter post;

uploaded to the Facebook social

networking service or bookmarked in

del.icio.us.

l The area on the right provides access to

information supplied by the content

creator (or the person who uploaded the

resource). This includes statistics on use

of the slideshow, including direct views in

the Slideshare environment and views of

the slideshow if it has been embedded

within other Web resources. This also

provides access to the HTML code which

allows the slideshow to be embedded in

other Web pages, blogs, etc.

The popularity of Slideshare can be seen

from the display of the author’s most

popular presentations (Fig. 18.2). If these

presentations had been made available

Figure 18.1. Slideshare Example
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only on the author’s institutional Web site

they would not have achieved the high

numbers of views.  

Additional Slideshare features
The most popular slideshow, entitled

“Introduction To Facebook: Opportunities

and Challenges For The Institution”, is also a

‘Slidecast’. This is a term used by Slideshare

to describe a presentation which has an

accompanying audio track. Typically this is

the talk which accompanies the slides,

which is synchronised with the individual

slides.

It should also be noted that a plugin to

integrate Microsoft PowerPoint directly

with the Slideshare service is available. This

allows presentations to be uploaded directly

from the PowerPoint tool. In addition

resources on Slideshare can be managed

directly and Slideshare statistics can be

viewed from within PowerPoint.

Presentations hosted in Slideshare can

also be accessed from a number of social

networking services. The Facebook and

Linkedin services, for example, have plugins

which allow Slideshare presentations to be

viewed from within the social network. This

enables information about your

presentations to be easily accessed via your

contacts on these social networking

services, as well as allowing you to views

slides uploaded by your contacts. 

Slides hosted on Slideshare can also be

grouped into a ‘presentation pack’. A

presentation pack widget can then allow a

group of related slideshows to be

embedded on other Web resources. 

Best practices
No matter which Slideshow service you

use there are a number of issues you will

need to address in order to make effective

use of the services.

Rights: Do you have permission to

upload the slideshow? You should not

upload files to slideshows services if you do

not have permission of the copyright

holder.

Downloads: Will end users be able to

download the presentation or just view it

within the slideshow environment? If you

Figure 18.2. The Author’s Most Popular Presentations on Slideshare 
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wish others to be able to access the master file, perhaps to edit it and reuse it you should

allow the file to be downloaded from the slideshow repository.

Creative Commons licence: If you wish to maximise the impact of the ideas provided in

your slides you may wish to make the slides available under a Creative Commons licence. 

Tags: If you wish your slides to be easily found you should make use of tags which other

users are likely to use for searching for resources.

Metadata: As well as tags describing the content of the slideshow you can also provide

additional metadata. As can be seen from Figure 18.1 the author uses the description field

in Slideshare to give a summary of when the slides were presented as well providing details

about the author and his host institution.

Groups: If a slideshow is part of a set of related presentations, such as presentations

given at a conference, the Group facility which is available in services such as Slideshare

can be used to group together the related presentations.

Long term persistence: There are risks in hosting slides on third party Web services.

What happens if the service goes out of business, becomes unreliable or changes its terms

and conditions? The approach taken by the author is to make use of a service which

appears to be financially viable and has a thriving community of users. In addition slides

which are uploaded to the service will contain details of the location of a master copy of the

slides, as can be seen in Figure 18.1.

Conclusions
This Chapter has given an introduction to slideshow services and described Slideshare,

the leading provider in this area. The author is a long-standing user of Slideshare which

enables his presentations, in the areas of Web 2.0, standards and Web accessibility, to be

accessed more widely and reused more easily by others.

It should be noted that in addition to Slideshow services there are also now an increasing

number of Web-based slide creations services available, such as Acrobat.com

Presentations, Google Presentations (which is part of the Google Docs suite) and Prezi.

Such services may have an important role to play as the use of Web-based application

services becomes more prevalent. In this environment the richness provided by slideshow

repository services will be more closely integrated with the creation of the slides

themselves.

Resources, links, etc.
Slideshare, <http://www.slideshare.net/>
CLPT (n.d.). Top 100 Tools, Centre for Learning & Performance Technologies, <http://www.c4lpt.co.uk/

Top100Tools/slideshare.html>
From Web Accessibility 2.0 to Web Adaptability (1.0), Brian Kelly, <http://www.slideshare.net/lisbk/from-

web-accessibility-20-to-web-adaptability-10>
The Author’s Most Popular Presentations on Slideshare, Brian Kelly, <http://www.slideshare.net/

lisbk/presentations?order=popular>
Introduction To Facebook: Opportunities and Challenges For The Institution, Brian Kelly,

<http://www.slideshare.net/lisbk/introduction-to-facebook-opportunities-and-challenges-for-
the-institution>

Presentation Pack, Slideshare, <http://www.slideshare.net/widgets>
Presentations, Adobe.com, <http://labs.adobe.com/technologies/presentations/>
Google Docs, Google <http://docs.google.com/>
Prezi, <http://www.prezi.com/>
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Avirtual world is an Internet-based,

simulated environment where

users interact via motionable

avatars, graphical images that represent

people” (Antonacci et al. 2008). Use of

virtual world can foster collaborative

learning, and give opportunity to carry

out tasks that could be difficult in the real

world. Since the virtual words are 3-D

environments, they can be used in a

variety of ways:

l Discovery learning by clicking on

objects

l Reinforcement of learning by offering a

repository of learning aids and tools

l Collaborative workspaces, encouraging

informal discussions

l Traditional instructor-led learning at a

distance

l Simulated learning by modeling a

process or interaction that closely

resembles the real world

The virtual worlds are platforms

enabled by multi-user three dimensional

(3D) software environments to provide an

effect of real world scenario. Most

discussions on virtual worlds today focus

on Second Life (see http://secondlife.

com). However, there are other virtual

worlds such as Kaneva (see http://www.k-

aneva.com/), Twinity (see http://www.

twinity. com/en), The Palace (see

http://www.the palace. com/), etc. These

virtual world environments provide

broadly four characteristics ( Robbins-

Bell, 2008):

l Persistence: A virtual world can't be

paused; it exists whether or not a user

is logged in.

l Multiuser: A virtual world must be

populated or at least have the potential

for population.

l Avatars: Rather than offering an icon to

represent a user, a virtual world allows

a user to create an agent that takes

action, an avatar that can perform

action on the request of the user.

l Wide Area Network: A virtual world is

facilitated via a wide area network

rather than a local machine or a

network of workplace.

Virtual worlds show potential and

promise for improving teaching and

learning by motivating and stimulating

the learners through engagement and

immersion in the learning event/process.

So, it is believed that virtual worlds can be

used as a constructivist approach

(Coffman and Klinger, 2007). The virtual

world environment such as Second Life

CHAPTER 19
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Virtual
Worlds
by Sanjaya Mishra
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(SL) provides opportunities for both the

student and the teacher to create and

manipulate objects in the virtual

environment leading to a dynamic and

rich learning environment. Subjects like

History to Marine Science could be taught

using the virtual world that would have

'real effect' of teaching in the past or going

down the sea. In the learning process, the

individual students through

their personalised avatars

should also be engaged in

discussion, debate, designing

and decision-making as in

the real world. Robbins and

Butler (2009) present a

pedagogical model for choice

of virtual world as a learning

platform. They present a

taxonomy of virtual worlds

(first person simulations,

gaming world, emergent

worlds such as the SL, and

task worlds). They further go on to use

teaching (objectivist — constructivist) and

learning (declarative knowledge —

procedural skills) as two dimensions and

suggest that use of virtual world in

education should be based on clear

purpose and adequate planning.

Using virtual worlds
To start with you can create a free

account in the website of SL. This asks

you to create a name for your avatar, and

see how your would look like in the virtual

world. Though this gives you limited

options, it is quite interesting to see

oneself in a disguised way! Once you

complete the required processes,

including the email authentication, you

need to download the desktop application

and run it in your computer. The

minimum system requirements to run the

application in Windows are: XP or Vista

Operating System, 800 MHz Pentium III

or Athlon, or better, 512 MB RAM,

1024X768 pixel screen resolution, On

board Graphics Card with NVIDIA

GeForce 6600 or better, and Cable or DSL

Internet connection. It is better that you

have higher recommended system

requirements to run the application

without problems, as the heavy

multimedia environment requires more

RAM and high-speed broadband

connection. This is surely a

limitation for the developing

countries to make full usage

of the virtual worlds. The SL

provides you with orientation

to use the system effectively,

and then you can use the

teleport facility to go to a

specific address by using the

secondlife universal resource

locater (slurl).

As a teacher what you can

do is limited only by your

imagination. Here follows

some tips:

l You can use existing virtual worlds (as

activity) to design teaching-learning

around it. So, you direct your students

to a specific slurl and allow them to

discover, interact, discuss and prepare

reports.

l Create simulation for role-play such as

in a business environment.

l Provide virtual experience of space, sea

and historical events through existing

resources or create your own

applications.

l Teach interpersonal communication,

team spirit and other soft skills. Provide

internship opportunities in virtual

world.

In whatever way you use virtual worlds,

do not forget to provide initial orientation

to the learners about the technology,

avatars, user interfaces, keyboard short-

cuts, etc. (Calongne, 2008). Some time

spent on these activities help students to

feel not only comfortable about the

In the learning
process, the

individual students
through their

personalised avatars
should also be

engaged in
discussion, debate,

designing and
decision-making as

in the real world
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technology, but also develop social skills required for learning. Based on  review of

virtual worlds, de Freitas (2008) presents a set of attributes and related questions to be

asked while using virtual world. It is presented in Table-1 for your reference and use.

Examples of virtual worlds
Active Worlds: http://www.activeworlds. com/

Cyber Town: http://www.cybertown. com/main_ieframes.html

NASA World Wind: http://worldwind.arc.nasa.gov/

Media Grid: Immersive Education: http://immersiveeducation.org/

Qwaq Forum: http://www.qwaq.com/

TABLE-19.1. Considering the attributes of virtual worlds for usage

(Source: de Frietas, 2008)

Attributes Description Questions for consideration
Learner control Learner/user control and

interactivity through the
creation of an avatar.

Would the learner require
engagement?
Would interactivity help to engage the
learner or learner group?

Collaboration Emphasis upon collaboration
and community building.

Are the learning outcomes facilitated
through collaborative rather than
independent learning approaches?
Are the learning outcomes supported
through community building and
ongoing support?

Persistence Persistence of the world has
led to the capacity for
immediacy and synchronous
use of the world has appeal.

Would the group require support
beyond the seminar face-to-face
contact times?
Are the learners distributed across a
wide geographical area?

Requirement for 3D
interactions and experiences

While the user interface is
often 3D, this is not always
the case. Some social worlds,
particularly social worlds for
children, are animated and
2D, and some mash-up
applications of mirror worlds
are distinctly non-3D but rely
upon a layering of data and
data sets.

Would the learners learn more
effectively in a closer to real
situation?
Are there scenarios of practice that
could be role played in virtual worlds?
Would experience-based learning
benefit the learner group?
Could social software and games be
integrated into the experience?

Inclusion of sharable and
user generated digital
content

Most of the virtual worlds
have included digital
interactive content, be it
games (which are particularly
popular) or content generated
by users to share with others.

Would the learners benefit from a
multimodal approach which would use
visual and social software tools?
Are the learners engaged and
motivated by making their own
content and sharing it with others?

Immersion and interactivity Immersion and interactivity
are the additional
characteristics to include in
any list of requirements for a
serious virtual world; the user
must feel immersed in the
environment and fully
engaged in the activities being
undertaken. This is normally
achieved through the
representation of the user and
environment in-world.

How immersive does the learning
experience need to be to convey the
learning outcomes?
What level of detail is required?
Does the learner perform better with
more control over what they are
attempting?
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RSS stands for Rich Site Summary

or Real Simple Syndication. It is a

type of XML document used to

share news headlines and other web

pages. Any web page with an RSS feed

enables the user to track updates on that

specific page in an automated manner

through a single subscription, and

without having to visit the page from

time to time. “Because the data is in

XML, and not a display language like

HTML, RSS information can be flowed

into a large number of devices. In

addition to being used to create news

summary web pages, RSS can be fed into

stand alone news browsers or headline

readers, PDAs, cell phones, email ticklers

and even voice updates” (Downes, 2002).

A single RSS file is called a channel. It

consists of two major sets of elements:

l Channel properties: The name of the

channel, the URL and an image for the

channel; and

l Item properties: Separate items listed

in the channel with specific title and

link.

CHAPTER 20

114

Really 
Simple 
Syndication
by Sanjaya Mishra

Example
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<rss version="2.0"> 

<channel> 

<title>Website Feed</title> 

<description>Website Feed coded manually</description> 

<link>http://www.yourdomain.com</link> 

<item> 

<title>Title of the item</title> 

<description>Description of the item</description> 

<link>Exact link for the item in your domain</link>

</item>

</channel>

</rss>
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Where, this is coded as XML version 1,

and RSS version 2, with the channel name

Website Feed, and having one item.

The RSS file which is in XML can be

created using a plain text editor (such as

Word Pad or Note Pad). However, in

practice you may not require to create an

RSS file manually as most blogs, wikis and

LMSs provide RSS feed as an automatic

feature.

Typically RSS feeds would be used

through a RSS Reader  (like

Google Reader or Bloglines) or

an Aggregator (such as

FeedReader or Yahoo Pipes). It

could be desktop-based or

web-based, but you need to

subscribe to the RSS channels

from varieties of sources into

your Reader/Aggregator to

receive updates without visiting

the specific pages. Thus, it is

like receiving only relevant

news items from select sources and serve it

at one place.

Why RSS in 
education?

In today's fast changing world, it is

important to remain up-to-date without

spending too much time for relevant

information on the web. Pre-identification

and subscription to relevant XML files can

save time and efforts of searching. While

using collaborative social software like

wikis, it is possible to get information

about group contributions without

visiting the wiki. You can subscribe to

student blogs in a course to monitor their

progress. One of the most important

aspects of RSS is that while you use it,

there is no need to supply your email, and

thereby reduce the chance of spam in your

inbox, as it usually happens with

subscription to email newsletters. RSS can

be used for a variety of purpose where it is

important to be up-to-date. For instance,

the Athabasca University's Centre for

Distance Education used RSS feed in

Blogger.com to provide required updates

in the Centre's website (Mason and

Rennie, 2008). Thus, while the faculty

members maintained their own blogs, the

programmes in the computer centre

maintained the website by subscribing to

the RSS feeds of individual faculty. Thus,

the faculty was no more dependent on the

programmers and the programmers also

had enough time to think

about new design issues.

Using RSS
You can use RSS readers to

remain up-to-date by

becoming member of free

services like Google Reader,

Bloglines or Netvibes. If you

have a Gmail, it is pretty easy

to create a Google Reader

account. Just go to

http://www.google.com/reader and log in

with your current Gmail userid and

password. Once you log in, you will find

the Google reader interface with left pan

for subscription and the right pan for

slowing the news items. In the left pan,

you have link — Add a Subscription (see

Figure 20.1). By clicking to that you will get

a small field, to type the RSS feed that you

want to subscribe. For this, you need to

identify the specific newsfeed. For

example, the newsfeed for my personal

blog is http://teachknowlogist.

blogspot.com/ feeds/posts/default. Once

the same is typed/pasted in the field and

click “Add”; you are subscribed to the feed,

and start getting the updates as and when

the blog gets a new entry!

It is also possible to embed a specific

RSS feed into a web page. For this, you

need to convert the RSS feed into

Javascript (a simple facility is available at

RSSxpress Lite on UKOLN) and embed in

the web page.

In today's fast
changing world, 
it is important

to remain
up-to-date

without spending too
much time for

relevant
information 
on the web
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Suggestions
If you write a blog or engage in a

collaborative wiki, you can use the RSS

effectively to save your time and that of

your students.

You can encourage students to create

their own Google Reader or Yahoo Pipes

account on topics of interest to remain up-

to-date.

You can create news feed on select

keywords through different search engines.

For example, through Google News I

searched “web 2.0” and the RSS feed

generated was http://news.google.com/

Figure 20.1. Example of RSS Reader.
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news?pz=1&ned=us&hl=en&q=web+2.0&output=rss that can provide regular feeds to my

RSS reader.

You can subscribe to social bookmarking sites to know what other users are marking

and tagging. For Example the RSS feed for my Delicious account is http://feeds.delicious.

com/v2/rss/missan?count=15 

Resources and references
Bloglines: http://www.bloglines.com/
Downes, S. (2002). An Introduction to RSS for Educational Designers, Retrieved on August 8, 2009 from

the Web at http://www.downes.ca/files/RSS_Educ.htm 
FeedReader: http://www.feedreader.com/
Glotzbach, R., Mohler, J. & Radwan, J. (2007). The Usefulness of RSS in Higher Education. In R. Carlsen et

al. (Eds.), Proceedings of Society for Information Technology and Teacher Education International
Conference 2007 (pp. 3019-3026). Chesapeake, VA: AACE

Google Reader: http://www.google.com/reader
Mason, R., & Rennie, F. (2008). E-Learning and Social Networking Handbook: Resources for Higher

Education, New York: Routledge.
Richardson, W. (2005). RSS: A Quick Start Guide for Educators, Retrieved on August 8, 2009 from the Web

at http://weblogg-ed.com/wp-content/uploads/2006/05/RSSFAQ4.pdf
RSSxpress Lite: http://rssxpress.ukoln.ac.uk/lite/include/?t=1
Yahoo Pipes: http://pipes.yahoo.com/pipes/
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Introduction

In this Chapter, I intend to describe

micro-blogging and how it differs from

other types of blogging. Then I will

show how it might be used in an

educational context, as part of an

ePortfolio, in face-to-face teaching, and to

enable learning through private learning

networks. Finally, it provides a pointer to

how you might get started.

What is micro-blogging?
Wikipedia describes micro-blogging as;

“Micro blogging is a form of multimedia

blogging that allows users to send brief text

updates or micromedia such as photos or

audio clips and publish them, either to be

viewed by anyone or by a restricted group

which can be chosen by the user. These

messages can be submitted by a variety of

means, including text messaging, instant

messaging, email, digital audio or the web.

The content of a micro-blog differs from a

traditional blog in that it is typically smaller in

actual size and aggregate file size. A single

entry could consist of a single sentence or

fragment or an image or a brief, ten second

video. But, still, its purpose is similar to that

of a traditional blog... Many micro-blogs

provide short commentary on a person-to-

person level... or provide logs of the events

of one's life.” (http://en.wiki pedia.org/wiki

/Microblogging, accessed: 3rd August,

2009).

Clearly micro-blogging is different to

blogging; blogging is associated with

longer, more reflective pieces often

developed away from the spatial/temporal

location where the initial thoughts

occurred, while, micro-blogging is

restricted to short pieces which are

captured and immediately posted.

Within a learning context it is very

obvious to see a symbiotic relationship

between the two. For example, an

individual may capture material, thoughts

or evidence, store this in their micro-blog,

and later develop it through a longer, more

thoughtful piece on their blog. Clearly, this

approach implies micro-blogging has an

obvious application within ePortfolio

based learning. 'An e-portfolio is a

purposeful aggregation of digital items -

ideas, evidence, reflections, feedback etc.

which 'presents' a selected audience with

evidence of a person's learning and/or

ability' (JISC, 2007). A key question is,

outside of the very obvious ePortfolio

applications how else might it be used in

teaching and learning?

CHAPTER 21
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Using 
Micro-blogging
(Twitter) in
Teaching and
Learning
by Andy Ramsden
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Using Micro-blogging in 
educational contexts

There are a growing large number of

technologies and services being used for

micro-blogging. At the time of writing,

one of the most popular is Twitter

(http://twitter.com). This offers a very

interesting variation to traditional micro-

blogging services. Twitter is primarily a

social networking tool. Therefore, within

the educational context discussed

previously, it will allow the

individual to discuss their

emerging ideas rapidly with

others to assist in their

construction of knowledge

and understanding. 

The following suggests

micro-blogging can be

effectively embedded within a

more orthodox teaching

situation. The next section

discusses two scenarios

within face-to-face teaching.

However, a cautionary note when reading

these ideas is to consider the thoughts of

Tom Barrett concerning Twitter, “it is one

of many tools that we have at our disposal.

I do not see it replacing any of the others

we use nor do I see the positive impact

upon learning being exclusive to Twitter”

(Barrett, 2008). In other words, a similar

outcome could be achieved using different

tools. 

Disseminating suggested 
class readings

This is a teacher (academic) centred

activity. The teacher is the micro-blogger,

and they publish information which they

perceive the student might need, for

instance, links to online news items

applying the curriculum to current affairs. 

To achieve this in a traditional model

would involve either uploading the

information to a Virtual Learning

Environment (such as Moodle) or emailing

the students. However, the Twitter model

(read the item online and then post)

reduces the number of steps in the process

and the information disseminates quicker. 

The following example was implemen-

ted by Dr Sabah Abdullah when she

lectured an Economics course at the

University of Bath. Her intention was to

supplement the recommended reading list

with news items during the course.

Sabah created a new account on

Twitter which followed the

course code (ec10160). She

provided instructions for

students on how to create a

Twitter account, and follow

the EC10160 account. She

encouraged the use of Twitter

through referring to listed

news items during her

lectures. Overall, the process

was very straightforward; she

would be reading an online

newspaper, and when she

found an appropriate article she’d post a

TinyURL of the article through Twitter.

For illustrative purposes I have included

three posts from EC10160. 

l Post 1: Japan’s current account deficits

http://tinyurl.com/awph2s

l Post 2: reading the FT news on UK

output http://tinyurl.com/bbm39q

l Post 3: fancy a political-econ article?

Read http://go.bath.ac.uk/njlv 

These illustrate how short the posts

are and how effectively they link the

news item to the curriculum. The third

post is particularly appealing to me as it’s

more intriguing and motivates me to

click on the link. Sabah suggested as she

progressed with the pilot she favoured

the more informal style. Overall she

posted 19 updates. Interestingly, when

asked, 5 out of 8 students responded they

thought Twitter could be used to improve

the learning experience.  So although

Twitter is still very new to students (only

The teacher is the
micro-blogger, and

they publish
information which
they perceive the

student might need,
for instance, links to

online news items
applying the

curriculum to
current affairs
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2 out of the 8 had used Twitter before), in

this scenario students are seeing an

educational application.

Facilitating academic discussion 
between students 

This is a student centred activity. The

role of the teacher is to encourage its use,

monitor discussions and respond in the

class if appropriate. The scenario has not

yet been implemented at the University

of Bath (although variations have at other

institutions). However, it has been

discussed with various parties in

conjunction with their current teaching

methods. The approach is illustrated

through the evolving Design Brief (JISC,

2004) as shown in Table 21.1.

The final example I will discuss is a

different take on micro-blogging. This is

where we learn through constructing

knowledge and ideas through interactions

within our expanding personal learning

networks. The expectation would be the

student’s personal network is larger than

simply their peers on the course. The

proposal is interactions with their personal

network would enable learning through

facilitating effective and timely

communication, introducing people to new

ideas, and opening up opportunities for

discourse. To investigate this proposal I

Issues to consider

1. Learners (their needs, motives for learn-
ing, prior experience of learning, social and
interpersonal skills, preferred learning
styles and ICT competence.)

2. Intended learning outcomes 
acquisition of knowledge, 
academic and social skills, increased moti-
vation and ability to progress.)

3. Learning environment (face-to-face or
virtual) – available resources, tools, facili-
ties and services and their match with the
learners’ needs.

4. The learning activity (the means by
which the practitioner brings about learn-
ing and seeks to influence the develop-
ment of the learners.)

5. The approach taken (related to learners’
needs, preferred learning styles, the nature
of the learning environment and the in-
tended outcomes.)

Details of your planned learning activity

Final year computer science students. The class size is
about 80 students. They use to Moodle and other ICT.
But I cannot assume they use Twitter.

Currently using an Audience Response System (ARS) to
gather feedback during the lecture. However, the focus
is on the lecturer. We need to create an opportunity for
students to lead academic discourse. This will enable
them to expose their ideas to their peers, and construct
knowledge and understanding. These ideas have been in-
fluenced by the thoughts around self-regulated learning
(Nicol & MacFarlane-Dick (2006).

Where does the activity take place?
Primarily within the lecture, however, the discourse can
continue outside the classroom

What resources are available?
Will use Twitter. Also being used in the sessions will be
ARS technologies. We will create a getting started
guide, suggested models of participation, and recom-
mend a hash tag convention.

What technologies are available?
What features of established practice 
will be important?

Describe the learning activity
Students will be able to update their Twitter status using
an agreed (recommended) hash tag convention in re-
sponse to their peers or based on their thoughts as the
lectures progress.

Associative, constructive (individual focus), constructive
(social focus), or situative
Constructive (social focus)

Learning styles

Inclusion
The hash tag will be RSS’d into the Moodle course.
Therefore, people can follow the discussion if they so
wish without creating a Twitter account. However, the
success will depend on the size of the network. Students
will be encouraged to participate.

Assessment
It will not be assessed. However, it will be monitored by
the lecturer to see if themes emerge which they might
need to respond to, i.e., a misunderstanding, need to re-
visit previous content. Also to monitor if the level of dis-
cretion becomes to great and starts to have an adverse
impact (a concern of some lecturers). The discourse will
be reflected on over the longer period to provide addi-
tional insight into the curriculum design (triangulated
with end of unit evaluations).
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surveyed my Twitter followers (225 people) to try to identify the importance of micro-

blogging on their continuing professional development? When asked to what extent would

they agree with the following statement, "Twitter is one of my primary tools to connect me

with my peers and ideas", 45% (9 people) strongly agreed, 30% (6 people) agreed and only

15% (3 people) disagreed (total of 19 responses). This implies the sample group viewed

Twitter (micro-blogging) as very important for their learning. The following are some

extracts from the respondents on why it is important. Please note, the caveat on being a

small sample size will hold, and these people are self selecting.

l Extract 1: “It’s where I can ask questions of fellow professionals and get quick

responses/ideas and suggestions” 

l Extract 2: “I use Twitter to connect with others involved in using technology in teaching

in learning in higher education and in medical education. Twitter connects me with

people and also links me to helpful sources of information on the web, new ideas,

research, blogs etc.”

l Extract 3: “It's widened my network of people interested in similar subjects, alerted me

to new ideas and materials and allows me to ask questions openly and receive speedy

responses.”

Hence as educators we need to encourage our students to micro-blog and use social

networks to develop their own personal learning networks, so they can share, develop and

challenge their ideas.

The next steps for you?
As a learning technology, micro-blogging is still evolving, therefore, I would  recommend

the following three steps to help you get started.

Step 1: Read the following blog posts.

l Rankin, M., (2009),Some general comments on the “Twitter Experiment”,

http://tinyurl.com/l6w5ue. These are some of the personal reflections from the lecturer

who used Twitter at U.T. Dallas. She attempted to use Twitter in large group teaching to

make it more student centred, and enhance feedback loops.

l Diamon, A., (2009), Twitter at http://tinyurl.com/n6rwsb (accessed 10th August, 2009).

An introduction to Twitter written by Aurel Diamond, Student Intern, LTEO, University

of Bath

Step 2: Search Google Scholar using the terms micro-blogging and Twitter

Step 3: Create a Twitter account, start micro-blogging and reflect on what it offers you in

your teaching and learning.
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Introduction

Expressing one’s understanding about

a particular domain in a clear and

concise form has forever been a key

objective in education, from both the

teacher and the student’s perspective.

Students must clearly express their

knowledge so they can be properly assessed

by teachers; and teachers must express

themselves, whether in written or oral form,

in ways that students can comprehend and

at a level that makes sense to them given

their previous knowledge. Concept maps

are a tool that enables users of all ages to

express their knowledge about any domain

in a graphical form that is easy to

comprehend by others, and used

extensively by both teachers and students

from pre-school to graduate school

worldwide. When linked together with

Internet and the Web, concept mapping

software tools facilitate collaborative

learning, knowledge sharing, publishing

and a means of organising content based

on experts’ knowledge of the domain.

Concept maps
Concept maps, developed by Novak and

Gowin (1984) are graphical tools for

organising, representing, and sharing

knowledge. A concept map is a two-

dimensional graphical representation of a

set of concepts connected by directed arcs

encoding propositions in the form of

simplified sentences, such that the

interrelationships among them are evident

(see Figure 1). Novak and Gowin (1984)

define concept as a perceived regularity in

events or objects, or records of events or

objects, designated by a label, and in a

concept map they are usually enclosed in

circles or boxes. A proposition contains two

or more concepts connected using linking

words or phrases to form a meaningful

statement. In Figure 22.1, “Organised

Knowledge”, “Concepts” and “Effective

Learning” are concepts, and “Organised

Knowledge is comprised of Concepts” and

Organised Knowledge is necessary for

Effective Learning” are propositions. When

users engage in the construction of a

concept map, they need to decide on the

list of concepts and, more importantly, how

these concepts are related. Propositions

require careful consideration of the words

chosen so they express clearly what the

map constructor means to say. When this

construction is done as a collaborative

effort, the participants enter a negotiation

process when determining what are the

CHAPTER 22
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best linking words that express the

relationship between pairs of concepts. For

example in Figure 22.2, which shows a

concept map about Birds with linked

resources (images, videos, Web pages, other

concept maps), the proposition “Rapid

Digestive System -> is necessary due to ->

High metabolism” shows a careful choice of

words and an understanding by the map

constructor.

best linking words that express the

relationship between pairs of concepts. For

example in Figure 22.2, which shows a

concept map about Birds with linked

resources (images, videos, Web pages, other

concept maps), the proposition “Rapid

Digestive System -> is necessary due to ->

High metabolism” shows a careful choice of

words and an understanding by the map

constructor.

Concept Mapping by Students
Educators use concept maps as a means

to assess the understanding of students,

whether individually or in groups, about a

particular topic.  By assessing we don’t

imply limiting the use of concept maps to

“grading” (i.e. assigning a grade to the

student) for evaluation purposes. A key

principle of the Ausubelian learning theory

(Ausubel, 1963, 1968) on which concept

maps are theoretically grounded comes

from the epigraph of his 1968 book: 

If I had to reduce all of educational

psychology to just one principle, I would say

this: The most important single factor

influencing learning is what the learner

already knows. Ascertain this and teach him

accordingly.

We propose that concept maps be used

to assess students’ understanding at the

beginning of a unit or module, making it

possible for the teacher to determine what

each student knows about the topic. This

initial (and possible poor) concept map,

however, is not ‘thrown away’. It is modified

and refined as the student learns about the

topic, until at the end of the unit the

concept map reflects the increased

knowledge by the student (or group of

students), as shown in Figure 22.2 for the

topic Birds. Teachers are able then to

evaluate not only the final concept map, but

the whole process that the student(s) went

through during the learning of the topic.

Computer-based concept mapping tools

Figure 22.1. A concept map showing the key features of concept maps (Novak & Cañas, 2008). 
Concept maps tend to be read progressing from the top downward.
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such as CmapTools (Cañas, et al., 2004)

have been designed to aid the student by

facilitating an iterative process of research,

including searching through the Web for

information relevant to the concept map,

refining the map based on the resources

found and increased understanding, while

linking relevant resources to the map as

shown in Figure 2. This iterative process of

researching and searching to improve

understanding, reflected in a refined and

more complete concept map at each step,

when combined with proper questioning

and motivation on the part of the teacher

leads to increased meaningful learning

(Cañas & Novak, 2005, 2006; Novak & Cañas,

2004).

The marriage of concept mapping with

Internet and the Web as implemented by

software such as CmapTools enables

students to publish their resulting

knowledge portfolios or models on the Web,

and, more important, to collaborate with

other students during the construction of

these models. Through shared spaces where

students can collaboratively build their

shared concept maps from distant

locations, whether synchronously or

asynchronously, students negotiate in the

meaning-making process of jointly learning

and understanding the topic of study.

Through annotation tools and discussion

threads, students can criticise and

comment on each other’s concept maps,

and teachers can actively participate during

the process of map construction.

Concept mapping by 
instructors

The clear depiction provided by a

concept map of a topic of study allows the

instructor to clearly plan the way and order

in which concepts need to be introduced to

his/her group of students, departing from

the concepts that the students already

comprehend. Not surprisingly, often

instructors reorganise their courses after

they prepare a concept map of its content,

since they discover that key relations clearly

seen in the concept map are not covered

appropriately in the course as its being

taught. However, it is important to

Figure 22.2. Concept map about Birds, with attached resources and links to other Cmaps, 
creating a knowledge portfolio.
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emphasise that we don’t recommend that

instructors provide already-constructed

concept maps for students to study. This

defeats the main strength of concept maps,

which comes about the metacognitive

process students go through when

constructing the map themselves, trying to

clearly express their understanding.

Providing a ‘skeleton map’, where a few key

concepts serve as a scaffold has been found

useful when students have problems

‘getting started’ from a blank

canvas (Novak & Cañas, 2008).

Concept maps created by

experts and instructors have

shown to be useful as a means

to organise resources for a

course or topic. The large

collection of concept maps on

Mars constructed at NASA

Ames (Briggs, et al., 2004,

http://cmex.ihmc.us) is a good

example of how an expert’s knowledge

expressed in the form of concept maps

provides learning environment where  it is

easy to browse, search through and find

information that is of interest to the learner

without providing a linear organisation of

the content in the form of a textbook or

regular pages. Similar organisations are

being used to organise content for

eLearning. A good example is the Cmappers

site to learn about concept mapping

(http://learn.cmappers.net).

Concept mapping as an 
assessment tool

In addition to use as a learning tool in

education, concept mapping is also widely

used as an assessment tool. 

One significant component of using

concept mapping in school or in research is

evaluation of concept maps. Reiska (2005)

describes four different types of evaluation.

They range from intuitive impressions only

to computer-aided quantitative evaluation.

For assessment, Cañas, et al. (2006) and

Miller and Cañas (2008) have developed

taxonomies for evaluating concept maps.

Although Ruiz-Primo and Shavelson

(1996) show also the problems in using

concept mapping as assessment tool, there

are many studies showing that concept

mapping is an appropriate tool for testing

students achievement (McGaghie, et al,

2000; West at al, 2000; Fischler et al, 2001;

Reiska 1999, 2005). Some of the studies also

show that there is a high correlation

between the concept mapping

and other knowledge tests

(Mikelskis, 1999) but some

studies did not prove the

correlation between concept

map scores and e.g. multiple

choice exam performance

(McGaghie, et al, 2000).

Concept maps can be

evaluated according to size,

content and structure. The

evaluation of the maps is usually based on a

comparison with a reference map, i.e. the

propositions from the students’ maps are

compared with those of a reference map. 

Summary
For many years concept maps have been

used by instructors all over the world that

comprehend its capability as a means to

“look into the student’s mind” through their

graphical expression of their

understanding. With the advent of software

tools that leverage the Web and Internet,

concept mapping becomes a powerful tool

that is a perfect fit for eLearning

environments that pursue meaningful

learning instead of merely copying

textbooks on the Web.
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What is it? 

An interactive whiteboard (IWB) is a

large interactive display that

connects to a computer and a

projector.  A projector is used to display a

computer's video output onto the

whiteboard, which then acts as a huge

touch screen, where users control the

computer using a pen, finger, or other

device (SMART technologies, 2006). The

various components are connected

wirelessly, or via USB or serial cables. The

boards can be mounted on a wall or a floor

stand and is used in face-to-face or virtual

settings in education.

Interactive whiteboard (IWB) are usually

equipped with four digital writing utensils

that use digital ink replacing the traditional

whiteboard markers. The digital ink work

by using an active digitiser that controls the

PC input information for writing

capabilities such as drawing or hand-

writing. Interactive whiteboards have a pen

tray on the front of the interactive

whiteboard that holds four plastic pen

tools and an eraser. The pen tools have

neither electronic components nor ink: the

technology is in the pen tray. When a pen

tool is removed from its coloured slot in the

tray, an optical sensor recognises its

absence and projects that colour on the

screen. The boards utilises notebook

software as a content delivery platform that

gives users access to interactive,

multimedia content and the tools to edit,

save and share that content (http://en.

wikipedia. org/wiki/ Smart_board).

Why it should be used 
in education? 

In line with the major objectives in

education, the IWB would seek to create a

stimulating, engaging and participatory

learning environment, enhance instruction

and learning, increasing enjoyment and

motivation and appealing to a broader

range of student learning styles. Highly

visual and engaging for today’s tech-savvy

students, interactive whiteboards create a

focal point for whole-class learning. They

also simplify the integration of multimedia

in lessons and can improve student

achievement.

The boon of the IWB is the multiple

means of representation; key strengths

includes the  ability to simplify and speed

the process of sharing information using a

variety of media formats, either as planned

CHAPTER 23
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or spontaneous elements of a lesson. The

interactive whiteboard acts as a multi-

modal portal, giving teachers the potential

to use still images, moving images and

sound, and when used in this way, it can

address the needs of learners who find text

difficult as the only mode of communi-

cation (Somekh, et al., 2007). The IWB

technology enables multiple means of

expression, benefiting students of all ages

and abilities; visual learners,

kinesthetic or tactile learners,

deaf and hearing-impaired

learners, visually impaired

students as well as students

with special needs.

In the post-digital era, it is

imperative that we provide

digital tools for digital natives.

The ability of the IWB to

provide multiple means of

engagement caters well for the

students of today who are

‘tech savvy’ with inclinations

getting immediate feedback

and the ability to find, create,

synthesise, share, organise and

play with information in new and exciting

ways. Interactive whiteboards are suitable

for presentation and interaction, and they

provide access to all types of media and the

Internet. To engage these learners

effectively, teachers need technologies that

enable their students to speak their “native”

tongue (Prensky, 2001). 

The key determinant is the use of the

board itself by pupils, where they are able

to respond to the materials presented on

the board in an active fashion. Thus,

interactivity is boosted in the learners.

Solvie (2004) states, “Writing with fingers

allowed the children to feel the shapes of

words they outlined, feel and see letter

components that created sounds they

uttered, and experience a true hands-on

approach to creating and erasing text. The

board allowed use of multiple senses,

leading to increased levels of engagement

and greater understanding.” The IWB also

appeals to both intrinsically and

extrinsically motivated students.

The use of an IWB provides a way in

which the board becomes the focus of

learning for the whole class, and the

teacher is able to deploy all of the

affordance of ICT to facilitate the learning

of her students.  Moreover, the computer

network becomes the

repository of teaching and

learning materials; the

materials prepared by the

teacher can be modified and

updated, there is no reliance

on old, paper-based

worksheets and, most

importantly of all, the teacher

finds that her learning and

that of the pupils comes

together through the focus of

technology. 

How to use it?
The IWB has been an

effective way to interact with

digital content and multimedia in a multi-

person learning environment whether in

face-to-face or in an open and distance

learning format. Examples of learning

activities with the IWB could be in the

forms of;

l Manipulating text and images

l Making notes in digital ink

l Saving notes for later review by 

using e-mail, the Web or print

l Viewing websites as a group/search 

the Internet

l Demonstrating or using software at 

the front of a room without being tied to

a computer

l Creating digital lesson activities with

templates, images and multimedia

l Writing notes over educational 

video clips

l Using presentation tools that are 

The IWB has
been an effective

way to
interact with digital

content and
multimedia in a

multi-person
learning

environment
whether in

face-to-face or
in an open and

distance learning
format
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included with the white boarding

software to enhance learning materials

l Showcasing student presentations

l Integrate with video-conferencing or

computer-conferencing

Just like any other technology, it is the

pedagogy that drives it; efficient use of the

IWB by educators is an essential

component of the successful enhancement

of student learning. Interactive white-

boards enhance lesson preparation by

(SMART Technologies, 2006):

l Shortening start-up time for integration

into lessons because they are easy to use

for both teachers and students

l Motivating teachers to incorporate and

develop more digital

resources and include them

in lessons. Teachers

respond enthusiastically

when they observe positive

attitudes and behaviours

from students using

interactive whiteboards.

l Enabling teachers to save

notes for use next class or

next year. Interactive

whiteboards make it easier

to build a collection of

learning materials that can

be constantly updated and

written over, keeping lessons fresh and

interactive.

Although the term interactive whiteboard

is more readily associated with those large

touch sensitive boards used in classrooms

and training courses, web-based interactive

whiteboards that will run via your Internet

browser will epitomise true interactivity as

they allow more than one user to use and

update them at the same time, in real time.

For example, in the teaching of Science,

Wetzel (2009) strategised the engagements

of the science students via Brainstorming,

Mind Mapping, Interactive Lessons,

Problem-Based Learning through the

integration of text, sound, video, and

graphics based on the tactile nature of the

IWB. There are numerous web-based tools

that utilises the IWB for educational

activities such as the Groupboard (see

http://www.groupboard. com/ products/).

Groupboard is a set of multi-user java

applets including whiteboard, chat,

message board, games and voice

conferencing which you can place on your

web page by simply copying a few lines of

HTML code. With the whiteboard one can

upload background gif/jpeg images and

draw on top of them, and all of the users

connected to the board will see the changes

in real-time. Etherpad (see

http://etherpad.com/) is a web-based word

processor that allows people to

work together in really real-

time. When multiple people or

students edit the same

document simultaneously, any

changes are instantly reflected

on everyone's screen. This

gives rise to a new and

productive ways to collaborate

on text documents, useful for

meeting notes, drafting

sessions, education, team

programming, and many

more. With skbrl (read as

scribble), (see http://www.

skrbl.com/), student and teachers can write

notes online, sketch drawings, upload

pictures and files. One can switch between

freehand drawing and rich text entry modes

easily and it saves and syncs one’s work

automatically.

Technically, a qualified technician should

set up the IWB for classroom use, as the

personnel will be aware of safety warning

and precautions in the process. Teachers

should adhere to basic rules of use such as

supervising the students when they are

using the IWB and advising them not to

look directly at the light beam. Always move

away from the beam before turning to face

the class.

Web-based
interactive

whiteboards that
will run via your
Internet browser

will epitomise true
interactivity as
they allow more

than one user to use
and update them at

the same time,
in real time
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For teachers, a quick reference is available to start using the IWB in projected mode,

starting, orienting and controlling the projected applications. Mastering the notebook

software is essential and the accompanying guide is organised around the tasks

commonly performed for preparing and delivering presentations. The software includes

many tools and applications in the form of:

l a start centre to access tools, 

l applications and files, 

l handwriting recognition, 

l notebook software for creation and delivering presentations, 

l gallery collection, to insert images and templates

l floating tools for writing notes and drawing shapes

l recorder, to save a recording of the content on the screen

l video player, to create notes over video print capture capabilities

To gain competence, it would be useful to refer to the tutorials as well as tips, tricks and

troubleshooting hints from the software help centre. Pre-constructed templates are

available to jumpstart your educational activities as you generate your own unique and

distinct activities for the students.

From the available body of research, several themes and patterns have emerged,

including the positive effect interactive whiteboards have on student engagement,

motivation, the ability to accommodate a variety of learning styles (including special

needs students) and the capacity to enhance student understanding and review

processes. Observations also indicate that designing lessons around interactive

whiteboards can help educators streamline their preparations and be more efficient in

ICT integration, thereby enhancing their overall productivity (SMART Technologies, 2006).
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Assessment of students is a major

task undertaken by all teachers. It is

a process of obtaining information

about student progress, their strengths and

weaknesses, to provide relevant feedback to

them. It is also a process to evaluate instr-

uctional effectiveness and curricular

adequacy. The assessment process is a

combination of a number of activities such

as preparation of the assessment questions,

conducting the test, collection and storage

of the test materials, grading/marking,

moderation and declaration of scores/

results. With the advent of the computers

and the web, a variety of options are

available to the teachers to use technology

in all these tasks. In this Chapter, we will

discuss about the online web survey and

quiz tools, and their use in educational

contexts.

“On-line quizzes can be used as an

instrument for providing feedback to

students on the degree of their understan-

ding of course material. Such quizzes can

be used at the beginning of a course for

diagnostic purposes to indicate any areas

where prerequisite knowledge may be

inadequate, during the course to measure

progress in understanding, or at the end of a

course to assist in revision” (Judge, 1999).

When a large number of students are taking

a course, it becomes difficult to mark and

provide comments, properly designed

online quizzes can help teachers. There can

be a number of formats for online quiz,

covering:

l True/False 

l Multiple Choice [pick one response only

to be correct] 

l Multiple Response [pick all that apply] 

l Matching Lists [includes ranking and

drag & drop] 

l Fill in the Blank [single keyword] 

l Short Answer [free form text response

seeking several keywords] 

l Numerical Response [ number entered

via the keyboard - questions could

possibly be based on a randomly

generated set of parameter values] 

l Hot Spot Response [questions involving

identifying the correct position on a

diagram or picture] 

Apart from gathering data about the

learners' progress, online surveys can be

used to gather data about student

satisfaction and feedback on the course

delivery. 

Using survey and quiz tools
Normally, if you are using a Learning

Management System, it will come with its

online quiz module. The Moodle LMS has a

quiz module and a survey module. The

Quiz module enables creation of a question

bank and thus, items created in the system

can be re-used. It is an extremely flexible

module that give a number of options such

as quizzes with different question types,

randomly generated quizzes from pools of

questions, allow students to have repeated

CHAPTER 24
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attempts at a question or retake quizzes multiple times, and have the computer score it all.

Such flexibility is not possible in paper based testing. For effective quiz preparation,

Moodle provides the following guidelines: 

l Consider the course goal while framing a question. After all, you want to know whether

your students are achieving the goals of the course, so why not ask them directly? 

l Try to ask multiple questions about each important idea in the class. This gives you more

data points about student understanding. 

l When writing a multiple-choice question, be sure each wrong answer represents a

common misconception. This will help you diagnose student thinking and eliminate

easy guessing. 

l Write questions requiring your students to think at different levels. Include some recall

questions, some comprehension questions and some application and analysis

questions. You can determine where students are having problems in their thinking. Can

they recall the material, but not apply it? 

l Test your questions. After you’ve established an initial question bank, use the system

reports to determine which questions are useful, and which aren’t. As you write new

questions, give them a lower point value and throw in a few to establish their reliability. 

Moodle provides the following question types as options:

l Essay type question to be marked by the tutor

l Short answer type

l Fill in the banks

l Multiple choice (single answer or multiple answer)

l True-False

l Matching

l Graphical (Drag and Drop)

Besides, the comprehensive feature of Moodle, you can also use other third party

software like HotPatato (available free for educational institution as long as the questions

are made available free to others) or OpenMark (the open source question banking

software developed by Open University)  that you can use for creation of off line and online

questions and can import to Moodle. The Survey option in Moodle provides opportunity to

gather data about course satisfaction and evaluation. It also provides a number of verified

survey instruments, including COLLES (Constructivist On-Line Learning Environment

Survey) and ATTLS (Attitudes to Thinking and Learning Survey). You can also use other free

survey software available online such as SurveyMonkey, SurveyShare, SurveyGizmo, etc. If

you have access to a web server, you may like to host LimeSurvey, which is open source.

Most of these tools are intuitive and simple link based that you can use and practice. You

may like to open an account in some of the free survey tools for practice.

References and resources
HotPatato: http://hotpot.uvic.ca/index.htm
Judge, G. (1999). The production and use of on-line web quizzes for economics, Computers in Higher
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As discussed in Chapter 3, in order to

provide online courses and

programmes on the World Wide

Web (WWW), we require a software system

called Learning Management System

(LMS). An LMS is an integrated set of

software/programs that automate the

administration, tracking and reporting of

online courses/programmes. It provides a

centralised organisational approach to

learning for scheduling of courses and

registration of learners, and assessment of

their learning outcomes. Prominent

example of LMS include Moodle, Black-

Board, etc. Often the LMS is used intercha-

ngeably with Content Management

Systems (CMS) and Learning Content

Management Systems (LCMS).

According to IDC, LCMS is a system that

is used to create, store, assemble and deliver

personalised elearning content in the form

of learning objects (IDC, 2001). Most LMS

include some basic form of content

creation and storage. While LMS provides

much sophisticated student registration

and tracking of course completion, the

LCMS provides tracking of learners'

interaction with the content objects.

Content Management Systems (CMS) are

“designed for a much broader purpose than

learning content management systems.

They are usually used to create information

portals for organisations and can serve as

the foundation for the practice of

knowledge management, but they can also

be used for simply organising documents

and media assets” (Chapman and Hall,

2002; p. 11).  Common CMS includes

Drupal, Joomla, etc. The LCMS follows the

basic architecture of CMS and also integrate

the features of LMS and therefore, the use of

the phrase LCMS. 

According to Brandon-Hall (2009), the

general difference between LMS and LCMS

are given in Table 25.1. 

Generally LMS should be able to do the

following (ASTD, 2009):

l centralise and automate administration

l use self-service and self-guided services

l assemble and deliver learning content

rapidly

l consolidate training initiatives on a

scalable web-based platform

l support portability and standards

l personalise content and enable

knowledge reuse.

As can be seen from the table, and the

ASTD's listing of LMS's functions above, it is

becoming difficult to differentiate between

LMS and LCMS as both types of products
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are available with different functionalities.

For our purpose, we consider LMS as the

generic term covering CMS and LCMS.

Interestingly, LMS is also used

synonymously with Course Management

Systems. The LMS market is full of

proprietary and open source software with

over 30 proprietary products reported in the

Bersin and Associate's research report

(Mallon, et al., 2009) and over 15 open

source products are listed by Edutools

(2009). The first LMS — eCollege — was

reported in 1996 when the University of

Colorado used a  web-based system to offer

online programmes. Blackboard (started at

Cornell University) and WebCT (started at

University of British Columbia) emerged in

the year 1997. WebCT is now merged with

Blackboard, and represents a major share in

the proprietary market. However, with the

emergence of open source LMS such as

Moodle in 1999, more and more

educational institutions are preferring to

use the same. Though selection of right

LMS should be dependent on the needs of

the institution and the budget and expertise

level available, Moodle is being used by over

4,000 institutions in over 203 countries. 

Features of LMS
Generally, LMS consists of a variety of

features and Edutools (2009) provides a

comparison of both proprietary and open

source products based on the features

identified by the users.  We have listed

some of the basic features of LMS based on

Edutools here:

Learner tools
Communication tools
l Discussion forum is a threaded online

text conversation between participants.

l Discussion Management includes all of

the accessing and scheduling associated

with running a discussion forum.

l File exchange tools allow learners to

upload files from their local computers

and share these files with instructors or

other students in an online course. Note:

File attachments to messages are part of

Learning Management Learning Content 
Systems Management Systems

Provides primary management of - Learners Learning content

Management of classroom, instructor-led training Yes No

Performance reporting of training results Primary focus Secondary focus

Learner collaboration Yes Yes

Keeping learner profile data Yes No

Sharing learner data with an ERP system Yes No

Event Scheduling Yes No

Competency mapping – skill gap analysis Yes Yes (in some cases)

Content Creation capabilities Yes (in some cases) Yes

Organising reusable content No Yes

Creation of test questions and test administration Yes Yes

Dynamic pre-testing and adaptive learning No Yes

Workflow tools to manage the content development No Yes
development process

Delivery of content by providing navigational No Yes
controls and learner interface

TABLE 25.1. LMS vs. LCMS
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Internal Email and Discussion Forums. 

l Internal email is electronic mail that

can be read or sent from inside an

online course.

l Online Notes/Journal enable students

to make notes in a personal or private

journal. Students can share personal

journal entries with their instructor or

other students but cannot share private

journal entries.

l Real-time chat is a

conversation between

people over the Internet

that involves exchanging

messages back and forth at

virtually the same time.

l Whiteboard tools include

an electronic version of a

dry-erase board used by

instructors and learners in

a virtual classroom (also

called a smartboard or electronic

whiteboard) and other synchronous

services such as application sharing,

group browsing, etc.

Productivity tools
l Bookmarks allow students to easily

return to important pages within their

course or outside their course on the

web. In some cases bookmarks are for

an individual student's private use and,

in others, can be shared with an

instructor or amongst a group.

l Calendar/Progress Review tools enable

students to document their plans for a

course and the associated assignments

in a course.

l Searching within a course is a tool that

allows users to find course material

based on key words.

l Work offline/Synchronise is a set of

tools that enable students to work

offline in their online course and for

their work to be synchronised into the

course the next time they log-in.

Sometimes students can download

course content to their local computers

and work offline.

l Orientation/Help tools are designed to

help students learn how to use the

course management system. Typically,

these tools are self-paced tutorials, user

manuals, and email or telephone

helpdesk support. 

Student involvement tools
l Group Work is the

capacity to organise a class

into groups and provide

group work space that

enables the instructor to

assign specific tasks or

projects.

l Community Networking

tools allow students to create

social ties, study groups,

clubs, or collaborative teams,

without instructor intervention. 

l Student Portfolios are areas where

students can showcase their work in a

course, display their personal photo,

and list demographic information.

Support tools
Administration tools
l Authentication is a procedure that

works like a lock and key by providing

access to software by a user who enters

the appropriate user name (login) and

password. Authentication also refers to

the procedure by which user names and

passwords are created and maintained.

l Course authorisation tools are used to

assign specific access privileges to

course content and tools based on

specific user roles, e.g. students,

instructors, teaching assistants. For

example, students can view pages and

instructors can author pages.  

l Registration tools are used to add

students to and drop students from an

online course. Administrators and/or

instructors use registration tools but

Community
Networking tools
allow students to
create social ties,

study groups, clubs,
or collaborative
teams, without

instructor
intervention
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students also use them when self-

registration is available. Students can

also be added to or dropped from the

course.

l Hosted Services means that the product

provider offers the course management

system on a server at their location so

the institution does not provide any

hardware.

Course delivery tools
l Test types indicate which types of

questions the software

supports.

l Automated testing

management includes the

control of when and where

tests may be taken and

under what conditions.

l Automated testing support

includes system services

for importing and

exporting tests and test

banks as well as statistical

analysis of test results.

l Online marking tools

enable instructors and assistants to

evaluated and mark student work while

online.

l Online gradebook includes supports for

keeping track of student progress and

work online in support of assigning

course grades.

l Course management tools allow

instructors to control the progression of

an online class through the course

material.

l Student Tracking is the ability to track

the usage of course materials by

students, and to perform additional

analysis and reporting both of aggregate

and individual usage.

Content development tools
l Accessibility compliance

means meeting the standards

that allow people with

disabilities to access

information online. For

example, the blind use a

device called a screen reader

to read the screen but Web

pages need to be designed so

that screen readers can

navigate it easily.

l The product provider self-

reports that the software complies with

the WAI WCAG 1.0 AAA guidelines.

l Course templates are tools that help

instructors create the initial structure

for an online course.

l Customised Look and Feel is the ability

Student Tracking
is the ability
to track the

usage of course
materials by

students, and to
perform additional

analysis and
reporting both 
aggregate and

individual usage
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to change the graphics and how a

course looks. This also includes the

ability to institutionally brand courses.

l Instructional design tools help

instructors creating learning sequences,

for example, with lesson templates or

wizards.

l Instructional standards

compliance concerns how

well a product conforms to

standards for sharing

instructional materials

with other online learning

systems and other factors

that may affect the

decision whether to switch

from this product to

another. 

l Content Authoring and

integration in text, audio,

video, graphics, animation and

multimedia.

l Provision for student and instructor

blogs and wikis.

Using LMS
The use of LMS has received its share of

criticism for replicating the conventional

classroom based learning and teaching

practices. The template driven approach to

organisation of learning is yet another

criticism against the use of LMSs (Naidu,

2006). However, the LMSs today provide

sophisticated set of software tools to

engage the learner in dialogue and

interaction with the learning content as

well as the teachers and the

peer group. Though template

driven, the expert user can

also create and adopt

alternative styles and

approaches. The content can

be rich in terms of multiple

sensory inputs rather than

just 'page turners'. Students

can be engaged in design-

based learning pursuit and

can discuss and reflect on the

content using various tools

available. Formation of

groups and portfolio, blogging and wiki-

based group work are all possible these

days with the use of appropriate LMS. For

the teachers/instructors, it provides an

easy way to organise courses and deliver it

to a large number of students. Tests can be

built into the system that can reduce

teacher work and allow the teacher to take-

up other activities and provide inputs in

the discussion forums. The effective use of

STRIDE HANDBOOK 8 
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LMS requires

adequate training in
the software and a

deep
understanding of

instructional design,
to plan, develop, and

implement online
courses/programmes

systematically
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LMS requires adequate training in the software  and a deep understanding of

instructional design to plan, develop, and implement online courses/programmes

systematically.
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